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In order to establish infection, flaviviruses induce mutations in antigenic proteins 

as a strategy to evade neutralizing antibodies; a phenomenon known as antibody-

mediated neutralization resistance. Most of the critical mutations associated with 

antibody resistance are located in the envelope protein domain 3 (ED3). In West Nile 

virus (WNV), and in other flaviviruses, mutations in ED3 are found throughout its 

structure, including regions outside of the viral epitope and/or not accessible to 

antibodies. Besides the trivial effects of local perturbations due to mutations in the 

epitope, these observations are consistent with our hypothesis that there is long-range 

communication connecting distant residues linked to the viral epitope. Mutations at sites 

distant but coupled to the epitope would lead to an alteration of affinity to antibody; e.g., 

resistance to antibody-mediated neutralization. In support of our hypothesis, we 

demonstrated by multiple biophysical approaches the communications among distant 

sites and a network of communications of energetically coupled residues. Within this 

network, mutations in WNV ED3 caused perturbations only in the loop connecting 

strands B-C (BC loop) by changing the magnitude of energetic coupling between these 

distant sites. The magnitude of perturbation conveyed by the mutations is represented by 

a Boltzmann distribution. This suggests that neutralization resistance is the manifestation 

of an equilibrium process governing the distribution between ED3 conformations that are 
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responsible for antibody neutralization-resistance and nonresistance. Indeed we observed 

a linear correlation between affinity for antibody and magnitude of energetic coupling on 

the BC loop. To test the generality of these results, we investigated the ED3 from dengue 

virus type 2 (DENV2), a related flavivirus. We found that only the FG loop was 

susceptible to mutational perturbations. Remarkably, the BC and FG loops have been 

shown to be the dominant epitopes in ED3 for WNV and DENV2, respectively. 

Evidently these distant sites are energetically coupled to their respective viral epitope. 

This study reveals the strategy by which flavivirus employed to evade antibody, namely, 

establishment of long-range communications in viral proteins to expand the mutational 

repertoire to perturb the epitopes and lower the affinity for antibodies resulting in evasion 

of antibody-mediated neutralization.  
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W (Trp)   tryptophan 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

1.1 EMERGING FLAVIVIRUSES 

 Most members of the Flavivirus genus are arboviruses, the completion of whose 

transmission cycle requires a blood-sucking arthropod. However, a few members do not 

have a known vector1 (Figure 1.1). The genus contains ~70 species, of which most are 

transmitted by mosquito or ticks2 (mosquito-borne or tick-borne, respectively). Mosquito-

borne members of flaviviruses represent important emerging and resurging diseases of 

global significance; for example, the resurgence of dengue in tropical and subtropical 

areas of the world, and the establishment of West Nile virus (WNV) in new habitats and 

environments such as the Americas1,3. Currently there are no human vaccines against 

WNV or dengue virus1. 

 

Figure 1.1. Phylogenetic classification of Flavivirus (clade and cluster) and serocomplex 
classification4,5.  
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1.2 MOSQUITO-BORNE FLAVIVIRUSES

One of the most significant emerging pathogens is WNV in the western 

hemisphere. After first isolated in New York in 19996,7, WNV spread very rapidly 

throughout continental USA (Figure 1.3A) and neighboring regions such as Canada, 

Mexico, Central America and recently, South America8-11. It is thought that the rapid 

colonization of the Americas by WNV can be attributed to the extraordinarily broad 

range of bird hosts and mosquito vectors that are part of the transmission cycle2 (Figure 

1.2). More than 280 species of birds (including migratory birds) and close to 60 species 

of mosquito (mainly of the genus Culex spp.) have been documented as amplifying hosts 

or vectors, respectively (available at the Center of Disease Control and Prevention 

website: http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dvbid/westnile/index.htm). Humans and other 

vertebrates, such as horses, are incidental hosts and are thought to have a minor role in 

the transmission cycle because they are not capable of supporting high viremias to 

efficiently transmit WNV to feeding mosquitoes (Figure 1.2).  

 

 

Figure 1.2. Transmission cycle of WNV between birds and the mosquito vector. Humans and horses 
are incidental hosts. ~280 species of birds and ~60 species of mosquito are part of the WNV 
transmission cycle. 
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Despite that humans are only incidental hosts of WNV, the incidence of WNV 

human infections in USA, since 2002, has increased dramatically. During the years 2002-

06, more than 22,000 cases of human infections were reported to the Center of Disease 

Control and Prevention (CDC). Of those, 8,500 progressed into neurological conditions 

such as encephalitis or meningitis resulting in more than 940 deaths (Figure 1.3B) (case 

count update available via CDC-ArboNet). 

 

 

 

A B 

Figure 1.3. A, Yearly progression of WNV distribution from 1999 to 2002. B, Reported cases of 
WNV human infection (grey bars) and resulted fatalities (black bars). Information obtained from the 
CDC website at http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dvbid/westnile/index.htm. Red arrow indicates the 
significant increase in human infections, which correlates with the rapid geographical distribution.  

 

The establishment of WNV human infections can be attributed to the 

development of mechanisms of evading the host humoral immune system, a phenomenon 

known as antibody neutralization resistance. Humoral immunity is an essential 

component of the immune response against flaviviruses as neutralizing monoclonal 

antibodies (MAbs) limit dissemination of infection12-14. In WNV, as well as in other 

flaviviruses, the induction of mutations in viral antigenic proteins, a phenomenon 

described as antigenic variation, is suggested as the principal strategy to evade potent 

neutralizing MAbs12. Most neutralizing MAbs that recognize WNV, and induce a 
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protective immune response, are targeted to the envelope (E) protein14-16, which sits 

tangentially to the surface and fully covers the viral particle (Figure 1.4A). The E protein 

forms a head-to-tail homodimer (Figure 1.4B), whose exterior soluble segment 

(ectodomain), is composed of three distinct structural domains (ED1-3) mainly based on 

beta-strand structures17 (Figure 1.4C). ED1 and ED2 are the central and dimerization 

domains, respectively, and ED3 is the putative receptor-binding domain4,5.  

 

C 

ED3 

ED2 
ED1 

Top view of the 
envelope  protein 

Figure 1.4. A and B, Cryo-electron microscopy reconstruction of the WNV viral particle. The E 
protein is shown in blue in which green and pink dots corresponds to solvent exposed mutation sites 
in ED3. Figure kindly provided by Richard Kuhn (Purdue University). C, Top view of the structure 
of the DENV2 E protein homodimer18. The ED3 of WNV19 was modeled in the E protein from 
DENV2. Beige and cyan spheres correspond to naturally occurring mutation sites that are solvent 
and non-solvent exposed. 

West Nile virus

A 
B 

 
  

Although all three domains in the E protein contain antigenic sites, suggesting 

that there is not a single defined one, most of the experimental evidence strongly suggests 
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that the envelope protein domain 3 (ED3) is the major antigenic domain in WNV as well 

as in most flaviviruses. In fact, many studies have shown that potent neutralizing MAbs 

binding to ED3 are the most efficient at blocking virus attachment to cells14-16,20-23, 

although some anti-ED3 MAbs may impair virus membrane fusion24. Consistent with the 

functional role of the ED3 is its localization in the context of the intact virion. The ED3 

clearly projects above the rest of the E protein facilitating the interactions with other 

macromolecules25-27 (Figure 1.5). 

 

Figure 1.5. Side view of the structure of the DENV2 E protein homodimer18 in which the ED3 of 
WNV was modeled19. Beige and cyan spheres correspond to naturally occurring mutation sites that 
are solvent and non-solvent exposed. Domains 1 and 2 are colored in red and blue, respectively. In 
addition, the Fab domain of the neutralizing antibody E16 was included24. Red arrow indicates 
position E390 that is part of the binding site but does decrease MAb binding. 
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1.3 RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY 

 

1.3.1 Background problem, central hypothesis and specific aims 

It is generally assumed that mutations that decrease MAb binding affinity, and 

potentially generate a MAb-neutralization resistant variant, are located in the viral 

epitope. However, it is interesting to note that several mutations found in different WNV 

variant strains16 mapped to residues that were both solvent and non-solvent exposed in 

ED3 (Figure 1.5, beige and cyan spheres, respectively). And even in the case of solvent-
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exposed mutations, many were distantly positioned from the epitope. Mutations outside 

the viral epitope that confer MAb-neutralization resistance have been documented in 

many flaviviruses16,28-30 as well as in other non-related viruses31,32. In addition, in WNV 

ED3, most mutations at residues that comprise the viral epitope do not impair MAb 

binding14,24 (e.g. the mutation site is highlighted by the red arrow in Figure 1.5), 

indicating that the mechanisms involved in MAb-neutralization resistance are not only 

limited to local perturbations of the antigen-antibody interaction surface. Thus, it is 

inappropriate to presume that the mechanism for the broad spectrum of phenomena in 

MAb-neutralization resistance is automatically linked to mutations in the viral epitope.  

Based on those observations, and to fulfill the knowledge gap in the mechanism 

of MAb-neutralization resistance, we hypothesize that there is long-range 

communication connecting distant sites which are in turn linked to the viral epitope. 

As a consequence to this network of communication, mutations in these distant sites 

would lead to a change in the epitope and decrease the affinity of MAb to the viral 

protein, i.e. resistance to antibody-mediated neutralization.  

I tested this central hypothesis via the following specific aims: 

1. The identification of long-range communications between distant sites in ED3 

from WNV (CHAPTER 2). 

By investigating the solution biophysical properties in ED3 from WNV and three 

single-site naturally occurring mutations we will address the following question: Are 

there long-range interactions between distant regions in ED3? This aim will provide the 

experimental evidence for long-range interactions between mutation sites in the WNV 

ED3. 

2. Identify the role of mutations outside the viral epitope in WNV ED3 in the 

mechanism of MAb-neutralization resistance (CHAPTER 3). 

We validated and applied the COREX algorithm to determine the correlated 

fluctuations of ED3 and establish a network of energetically coupled residues in ED3 

from WNV. In this aim we addressed the following questions: Are there long-range 

interactions coupled to the epitope? Is there a residue network between distant mutation 
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sites and the dominant epitope in WNV ED3? If this is the case, what are the underlying 

principle governing these long-range communications?  

3. Validation of the generality of the mechanism for MAb-neutralization 

resistance in closely related flaviviruses (CHAPTERS 4 and 5). 

Dengue virus type 2 (DENV2) also represents a major resurging mosquito-borne 

flavivirus of worldwide importance (Figure 1.6). The DENV2 ED3 is very similar 

structure-wise and sequence-wise to the WNV ED3 but with very different antigenic 

properties (Figure 1.1). We used the COREX algorithm to investigate the networks of 

energetically coupled residues in DENV2 ED3. This aim will address the following 

questions: Are the networks of communication in ED3 different between closely related 

viruses (e.g. WNV and DENV2)? What are similarities and differences in the residue 

networks between WNV and DENV2 ED3s? Is there a biological significance of 

establishing residue networks? Is there an additional viral advantage of having mutations 

outside the viral epitope to evade neutralizing MAbs that it is not known? 

 

 

Figure 1.6. A, The change in geographical distribution of dengue serotypes from 1970 to 2004. B, 
The global resurgence of dengue and its associated disease (dengue hemorrhagic fever) over the past 
century, by number of cases (upper panel) and by country (lower panel). Adapted from Ref. 1.  

A B 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 

COMMUNICATION BETWEEN DISTANT SITES IN THE 

ENVELOPE PROTEIN DOMAIN 3 OF NEUTRALIZATION-

RESISTANT MUTANTS OF WEST NILE VIRUS 

 
 

2.1 ABSTRACT 

Monoclonal antibody resistance is induced by mutations in viral proteins, which 

lead to changes in the interaction of the antibody with the virus epitope. Single mutations 

on domain 3 (ED3) from WNV can confer resistance to the virion against wild type-

targeted neutralizing antibodies (MAbs). However, studies have indicated that structural 

elements other than the epitope may play a role in neutralization resistance. In order to 

dissect the molecular mechanism of neutralization resistance, we have studied the 

biophysical properties of ED3 from WNV wild type (strain USA99b) and single 

mutations found in WNV variant strains. These mutations are K310T, T332A and 

T332K. From these studies we have determined a quantitative correlation where the 

higher the resistance to neutralization, the less stable and more dynamic is the rED3. 

Furthermore, by using a variety of biophysical approaches we observed that the 

mutations affect the dynamics and surface chemistry of ED3 at regions outside the 

mutation site, implying long-range communication within ED3. Based on our results, we 

hypothesize that the mechanisms involved in neutralization resistance is dependent not 

only on regions of interaction with the antibody (epitope) but also on distant structural 

elements of the protein via long-range communication. 
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2.2 INTRODUCTION 

The genus Flavivirus of the family Flaviviridae consists of a number of pathogens 

of major public health importance, which cause diseases including yellow fever (YF), 

Japanese encephalitis (JE), tick-borne encephalitis (TBE), West Nile (WN) and dengue33. 

All studies to date indicate that neutralizing antibodies are the major mechanism of 

protective immunity against flaviviruses34, as demonstrated by the effectiveness of 

vaccines to prevent other flavivirus diseases (YF, JE and TBE). The primary target of 

virus-neutralizing antibodies is the envelope (E) protein35. The E protein is the major 

structural protein on the surface of flaviviruses and consists of three distinct structural 

domains (ED1-3). ED1 and ED2 are the central and dimerization domains, respectively, 

and ED3 (amino acids 295-395 in the E protein) is the putative receptor-binding 

domain17,36.  Consistent with the functional role of ED3 is its orientation in the context of 

the intact virion. The ED3 of WNV clearly projects above the rest of the E protein 

facilitating the potential interaction with other macromolecules, such as antibodies or cell 

receptors25. Although all three domains in the E protein contain immunogenic sites, 

suggesting that there is not a single defined antigenic site, most of the experimental 

evidence strongly indicates that ED3 is the major immunogenic domain for virus type-

specific neutralizing monoclonal antibodies35 (MAbs). Many studies have shown that 

MAbs binding to ED3 are the most efficient at blocking virus attachment to cells20-23, 

although it has recently been suggested that some anti-ED3 MAbs may impair virus 

membrane fusion24,37. Furthermore, mutations on ED3 are associated with changes in its 

immunogenic properties resulting in neutralization resistant variants and, frequently, in 

attenuation of neuroinvasiveness or neurovirulence phenotypes35. I has been previously 

determined that residue T332 in ED3 is a critical amino acid in the major neutralization 

site of WNV (Figure 2.1). Mutations at this position decrease MAb binding affinity by > 

~100-fold and generates a fully resistant variant in neutralization assays in vitro15,16. 

In general, amino acid substitutions that are spatially located in the antibody 

binding site (epitope) interrupt the antibody-antigen interaction that leads to virus 

neutralization. However, several studies with flaviviruses have shown that antibody 
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binding (or neutralization) can be perturbed by regions other than the epitope. For 

example, flaviviruses that escape from neutralization due to a mutation without loss in 

MAb binding imply additional structural elements outside the epitope that are required 

for virus neutralization16,28-30. Furthermore, there is evidence of positive cooperativity in 

antibody binding (avidity) for flaviviruses indicating that virus neutralization can be the 

consequence of cross-talk among distant amino acids in the E protein38-40. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.1. NMR structure of rED3-WT19 (PDB 1S6N) showing the distance (in Å) between residues 
T332 (red), K310 (magenta) and W397 (green). Residue numbering corresponds to amino acids 296-
406 of the entire E protein of WNV. Residues in yellow correspond to tyrosine residues Y302, Y329 
and Y383. The ribbon diagram was rendered using PyMOL v. 0.97 (Delano Scientific LLC, San 
Carlos, CA). 
 

 
  

We have studied the effect of single mutations on the biophysical properties of 

ED3 from the North American WNV prototype strain, USA99b. The three single 
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mutations rED3-K310T, rED3-T332A and rED3-T332K were chosen because they cover 

a broad spectrum of degree of resistance to neutralization by a panel of WNV subtype-

specific MAbs15,16. The substitutions rED3-T332K and rED3-T332A confer full and 

partial resistance to the virus, respectively; while rED3-K310T has no significant effects. 

By using a variety of biophysical methods, we have observed changes in protein 

dynamics and stability which correlate with the degree of neutralization in such a way 

that the most resistant mutant (i.e., rED3-T332K) is the least stable and has the most 

dynamic ED3. Furthermore, we have observed that the mutations affected the dynamics 

and surface electrostatics at regions outside the mutation site, implying long-range 

communication. Based on these results we hypothesize that the mechanism of 

neutralization is dependent not only on regions of interaction with the antibody (epitope) 

but also on distant structural elements of ED3 via long-range communication. 

 

 

2.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.3.1 Chemicals and buffers  

All chemicals were reagent grade. Acrylamide was from Boehringer Mannheim. 

2,2,2-Trichloroethanol, Potassium iodide, Thallium acetate, N-Acetyl-L-

tryptophanamide, Nα-Acetyl-L-tyrosinamide and Phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride were 

from Sigma. Quinine Bisulfate was from Kodak. Ultrapure Guanidine hydrochloride was 

from ICN Biochemicals. All solutions were made with distilled and deionized >18-

megaohm water. The standard buffer, TN200, was 20 mM Tris pH 8.0 (adjusted with 

HCl at 20 °C), 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA and 5% Glycerol v/v. Phosphate buffer was 

100 mM NaHPO4 pH 7.4 at 20 °C, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA and 5% Glycerol v/v. 

 

 

2.3.2 Guanidine hydrochloride preparation 

A stock solution of GdnHCl (7.5 M) was prepared in TN200 buffer or phosphate 

buffer, filtered (0.45 μm pore size membrane), degassed and corrected for pH. Density 
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measurements were done with a Mettler/Paar Precise Density Meter model DMA O2D 

with a fix temperature of 20.0 ± 0.1 °C controlled by a circulating water bath. The 

concentration of GdnHCl was determined by using:  

 

53.95
10][

3⋅⋅
= GWGdnHCl ρ     (2.1) 

 

where W is the weight fraction of GdnHCl in solution; Gρ  is the density of the GdnHCl 

stock solution and 95.53 is the molecular weight of GdnHCl. W can be determined by 

solving the following empirical equation41:  

 

2033.0271.01 WW
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G ++=
ρ
ρ     (2.2) 

 

where Bρ is the density of TN200 buffer or phosphate buffer.  

 

 

2.3.3 Protein preparation 

The recombinant E protein structural domain 3 (rED3) incorporates amino acids 

296-406 of the entire E protein from WN virus strain 385-99. The rED3 gene was 

harbored in a pMAL-c2x vector (New England Biolabs) and expressed as a maltose-

binding protein (MBP) fusion protein42. Wild type (rED3-WT) and single mutant rED3s 

were prepared identically by sequential chromatography on Bio-Rex 70 (Bio-Rad), 

amylose affinity resin (New England Biolabs) and Bio-Gel P-30 (Bio-Rad). All 

chromatographic steps were carried out at 4 °C unless stated otherwise. The purification 

scheme was as follows: Transformed cells (Escherichia coli strain BL21) were grown at 

37 °C in rich media with glucose (2 g/L) until the OD600 nm reached 0.7 and then induced 

with IPTG (0.2 mM final concentration). The cells were pelleted and suspended in MES 

buffer (20 mM MES pH 5.5, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA and 5 % Glycerol v/v) with 1 
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mM PMSF and lysed with high pressure (10,000 psi) for 1 h. After centrifugation, the 

resulting supernatant was passed over Bio-Rex 70 pre-equilibrated with MES buffer. The 

matrix was washed with the same buffer until the eluant OD260 nm was < 0.05. The fusion 

protein was eluted out from Bio-Rex 70 at room temperature with a low-to-high salt 

gradient (0.2 M  1.0 M NaHPO4 pH 8.3, 5 % Glycerol v/v) and dialyzed against 

TN200 buffer until the salt concentration was near 200 mM NaCl (the salt concentration 

was determined by conductivity). The dialyzate was passed over amylose resin pre-

equilibrated with TN200 buffer and washed with 3X column volumes of the same buffer. 

The fusion protein was eluted out with a gradient of 0 M  0.01 M maltose in TN200 

buffer, concentrated to ≥ 10 mg/ml and cleaved (0.1 % w/w) with Factor Xa (Novagen-

EMD Biosciences) at room temperature for 14 h. The rED3 was separated from the MBP 

by size exclusion chromatography using Bio Gel P-30 pre-equilibrated with degassed 

TN700 buffer (same as TN200 buffer but with 700 mM NaCl). The fractions containing 

rED3 were dialyzed against TN200 buffer and concentrated. All rED3s were > 95 % 

homogeneous as judged by Coomassie Blue stained SDS-PAGE gels with a loading 20-

30 μg/lane of protein (Figure 2.3, Results section). The rED3s concentration was 

determined using an extinction coefficient of ε280 nm = 10875 M-1cm-1 based on the protein 

aromatic amino acid composition43. Before using, the rED3s were dialyzed against fresh 

buffer (filtered with a 0.45 μm pore size membrane followed by degassing) and 

centrifuged at 14,000 rpm, at 4 °C. 

 

 

2.3.4 Chemical unfolding 

Unfolding of rED3s was evaluated by measuring changes in the maximum 

emission fluorescence intensity at 340 nm (normalized to the lamp intensity) as a 

function of GdnHCl concentration. The excitation wavelengths were 280 nm and 295 nm. 

Fluorescence recordings were monitored with a SLM 8000C spectrofluorometer using a 

5.0 mm-path length quartz cuvette and maintaining the temperature constant at 20.0 ± 0.1 

°C. Chemical denaturation measurements were performed by mixing appropriate 
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proportions of stock denaturant solution (i.e., 7.5 M GdnHCl in TN200 buffer), TN200 

buffer and protein solution (i.e., 80 μM dialyzed exhaustively against TN200 buffer), 

followed by incubation at 4 °C for ≥ 14 h. The protein concentration was 18 μM. 

Baseline corrections were made for buffer and denaturant contributions to the 

fluorescence intensity. GdnHCl-induced unfolding data were analyzed by nonlinear least-

square fitting using the following equation, which describes a two-state unfolding 

process: 
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where ΔFD is the change in maximum emission intensity at a given concentration of 

GdnHCl ([D]); aN, mN, aU and mU are the intercepts (a) and slopes (m) of the base lines 

corresponding to the native (N) and unfolded (U) states, respectively. C1/2 is the 

concentration of GdnHCl at which the population of folded and unfolded states is equal. 

mD is the slope of the linear dependence of ΔG on denaturant concentration as described 

by the Linear extrapolation method or LEM44 (ΔG = + mOH
UNG 2

→Δ D[D]). The reported 

is the free energy change for conversion of native to unfolded protein in the 

absence of denaturant at 20 °C. 

OH
UNG 2

→Δ

 

 

2.3.5 Thermal unfolding 

Thermal denaturation measurements were evaluated by changes in the maximum 

emission fluorescence intensity at 340 nm using a Perkin-Elmer LS50B 

spectrofluorometer. The excitation wavelengths were 280 nm and 295 nm. The 

temperature in the cuvette was increased using temperature-controlled circulating water 

with a precision of ± 0.1 °C. The scan rate was 60 °C/h. To avoid temperature differences 

between the circulating water and the cuvette, the temperature of the protein solution was 
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measured directly using a thermocouple. The temperature scans for the rED3s were 

performed as a function of increasing concentrations of GdnHCl (0.0 M  1.0 M). 

Samples were prepared in the following order: First, appropriate proportions of stock 

denaturant solution (7.5 M GdnHCl in phosphate buffer) and phosphate buffer were 

mixed, degassed and checked for correct pH. Then, the protein solution was added to a 

final concentration of 4⋅10-1 μM. Samples with GdnHCl were incubated at 4 °C overnight 

for ≥ 14 h. Baseline corrections were made for buffer and denaturant contributions to the 

fluorescence intensity. Temperature-induced unfolding data for all GdnHCl 

concentrations were simultaneously analyzed by nonlinear least-squares fitting using the 

following equation, which describes a two-state unfolding process: 
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where ΔFT,D is the change in maximum emission intensity at a given temperature (T) and 

concentration of GdnHCl ([D]);  aN, mN,T, mN,D, aU, mU,T and mU,D are the intercepts (a) 

and slopes (m) for the temperature (T) and denaturant (D) dependences of the base lines 

corresponding to the native (N) and unfolded (U) states, respectively.  

includes the temperature and denaturant dependence on the change of Gibb’s free energy 

of unfolding and it is defined by: 
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where ΔH0 and ΔCp0 are the enthalpy and heat capacity changes for conversion of native 

to unfolded protein; Tm is the temperature where the population of native and unfolded 

states is equal and mD is the slope of the linear dependence of ΔG on denaturant 

concentration (see above). 
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2.3.6 Fluorescent measurements 

All steady-state fluorescence intensity measurements were carried out in 10 mm-

path length quartz cuvettes using a Perkin-Elmer LS50B spectrofluorometer. The 

temperature of the cuvette holder was regulated by circulating water at 20.0 ± 0.1 °C. The 

excitation and emission polarizers were set at 90° and 55° (magic angle) to avoid 

potential artifacts due to fluorescence anisotropy of the sample. All measurements were 

corrected for inner filter effects using the formula45: 

 
)(5.010 exAb

pexcor FF λ⋅=     (2.6) 

 

where Fcor is the corrected value of fluorescence intensity, Fexp is the experimentally 

measured fluorescence intensity, b is the length in the optical path in the cuvette (1 cm) 

and Aλex is the absorbance of the sample at the excitation wavelength.  

 

 

2.3.7 Tryptophan fluorescence quenching 

Quenching experiments were monitored at 340 nm with excitation wavelength at 

295 nm. The protein concentration was 2 μM in TN200 buffer. Four different quenching 

molecules (quenchers) were use for these experiments: Acrylamide (neutral quencher), 

iodide (negatively charged quencher), thallium (positively charged quencher) and 

trichloroethanol or TCE (hydrophobic quencher). Due to the low solubility of thallium in 

the presence of chloride, the standard TN200 buffer was substituted by buffer Tris-

Acetate (20 mM Tris-Acetate pH 8.0, 200 mM Sodium Acetate, 1 mM EDTA and 5% 

glycerol v/v). The Job method46 for continuous variation was applied to keep the 

solutions at constant ionic strength during the titrations with iodide and thallium. For 

each titration, four cuvettes were used and measured independently: one for baseline (A), 

one for dilution (B), one for the titration itself with a given quencher (C) and one to 

measure photobleaching (D). Cuvettes B, C and D contained the same protein 

concentration. Cuvette A contained only buffer. During the experiment, aliquots of 
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quencher (in TN200 buffer or Tris-Acetate buffer) were added to cuvettes A and C; and 

to cuvette B, the same volume of buffer was added. To cuvette D neither acrylamide nor 

buffer was added. Under this experimental set up, the actual effect of the acrylamide on 

the fluorescent properties of the tryptophan residue in the rED3 can be extracted by the 

following relation: 
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where FQ is the corrected steady-state fluorescent intensity and; FA, FB, FB C and FD are the 

steady-state fluorescent intensity of each cuvette as described above. If only the dynamic 

quenching process is present, then, the process is described by the classic Stern-Volmer 

equation : 47
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where FQ=0 and FQ are the corrected steady-state fluorescent intensity in the absence or 

presence of quencher at concentration [Q], respectively. KSV is the Stern-Volmer 

quenching constant in M-1 units. The presence of both static and dynamic quenching 

processes may generate deviations from the ideal Stern-Volmer behavior and can be 

accurately described by48:  
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where V is the static quenching constant in M-1 units.  
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2.3.8 Tyrosine exposure determination 

The fractional exposure of tyrosine residues, α,  in the native state of the rED3s 

was calculated from the 2nd-derivative absorbance spectra as described previously49 using 

the following equation: 
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where ri=N,U,a is the ratio between two peak-to-peak distances in the 2nd-derivative 

spectra. The peaks correspond to one between the maximum at 287 nm and the minimum 

at 283 nm, and one between the maximum at 295 nm and the minimum at 290.5 nm. This 

ratio (ri=N,U,a) is determine mainly by the polarity of the tyrosine environment: ri=N and 

ri=U correspond to the ratio of the folded and fully unfolded state of the protein; and, ri=a 

corresponds to the ratio of the molar mixture of aromatic amino acids (tyrosine and 

trytophan), as in the studied protein, dissolved in ethylene glycol, which represents an 

environment similar to the complete burial of the aromatic amino acids in the interior of 

the protein. Absorbance spectra were recorded using a Hitachi U-3010 spectrophotometer 

equipped with a Peltier temperature controlled unit, with all measurements conducted at 

20.0 ± 0.1 °C. The protein concentration was 28 μM. Spectra were recorded in triplicate 

every 0.2 nm with 2 nm bandwidth over the range of 340-240 nm at a speed of 30 

nm/min. Savitzky-Golay smoothing was performed on the spectral data using a 30-point 

moving window size and fourth degree polynomial approximations to acquire the 2nd-

derivative spectra50.  

 

 

2.3.9 Quantum yield determination  

The quantum yield of the rED3s was determined by the comparative method of 

Parker and Rees51 using the following equation: 
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where the subscripts P and R refer the protein and reference fluorophore. φ is the 

quantum yield; is the area under the fluorescence emission spectra corrected for 

baseline and inner filter effect. A

∫ ∂λF

P-λex/AR-λex is the absorbance of the protein/reference 

fluorophore at the excitation wavelength, respectively. Quinine bisulfate in 0.1 N H2SO4 

was used as reference fluorophore with an absolute quantum yield (φR) of 0.5552.  

 

 

2.3.10 Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy 

CD measurements were performed on an AVIV model 60 DS spectropolarimeter. 

Far-UV CD spectra of the rED3s in the native state (in TN200 buffer) were measured 

over the ranges of 260-200 nm using a 1.0 mm-path length cell and 220-190 nm using a 

0.1 mm-path length cell. Each spectrum was recorded in 0.5 wavelength increments. For 

each rED3, 3 repetitive scans were obtained, averaged and baseline-corrected.  

 

 

2.3.11 Analytical ultracentrifugation 

Sedimentation velocity experiments were carried out in a Beckman Optima XL-A 

analytical ultracentrifuge equipped with absorbance optics and An60Ti rotor at 60,000 

rpm, 20 °C. Velocity data were collected at the absorption band of 280 nm and were 

analyzed using the program SedFit53. The reported weight-average sedimentation 

coefficient values ( wS ,20 ) were corrected for the solvent viscosity and temperature to 

standard conditions. Sedimentation equilibrium experiments were performed at 40,000 

rpm, 20 °C. The apparent weight-average molecular weights of the rED3s were obtained 

by non-linear square fitting of the sedimentation equilibrium data to the following 

equation: 
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where C is the observed protein concentration in absorbance at radial position r, E is the 

baseline offset, and is the concentration of monomeric protein. At the meniscus, r
0,1 rC 0, 

_
ν  is the partial specific volume, ρ is the solvent density, ω is the angular velocity, M is 

the apparent weight-average molecular weight; and R and T are the gas constant and 

temperature in degrees Kelvin, respectively. The value of 
_
ν  was 0.742 ml/g for the 

studied proteins in TN200 buffer, which was derived from the amino acid composition 

using the method of Cohn and Edsall54. A density value (ρ) of 1.019 g/ml for TN200 

buffer was determined using an Mettler/Paar Precise Density Meter model DMA O2D 

with a fix temperature of 20.0 ± 0.1 °C. For all experiments the concentration of the 

rED3s was 30 μM. 

 

 

2.3.12 Monoclonal antibody binding 

Binding of WNV type-specific MAbs 3A3 and 5H10 (Bioreliance Corporation, 

Rockville, MD) to purified MBP-rED3 fusion proteins was evaluated by indirect ELISA 

at 20 °C, as described previously16. Briefly, ELISA plates were coated overnight at 4 °C 

with 30 ng of pure fusion protein in borate saline buffer pH 9.0. The coated plates were 

blocked with a solution of PBS containing 3 % bovine serum albumin for 1 h. The MAbs 

were diluted in PBS with 0.5 % Tween 20 to a concentration of 10 nM, which 

corresponds to ~100-fold greater than the previoulsy reported Kdapp value for rED3-

WT19. As control an anti-MBP serum was included. All binding reactions were 

performed in triplicate. After a 45 min incubation time between the MAb and the fusion 

protein, the plates were washed in triplicated with PBS with Tween. Then, a peroxidase-

labeled anti-mouse IgG antibody was added to each well for 45 min. The plates were 
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again washed in triplicate and the colorimetric reaction was started by adding 3,3’,5,5’-

tetramethylbenzidene substrate (Sigma) for 10 min. The reaction is stopped with 3.0 M 

HCl and the absorbance values read on a model 3550-UV plate reader (Bio-Rad) at 450 

nm with reference of 595 nm. The apparent dissociation constant (Kdapp) was obtained by 

fitting the data to a single-site binding isotherm using a standard package from Sigma 

Plot version 8.0.  

 

 

2.4 RESULTS 

2.4.1 Optimization of the purification protocol of the rED3s 

 For our solution biophysical studies, it was necessary to develop an efficient 

purification scheme of the rED3s to obtain large quantities in high purity. Because the 

rED3s is expressed as a fusion protein (Maltose Binding Protein (MBP) fusion protein)42, 

the affinity chromatography step using and amylose resin, in which MBP binds, was 

preceded by a cation exchange chromatographic step to elute out principally nucleic acid 

contaminations. This step significantly improved the purification efficiency of the 

amylose affinity chromatographic step. The flow diagram of the purification scheme, 

applied to all rED3s (wild type and the mutants rED3-K310T, rED3-T332A and rED3-

T332K is illustrated in Figure 2.2. 

 All the rED3s studied here were in the soluble fraction after over expression with 

IPTG. In Figure 2.3 it is shown a SDS-PAGE 12 % summarizing the purification protocol 

illustrated in Figure 2.2.  
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Target 
protein 

induction 

Cation exchange 
chromatography 

(Bio-Rex 70) 
Amylose affinity 
chromatography 

Fusion Protein 
Cleavage 

(Factor Xa) 

Size exclusion 
chromatography 
(Bio-Gel P30) 

> 98 % 
pure rED3 

Figure 2.2. Flow diagram of purification scheme of rED3 from WNV from a Maltose Binding Protein 
(MBP) fusion protein. The purification scheme was applied to rED3-WT and single mutations. 

 
 

 

 

.4.2 Correlation between MAb neutralization in vitro and MAb binding affinity  

) 

from w

It was previously reported that WNV strains harboring the mutations T332A and 

T332K

2

We first assessed the biological relevance of using the recombinant ED3s (rED3s

ild type (WNV prototype strain USA99b) and the mutants rED3-K310T, ED3-

T332A, rED3-T332K to represent the phenomenon of virus neutralization resistance to 

MAbs in cell assays (in vitro). The reduction of the number of virus plaques (or virus 

titer) in cell-infected plates in the presence of MAb, compared to a medium-only control, 

is the neutralization index (N.I.)16. The neutralization index qualitatively characterizes 

the degree of resistance conferred to the virus due to a mutation relative to wild type 

virus. 

 generated a partially and fully resistant virus, respectively15,16. In agreement with 

this behavior in vitro, the binding affinity to MAbs for rED3-T332A and rED3-T332K 

was reduced by ~5 to > 100-fold relative to rED3-WT, respectively (Table 2.1). Figure 

2.4 shows the binding isotherms of rED3s to two WNV type-specific MAbs (3A3 and 

5H10). The data was fitted to a single-site binding isotherm to obtain the apparent 

dissociation constant (Kdapp). The mutation K310T had no effect in MAb binding affinity. 
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These observations are consistent for both MAbs 3H3 and 5H10, and the results are 

summarized in Table 2.1. 
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17 

MW (kDa) 

54    (MBP-rED3)
42    (MBP) 

12    (rED3) 

Figure 2.3. Induction and purification of rED3-WT from an MBP fusion protein. A, (1) Low molecular 
weight ladder; Induction with IPTG for 1 h (2) and 4 h (3); (4) pellet after breaking cells; (5) fusion 
protein after Bio-Rex 70; (6) remnants from Bio-Rex 70; (7) fusion protein from Amylose affinity 
chromatography and (8) remnants from Amylose resin. The SDS-PAGE 12 % was run for 60 min at 
140 volts. B, SDS-PAGE 15 % after digestion of the MBP-rED3 fusion protein with Factor Xa and 
separation of the rED3 using size exclusion chromatography. Lane (1) is the low molecular weight 
ladders; lane (2) is the purified rED3 from Bio-Gel P30; lane (3) is MBP after cleavage and MBP-
rED3 is the fusion protein before cleavage. 
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Table 2.1. Dissociation constants and Neutralization index (N.I.) for rED3s 

 WNV 

strain 

MAb-3A3 

(Kdapp, nM) 

MAb-5H10 

(Kdapp, nM) 

N.I.a

MAb-5H10 

rED3-WT USA99b 0.17 ± 0.05 0.13 ± 0.03 2.3 

rED3-K310T AUS60 0.39 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.02 1.1 

rED3-T332A ISR53 1.00 ± 0.16 0.30 ± 0.03 0.9 

rED3-T332K MAD88 / SA58a > 10.0 > 10.0 0.2 
a N.I. is the log10 reduction in virus titer in the presence of MAb-5H10 compared to a 

culture medium only as control. Values were obtained from references 15 and 16. 

 

By directly comparing the Kdapp values from the binding isotherm and 

neutralization index for MAb-5H10, for rED3-WT and the single mutants, we found an 

inverse correlation of systematic increase in Kdapp for decreasing neutralization index 

values as shown in Figure 2.5. For example, the mutation T332K has the lowest 

neutralization index value, indicating a high degree of resistance in vitro, and the highest 

Kdapp, indicating the weakest binding affinity. The opposite holds for rED3-WT. 

Therefore, the rED3s preserve their immunological properties as in its native 

environment in the intact viral particle.  

These results validate the functional and biological significance of using the 

purified rED3s to assess the effects of single mutations on the solution biophysical 

properties of the rED3-WT in order to understand the basic mechanism of neutralization 

resistance induced by mutations. 
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Figure 2.4. Binding isotherms of MBP-rED3 fusion protein to MAbs 3A3 and 5H10. The symbols 
correspond to rED3-WT (●), rED3-K310T (▼), rED3-T332A (■) and rED3-T332K (◆). The solid line 
correspond to the best fit to a single-site binding polynomial: Obs(x) = (Max·[MAb])/(Kdapp + [MAb]), 
where Max is the maximum signal observed, [MAb] is the concentration of MAb and Kdapp is the 
apparent dissociation constant. 
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Figure 2.5. Correlation between in vitro MAb neutralization (grey bars) and MAb binding affinity 
(black bars). Neutralization index (N.I.) is the log10 reduction in virus titer in the presence of MAb-
5H10 compared to a culture medium only as control. The values of N.I. were obtained with permission 
from Li, L., et al. (2005)16. Binding constants were obtained from the fitting of data in Figure 2.4 with 
MAb-5H10.   

 

 

2.4.3 Protein structural stability 

 

a. Chemical denaturation 

Chemical unfolding of the rED3s with GdnHCl was monitored by changes in the 

fluorescence emission maximum intensity of the single tryptophan residue (at λex = 295 

nm) and in coordination with the fluorescence properties of the three tyrosine residues (at 

λex = 280 nm). The emission wavelength was 340 nm. The three tyrosine residues in the 

rED3s are spatially located in different regions of the protein (see Figure 2.1). Therefore, 

monitoring the chemical unfolding at λex = 280 nm provides an observable for global 

unfolding. Whereas monitoring the chemical unfolding at λex = 295 nm provides an 

observable only on the local environment around the single tryptophan residue, at 

position 397. 

All four proteins showed reversibility of GdnHCl-induced unfolding as judged by 

the similarity in maximum emission intensity and maximum emission wavelength 
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number between the native and refolded states. The refolded protein was obtained by 

dialyzing the GdnHCl extensively (5 times using 100-fold volumes of the sample). 

Within experimental error, the thermodynamic parameters obtained for rED3-WT and the 

mutants rED3-K310T, rED3-T332A and rED3-T332K were independent of the excitation 

wavelength. Figure 2.6 shows the chemical unfolding of rED3-WT and single mutants 

with λex = 280 nm. 

 

 

Figure 2.6. GdnHCl-induced chemical denaturation of rED3-WT and mutants rED3-K310T, rED3-
T332A and rED3-T332K monitored by changes in the fluorescence emission maximum (λex = 280 nm, 
λem = 340 nm). The unfolding measurements were performed in TN200 buffer at 20.0 °C. The solid 
lines are the nonlinear best fit to equation 2.3. The dashed curve (----) and dotted curve (⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅) 
correspond to the pre-transition base lines for rED3-WT and rED3-K310T, respectively. The solid line 
(—) correspond to the post-transition base line. 

 
 

 

From Figure 2.6 a shift is observed in the unfolding curves of the rED3s single 

mutants towards lower GdnHCl concentrations, indicating lower values of C1/2. The C1/2 
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for rED3-WT, rED3-K310T, rED3-T332A and rED3-T332K were 1.45 M, 1.23 M, 1.34 

M and 1.16 M, respectively. The C1/2 for rED3-T332K was the lowest and also shows the 

lowest stability ( ) compared to rED3-WT. The of unfolding for rED3-

T332K was 3.9 kcal⋅mol

OH
UNG 2

→Δ OH
UNG 2

→Δ

-1 whereas for rED3-WT was 4.6 kcal⋅mol-1. Despite that the 

single mutant rED3-K310T has also a significantly lower C1/2 compare to rED3-WT (C1/2 

= 1.23 M), there was no change in the stability. This similarity in stability (or ) 

can be attributed to a higher m

OH
UNG 2

→Δ

D-value for rED3-K310T (observed at λex = 280 nm and at 

λex = 295 nm). The higher mD-value can be explained by the differences in the slope of 

the pre-transition or folded state base line. Figure 2.6 includes also the pre-transition base 

lines for rED3-WT (dashed line) and rED3-K310T (dotted line), which shows a 

considerable difference in their slopes. No differences were observed in the post-

transition or unfolded state base line for all four proteins (solid line). Hence, variations in 

the mD-value are predominantly caused by the changes in the slope of the pre-transition 

base lines. There were no significant differences between rED3-T332A and rED3-WT in 

 and mOH
UNG 2

→Δ D-value. The thermodynamic parameters from the GdnHCl-induced 

unfolding are listed in Table 2.2.  

To examine in more detail the effects of the single mutations on the 

thermodynamic properties of rED3-WT, we conducted thermal denaturation experiments 

as a function of GdnHCl concentration. This approach allowed us to extract all the 

thermodynamic parameters corresponding to the thermal unfolding (ΔH0, ΔS0, ΔCp0 and 

Tm) and in addition, the mD-value. 

 

 

b. Thermal denaturation 

Temperature-induced unfolding of the rED3s was monitored by changes in the 

fluorescence emission maximum intensity (λem = 340 nm) at two excitation wavelengths: 

295 nm and 280 nm. Likewise to GdnHCl-induced unfolding, there were no observable 
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differences between the two excitation wavelengths in the thermodynamic parameters 

obtained from the thermal unfolding data analysis.  

Table 2.2. Thermodynamic parameters for the GdnHCl-induced unfolding of rED3sa

 -mD-value 

(kcal⋅mol-1⋅M-1) 

C1/2 OH
UNG 2

→Δ  
(M)b

(kcal⋅mol-1)c

rED3-WT 3.19 ± 0.19 1.45 4.64 ± 0.19 

rED3-K310T 3.70 ± 0.17 1.23 4.52 ± 0.14 

rED3-T332A 3.24 ± 0.20 1.34 4.35 ± 0.18 

rED3-T332K 3.37 ± 0.08 1.16 3.91 ± 0.06 
a Obtained by global analysis of the chemical unfolding data at λex = 280 nm and λex= 

295 nm. b The error correspond to ± 0.01 M. c  (at 20 °C) was calculated using 

the corresponding m

OH
UNG 2

→Δ

D-value and C1/2 according to the formula ΔG = + mOH
UNG 2

→Δ D[D]; 

where ΔG = 0 and [D] is equal to C1/2. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7 shows typical fluorescence emission scans (λex = 280 nm) at increasing 

temperatures (black curves). Upon denaturation of the rED3s, it is observed –in addition 

to a decrease in the fluorescence intensity– a red shift in the maximum fluorescence 

intensity from 340 nm to approximately 360 nm, indicating that the single tryptophan 

residue in the rED3 is fully exposed to the solvent. All rED3s were thermally reversible 

as judged by the same maximum emission intensity and wavelength number (located at 

340 nm) during the refolding process (Figure 2.7, grey curves).  

We observed very good agreement between the temperature-induced unfolding 

and GdnHCl-induced unfolding as reflected in the similarity of the rank orders of C1/2 

and Tm for the rED3s. The rED3-WT had the highest Tm value (60.9 °C) concomitantly 

with the highest C1/2 (1.45 M), followed by rED3-T332A (Tm = 59.0 °C and C1/2 = 1.34 
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M) and finally rED3-T332K and rED3-K310T with the lowest Tm and C1/2 values (∼57 °C 

and ∼1.2 M). For instance, Figure 2.8 shows the temperature-induced unfolding curves of 

rED3-WT and rED3-T332K in the absence of GdnHCl. The unfolding curves with closed 

symbols were obtained with an excitation wavelength of 280 nm; whereas open symbols 

correspond to 295 nm. There is a clear shift of the curves corresponding to rED3-T332K 

–at both wavelengths– towards lower temperatures, due to the lower Tm compared to 

rED3-WT. The solid lines are the nonlinear best fit of equation 2.4 but neglecting the 

terms related to denaturant-induced effects on the stability. 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Representative fluorescence emission spectra of rED3-T332K as a function of increasing 
temperatures (black lines). Emission spectra during the refolding process of rED3-T332K (grey lines). 

 
 

 

To extract all the thermodynamic parameters that characterize the rED3s –namely 

ΔH0, ΔS0, ΔCp0 and Tm– we conducted the temperature-induced unfolding experiments 

with increasing concentrations of GdnHCl (0.0 M  1.0 M). Figure 2.9 shows 

representative unfolding curves at increasing concentration of GdnHCl. Increasing the 
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concentration of GdnHCl had two major effects in the temperature-induced unfolding 

curves: 1) shifted the Tm towards lower temperatures; and 2) broadened the folded-

unfolded transition region (concomitantly with a decrease in ΔH0). These two effects 

allowed us to determine ΔCp0 and mD-value by nonlinear global fitting of the data to 

equation 2.4. The results obtained are listed in Table 2.3.  

 

Figure 2.8. Temperature-induced unfolding of rED3-WT (○ or ●) and rED3-T332K (◇ or ◆) 
monitored by changes in the fluorescence emission maximum (λem = 340 nm) with λex = 280 nm (filled 
symbols) and λex = 295 nm (open symbols). The solid lines are the best fit to equation 2.4. 

 
 

Differences in the thermodynamic parameters between rED3-WT and single 

mutants were observed. All rED3s had similar ΔH0 of unfolding (∼73.0 kcal⋅mol-1) 

except for rED3-T332A (∼67.0 kcal⋅mol-1). No significant differences in ΔS0 were 

observed between the rED3s. Removal or addition of a surface charged residue as in the 

case of the mutations rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K generated an increase in ΔCp0 in 

comparison to rED3-WT and rED3-T332A. An increase of ΔCp0 by changes of the 
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protein surface chemistry (i.e. addition of electrostatic interactions) has been widely 

observed55-57. In addition, the single mutations rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K had higher 

mD-values, as observed in the GdnHCl-induced unfolding (see Tables 2 and 3). 

Therefore, the differences in the mD-values between rED3-WT and, rED3-K310T and 

rED3-T332K observed in the GdnHCl-induced unfolding are qualitatively validated by 

the mD-values determined in the temperature-induced unfolding.  

 

Figure 2.9. Temperature-induced unfolding of rED3-WT (1 
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μM) as a function of [GdnHCl] (λem = 340 
nm, λex = 280 nm). The [GdnHCl] were 0.0 M (●), 0.1 M (▼), 0.3 M (■) 0.5 M (◆), 0.8 M (▲) and 1.0 

M (●). The solid lines are the best fit to equation 2.4.



 

 

Table 2.3. Thermodynamic parameters for the Temperature-induced unfolding of rED3sa

  ΔH0

(kcal⋅mol-1) 

ΔS0 

(kcal⋅mol-1⋅K-1)b

ΔCp0 

(kcal⋅mol-1⋅K-1) 

Tm

(C)c

-mD-value 

(kcal⋅mol-1⋅M-1) 

C
UN

o

G 20
→Δ  

(kcal⋅mol-1)d

rED3-WT  72.1 ± 2.5 0.22 ± 0.01 1.66 ± 0.21 60.9 3.00 ± 0.09 4.50 

rED3-K310T  75.2 ± 1.0 0.23 ± 0.01 1.99 ± 0.10 57.3 3.30 ± 0.10 4.13 

rED3-T332A  67.1 ± 1.1 0.20 ± 0.01 1.55 ± 0.17 59.0 2.92 ± 0.06 4.18 

rED3-T332K  73.8 ± 1.0 0.23 ± 0.01 2.06 ± 0.10 57.7 3.19 ± 0.10 3.81 
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a Thermodynamic parameters obtained with λex = 280 nm. b Calculated according to the following relation: ΔS0 = ΔH0/(Tm + 

273.15). c The error correspond to  ± 0.1 °C. d Calculated using equation 2.5, with T = 20 °C, and [D] = 0. 



2.4.4 Dynamic motions and communication between distant sites in ED3 

 

a. Tryptophan fluorescence quenching with acrylamide: a neutral 

quencher 

The rED3-WT and single mutants rED3-K310T, rED3-T332A and rED3-T332K 

have a single tryptophan residue at position 397. Tryptophan quenching experiments with 

acrylamide (neutral quencher) were performed by titrating aliquots of 5.0 M stock 

solution to a 2 μM protein solution, taking into consideration the effects of buffer 

absorption, dilution, and photobleaching (see material and methods). In addition, we 

performed fluorescence emission scans every 0.025 M of acrylamide up until 0.3 M. We 

observed a constant shape of the fluorescence emission spectra and a constant maximum 

intensity wavelength meaning that the presence of the quencher (acrylamide) at 

concentrations up to 0.3 M does not perturb the fold of the proteins studied. 

Figure 2.10 shows the raw data from a typical tryptophan quenching experiment 

with acrylamide: Curve 1 shows a stable signal over the course of the titration indicating 

that there are not photobleaching effects. Curve 2 corrects for the dilution of the protein 

concentration when aliquots of acrylamide were added. Curve 3 is the signal from the 

titration before any correction and curve 4 corrects for baseline of buffer absorption. Each 

point in curves 1 thru 4 corresponds to an average of 5 single reads. Under this 

experimental set up, the actual effect of acrylamide on the single tryptophan fluorescence 

intensity can be determined by using equation 2.7. 

The corrected data was plotted in the form of the Stern-Volmer equation, as 

shown in Figure 2.11. Acrylamide fluorescence quenching of free NATA and the single 

tryptophan residue in rED3-WT showed a significant curvature, indicating the presence 

of both dynamic (collisional) and static processes. The values of KSV (collisional 

quenching) and V (static quenching) for rED3-WT were 5.6 ± 0.2 M-1 and 1.5 ± 0.1 M-1, 

respectively (closed circles). Division of FQ=0/FQ by e(V[Q]) corrects the steady-state 

intensities for the static component and reveals the dynamic (collisional) portion of the 

observed quenching58, which is included in Figure 2.11 (open circles). The KSV and V for 
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NATA, under the same conditions, were 17.0 ± 0.1 M-1 and 2.2 ± 0.1 M-1 respectively, in 

agreement with previously reported values59,60 (Figure 2.11, closed and open triangles). 

The 3-fold difference between the KSV for NATA and rED3-WT indicates that the single 

tryptophan residue in rED3-WT is located in a hydrophobic environment. This 

conclusion will be further supported by the blue-shifted emission fluorescence spectrum 

of rED3-WT compared to both free NATA and unfolded rED3-WT (Figure 2.18). 

 

Figure 2.10. Raw data of rED3-WT tryptophan fluorescence quenching experiment with acrylamide, 
representing a typical quenching experiment. Curve 1 (◆) shows the stability of the fluorescent signal 
over the course of the experiment. Curve 2 (▼) shows the effect of dilution on the fluorescent signal 
by each titrating point. Curve 3 (■) shows the effect of acrylamide in the fluorescent signal of the 
tryptophan before correction for baseline, dilution or photobleaching. Curve 4 (●) is the buffer 
fluorescent signal. The protein concentration was 1 μM.  

 

 

Considering NATA as a model for a fully solvent-exposed tryptophan residue 

with 100 % accessible surface area (ASA); then, the KSV for NATA would represent the 

Stern-Volmer quenching constant of a tryptophan residue fully accessible on the surface 

of the protein. The value of KSV determined for rED3-WT (KSV = 5.6 ± 0.2 M-1) is ~30 % 
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of the corresponding value for NATA, which indicates that in the native state of rED3-

WT, the single tryptophan residue has 30 % ASA to the solvent. In agreement with the 

experimental ASA (ASAexp), the calculated ASA46 (ASAcal) of the single tryptophan 

residue, based the rED3-WT NMR structure38 (PDB 1S6N), is 27 ± 3% (see Table 2.4).  

 

 

Figure 2.11. Stern-Volmer plots for acrylamide quenching of free NATA fluorescence and rED3-WT 
single tryptophan fluorescence in TN200 buffer at 20 °C (λex = 295 nm, λem = 340 nm). Closed 
triangles and circles (▲ and ●) show the deviation of the classic Stern-Volmer behavior for NATA 
and rED3-WT (respectively). The solid lines are the nonlinear best fit to equation 2.9. Open triangles 
and circles (△ and ○) show the classic (collisional) Stern-Volmer behavior for NATA and rED3-WT 
(respectively) and were analyzed using equation 2.8.  

 

 

The classic Stern-Volmer plots for rED3-WT and mutants rED3-K310T, rED3-

T332A and rED3-T332K are shown in Figure 2.12. The values of KSV for rED3-K310T 

(KSV = 5.6 ± 0.2 M-1) and rED3-WT were the same within experimental error; however, 
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the KSV for rED3-T332A and rED3-T332K were 6.2 ± 0.3 M-1 and 6.8 ± 0.4 M-1, 

respectively. These results indicate that the ASAexp of tryptophan to solvent is higher for 

the single mutants at position T332 (rED3-T332A/K) and that the mutant rED3-K310T 

has the same tryptophan ASAexp for rED3-WT (see Table 2.4).  

 

 

Table 2.4. Acrylamide Stern-Volmer  quenching constants (KSV) 

 KSV (M-1) V (M-1) ASAexp (%)a Max. (nm)b

NATA 17.0 ± 0.1 2.2 ± 0.1 100 358 

rED3-WT 5.6 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.1 32 ± 2 (27 ± 3)c 341 

rED3-K310T 5.6 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.1 32 ± 2 341 

rED3-T332A 6.2 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.1 36 ± 2 344 

rED3-T332K 6.8 ± 0.4 1.1 ± 0.2 40 ± 2 344 
a The ASAexp to solvent was determined using NATA as reference. b 

Maximum emission intensity (peak wavelength number) with λex = 295 nm. c 

The value in parenthesis correspond to ASAcal using the NMR structure of 

rED3-WT19. 

 

 

To validate the differences in the KSV (and therefore in the ASAexp) between the 

mutants rED3-T332A/K and rED3-WT, we determined the maximum fluorescence 

intensity (peak value in nm) of several (≥ 7) emission scans for all four proteins at λex = 

295 nm. We observed a statistically significant increase [F(3, 37) = 18.2, p < 0.05] in the 

maximum fluorescence intensity, or red shift, for the single mutants rED3-T332A/K 

compared to rED3-K310T and rED3-WT. There were no significant differences between 

rED3-WT and rED3-K310T. Figure 2.13 shows the wavelength number of the average 

peak value (± 2-fold the standard deviation or ± 2 S.D.) of the fluorescence emission 

spectra for rED3-WT, rED3-K310T, rED3-T332A and rED3-T332K; including the 

number of scans (N) that were subjected to the statistical analysis. The increase in peak 
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wavelength number for rED3-T332A and rED3-T332K indicates that the environment 

surrounding the single tryptophan residue for these mutants is more polar62, which is in 

accordance with the observation that the single tryptophan residue is more accessible 

(higher KSV). 

 

Figure 2.12. Stern-Volmer plots for acrylamide quenching of rED3-WT (●), rED3-K310T (▼), rED3-

T332A (■) and rED3-T332K (◆). The solid lines are the best fit to FQ=0/FQ = (1 + KSV·[Q]). The sample 
concentrations were 2 μM.

 

 
 

 

b. Tryptophan fluorescence quenching with iodide, thallium and 

trichloroethanol (TCE): ionic and hydrophobic quenchers 

 To further examine the effect of the single mutations in the solution structure of 

rED3-WT, we investigated the physicochemical properties of the surrounding 

environment of the single tryptophan residue by performing fluorescence quenching 

experiments using a hydrophobic and two ionic (charged) quenchers. The experimental 
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procedure when using hydrophobic and ionic quenchers was identical to the procedure 

during the tryptophan quenching experiments with acrylamide. That means that controls 

for the deviation to the fluorescence intensity due to buffer emission, sample dilution and 

photobleaching were considered (see Figure 2.10).  

 

 

Figure 2.13. Average wavelength number of the maximum fluorescence emission spectra of the single 
tryptophan residue for rED3-WT, rED3-K310T, rED3-T332A and rED3-T332K. “N” is the number of 
spectra used in the statistical analysis. The bars represent a 2-fold standard deviation. All the samples 
were prepared in TN200 at 20 °C (λex = 295 nm). 

 
 

In proteins, the efficiency of a quencher will depend on both the physical 

accessibility of the fluorophore in the macromolecular matrix and/or the physicochemical 

properties of the environment surrounding the fluorophore (i.e. charge density, 

hydrophobicity, etc.). Therefore, when exploring the physicochemical properties of the 

environment surrounding a fluorophore by using hydrophobic or ionic quenchers, it is 

imperative to take into account the degree of exposure (ASAexp) or physical accessibility 

of the fluorophore to the quencher. Acrylamide is a neutral quencher; thus, it provides 

principally information about the ASAexp to the solvent, and the effects of the 
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physicochemical properties of the environment surrounding a fluorophore are minimized. 

By considering the KSV of acrylamide as a correction factor for the degree of quenching 

of a hydrophobic or ionic quencher, it is possible to determine the actual effect of the 

physicochemical properties of the environment on the quenching process, and the effect 

of ASAexp is minimized. The corrected degree of quenching for a hydrophobic or ionic 

quencher is called quenching efficiency. The efficiency of a hydrophobic or ionic 

quencher (Q1) relative to the accessibility of the tryptophan residue, determined by 

acrylamide quenching (Q2), is defined by equation 2.13:  
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    (2.13) 

 

The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the quencher Q1 (TCE or ionic quenchers) and the 

reference quencher Q2 (acrylamide), respectively. The superscripts b and f refer to 

fluorophore in the bound (i.e. in the native state of the rED3s) and free states (free NATA 

in solution). The quantity γ1/γ2 reflects the accessibility of the fluorophore to Q1 as 

compared with Q2 considering steric hindrances and physicochemical properties of the 

surroundings of the fluorophore63. A value of γ1/γ2 = 1 means that the physicochemical 

properties of the environment are not affecting the efficiency of the quencher (ionic or 

hydrophobic). Values of γ1/γ2 > 1 or < 1 indicate that the physicochemical nature of the 

environment of the fluorophore is increasing or decreasing the efficiency of the quencher, 

respectively.  

The tryptophan fluorescence quenching with trichloroethanol (TCE) explores the 

hydrophobicity of the tryptophan residue environment64. The KSV values for rED3-WT, 

rED3-K310T, rED3-T332A and rED3-T332K were 6.3 ± 0.2 M-1, 6.0 ± 0.1 M-1, 7.1 ± 0.3 

M-1 and 5.7 ± 0.1 M-1, respectively. Using equation 2.13, we determined the quenching 

efficiency of TCE relative to acrylamide (γTCE/γAcrylamide). The γTCE/γAcrylamide for rED3-WT 

was 1.2, indicating that TCE is a more efficient quencher that acrylamide, in agreement 

with previous results that show that the single tryptophan residue is located in a 
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predominantly hydrophobic environment. The γTCE/γAcrylamide for rED3-K310T and rED3-

T332A was identical to rED3-WT (γTCE/γAcrylamide = 1.2). The γTCE/γAcrylamide for rED3-

T332K was 0.9. As expected, the lower value of γTCE/γAcrylamide is in agreement with the 

observation that the single tryptophan residue in rED3-T332K is significantly more 

accessible to the solvent and therefore, the surrounding environment is more hydrophilic. 

To investigate the surface electrostatics around the single tryptophan residues in 

the rED3s we used iodide and thallium as negatively and positively charged quenchers, 

respectively. Both quencher molecules have comparable diffusion coefficients, and their 

indole fluorescence quenching efficiencies are identical65. Therefore, any differences in 

the quenching efficiencies between iodide and thallium can be attributed to differences in 

the physicochemical properties (i.e. surface electrostatics) surrounding the tryptophan 

residue. There was a significant difference between the KSV of iodide and thallium for 

rED3-WT with 3.1 ± 0.3 M-1 and 20.9 ± 0.7 M-1, respectively. Relative to acrylamide, 

thallium is a quencher ~3-fold more efficient than iodide and TCE (see Table 2.5). This 

result indicates that the indole group of the single tryptophan residue in rED3-WT is 

surrounded principally by negatively charged residues. Despite that the tryptophan 

residue is located near basic residues in the primary sequence, inspection of the rED3-

WT NMR structure shows that the tryptophan residue is spatially located very close to 3 

negatively charged residues: ASP317, ASP281 and GLU376. 

The single mutations affect distinctly the KSV and quenching efficiencies of iodide 

and thallium compared to rED3-WT. The single mutant rED3-K310T had a lower KSV for 

iodide (1.8 ± 0.3 M-1) concomitantly with a higher KSV for thallium (24.5 ± 0.3 M-1), 

which corresponds to a lower iodide quenching efficiency (γiodide/γAcrylamide = 0.5) and 

higher thallium quenching efficiency (γthallium/γAcrylamide = 3.6). On the contrary, the single 

mutant rED3-T332A generated a significant increase in iodide quenching (KSV = 5.0 ± 0.2 

M-1) corresponding to a higher iodide quenching efficiency of 1.3. However, there was no 

difference in thallium KSV and quenching efficiency (20.9 ± 0.5 M-1 and 2.8, 

respectively). In Figure 2.14 is shown the different behavior of rED3-K310T and rED3-

T332A. The mutant rED3-T332K had a lower KSV for iodide and higher KSV for thallium 
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(1.5 M-1 and 23.3 M-1, respectively) that corresponds to a significant lower quenching 

efficiency for iodide (γiodide/γAcrylamide = 0.4) and no significant difference for thallium 

(γthallium/γAcrylamide = 2.8). In Table 2.5 is summarized the KSV and quenching efficiencies 

for tryptophan fluorescence using iodide, thallium and TCE. 
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Figure 2.14. Stern-Volmer plots of the tryptophan fluorescence quenching of rED3-K310T (triangles) 
and rED3-T332A (squares) with iodide and thallium in TN200 buffer (or Tris-Acetate buffer) at 20 °C 
(λex = 295 nm, λem = 340 nm). Closed symbols (▼ and ■) correspond to iodide quenching whereas 
open symbols (▽ and □) correspond to thallium quenching. The solid lines are the nonlinear best fit to 
equation 2.8. The protein concentration was 1 μM. 

 

 



Table 2.5. Stern-Volmer  quenching (KSV) and quenching efficiencies (γQuencher/γAcrylamide) by iodide, thallium and TCE 

 KSV (M-1) γQuencher/γAcrylamide
a

 iodide thallium TCE  iodide thallium TCE 

NATA 10.6 ± 0.1 20.7 ± 0.7 15.6 ± 0.3  1.0 1.0 1.0 

rED3-WT 3.1 ± 0.3 20.9 ± 0.7 6.3 ± 0.2 

 

 0.9 3.0 1.2 

rED3-K310T 1.8 ± 0.3 24.5 ± 0.3 6.0 ± 0.1  0.5 3.6 1.2 

rED3-T332A 5.0 ± 0.2 20.9 ± 0.5 7.1 ± 0.3  1.3 2.8 1.2 

rED3-T332K 1.5 ± 0.1 23.3 ± 0.3 5.7 ± 0.1 0.9 2.8 0.5  
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c. Tyrosine accessible surface area to the solvent 

In addition to study the effect of single mutations in the physicochemical 

properties of the single tryptophan residue and its local surrounding environment, we 

studied the effects of mutations on the degree of exposure to the solvent of the three 

tyrosine residues by UV absorption spectroscopy. The three tyrosine residues are located 

in spatially distinct regions of the rED3s (see Figure 2.1). Therefore, they provide an 

observable for the effect of single mutations at a global surface level compared to the 

local environment of the single tryptophan residue. In Figure 2.15 is shown a typical UV 

absorbance spectrum of the rED3s in the native state (solid line) and fully unfolded state 

(dotted line), which correspond to the single mutant rED3-T332K. It is evident that there 

is a spectral shift from the native to the unfolded state along with a shift in the maximum 

absorption band (native state = 278.8 nm and unfolded state = 276.2 nm). The peak 

distance in the UV absorption spectra for rED3-WT, rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K 

between the native and unfolded states were 2.80 ± 0.65 nm, 2.10 ± 0.37 nm and 2.60 ± 

0.16 nm. In the case of the single mutant rED3-T332A, the peak distance was shorter 

with a value of 1.30 ± 0.61 nm. 

The UV spectral shift of a protein (i.e. native vs. unfolded, Figure 2.15) is due 

mainly to changes in the spectral properties of tyrosine residues because of its greater 

sensitivity to the solvent, compared to tryptophan residues66,67. Thus, the longer the peak 

distance between the native and unfolded states of the rED3s, the larger is the change in 

the environment polarity of the tyrosine residues. Therefore, the shortest peak distance 

observed for rED3-T332A implies that the change in the solvent exposure of the three 

tyrosine residues upon denaturation is smaller or simply that the fractional exposure of 

the three tyrosine residues is larger. This last observation is further supported by the 

tyrosine fractional exposure determined by using the 2nd-derivative UV absorbance 

spectrum as described in the materials and methods section. 

The 2nd derivative UV absorbance spectra of rED3-T332K in the native (solid 

line) and unfolded (dotted line) states are shown in Figure 2.16. The two peak-to-peak 

distances, necessary to calculate the fractional exposure (α) of the three tyrosine residues,  
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Figure 2.15. Absorbance spectra of rED3-T332K in TN200 buffer (solid line) and in 4.0 M GdnHCl 
(dotted line) at 20 °C. 

 
 

are labeled ‘a’ (287-283 nm) and ‘b’ (295-290.5 nm). A close inspection of the peak ‘a’ 

in Figure 2.16 shows a significant change in the absorption amplitude as compared to the 

peak ‘b’ when the protein is in the unfolded vs. folded state (dotted vs. solid line, 

respectively). It was shown previously that the changes in the amplitude of peak ‘a’ are 

due only to changes in the polarity of the tyrosine residues and not to tryptophan 

residues49. Therefore, this method allows the selective investigation of the tyrosine 

residues of a protein without the need of chemical modification of the protein that can 

alter the native conformation.  

Within experimental error, there is not a significant difference in the fractional 

exposure of the three tyrosine residues between rED3-WT and the mutants rED3-K310T 

and rED3-T332K. The value of α for rED3-WT was 0.22 ± 0.04, which is in agreement 

with the calculated average ASA of the three tyrosine residues using the NMR structure 

(<ASAcal> = 23 ± 7 %, equivalent to α = 0.23 ± 0.2). The value of α for rED3-K310T 

and rED3-T332K was 0.17 ± 0.03. In the case of the single mutant rED3-T332A, α was 
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higher with a value of 0.31 ± 0.04, meaning that the average degree of exposure to the 

solvent of the three tyrosine residues is higher. This last result is in agreement with the 

observed shortest peak distance between the native and unfolded states UV absorbance 

spectra for rED3-T332A. The results are listed in Table 2.6. 

 

 

Figure 2.16. 2nd-derivative absorbance spectra obtained from Figure 2.15. The solid line and dotted 
lines correspond to the native and unfolded states, respectively. Peaks labeled ‘a’ and ‘b’ correspond 
to the peak distances between 287-283 nm and 295-290.5 nm, respectively. 

 
 

 

2.4.5 Global protein solution structure 

  

a. CD spectroscopy 

The secondary structure of rED3 wild type (rED3-WT) and single mutants was 

monitored by CD spectroscopy, as shown in Figure 2.17. All rED3s spectra had strong 

negative ellipticity at 216-217 nm and positive ellipticity at 198 nm (Figure 2.17), 
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Table 2.6. Fractional exposure (α) of the tyrosine residues of rED3s 

 rN rU ra αa <ASAcal> (%) dN→U 

(nm)b

 rED3-WT 1.05 2.08 0.75 0.22 ± 0.04 

(0.7)c

23 ± 7 (0.69)d 2.80 ± 0.65 

rED3-K310T 1.00 2.22 0.75 0.17 ± 0.03 

(0.5)c

--- 2.10 ± 0.37

rED3-T332A 1.25 2.34 0.75 0.31 ± 0.04 

(1.0)c

--- 1.30 ± 0.61

rED3-T332K 0.98 2.11 0.75 0.17 ± 0.04 

(0.5)c

--- 2.60 ± 0.16

a Determined using equation 2.10 as described in Materials and Methods. b dN→U is the 

peak distance between the native and unfolded states of the rED3s in the UV absoprtion 

spectra. c Based of α, the number is parenthesis corresponds to the average number of 

tyrosine residues exposed to the solvent in the rED3. d The number in parenthesis is the 

summation of the three tyrosine residues ASAcal in the rED3-WT: TYR302 (0.48), 

TYR329 (0.0) and TYR383 (0.21). 

 

 

which are characteristic of β-strand structure68. The negative absorption bands at about 

210 nm and 222 nm, distinctive of α-helical structure, were absent in all rED3s CD 

spectra69. This result indicates that in native conditions the secondary structure of the 

rED3s in solution is largely composed of β-strand structure, in agreement with the NMR 

structure of WN virus rED3-WT19.  

Despite the similarity of the CD spectra between rED3-WT and all single 

mutants, there are small but significant differences in the absorption bands that 

corresponds to β-turn structures around 205-207 nm68,69. Close inspection of Figure 2.17 

shows that rED3-WT and rED3-K310T had very similar absorptions in that region, 
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whereas rED3-T332A and rED3-T332K had strong-negative and weak-positive 

absorptions, respectively. 

 

Figure 2.17. Circular dichroism spectra of rED3s in TN200 buffer at 20 °C corresponding to rED3-WT 
(●), rED3-K310T (▼), rED3-T332A (■) and rED3-T332K (◆). The protein concentration was 92 μM. 
  

 

Quantitative analysis of the CD spectra by curve fitting confirms that these 

proteins are composed mostly of β-strand and of β-turn structures. The secondary 

structure fractional content was determined by using two different curve fitting 

procedures and both methods gave very similar results70,71. The summary of the 

secondary structure fractional content is listed in Table 2.7. None of the rED3s have 

significant α-helical structure component and there were no differences in the amount of 

random structures. The secondary structure content between rED3-WT and rED3-K310T 

were very similar. However, the mutants rED3-T332A and rED3-T332K showed 

significant differences in their β-strand and β-turn content. The mutant rED3-T332A had 

lower β-strand (0.35 ± 0.04) and higher β-turn (0.30 ± 0.07) content; whereas rED3-

T332K had higher β-strand (0.50 ± 0.02) and lower β-turn (0.15 ± 0.04) content.  
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Table 2.7. Secondary structure fractional content of rED3sa

 α-helix β-strand β-turn random coil 

rED3-WT 0 0.47 ± 0.06 0.17 ± 0.03 0.35 ± 0.09 

rED3-K310T 0.04 ± 0.02 0.40 ± 0.07 0.21 ± 0.08 0.35 ± 0.11 

rED3-T332A 0.08 ± 0.07 0.35 ± 0.04 0.30 ± 0.07 0.27 ± 0.06 

rED3-T332K 0 0.50 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.04 0.35 ± 0.03 
a Determined using the programs CDSSTR70 and CONTIN/LL71. The error corresponds 

to the standard deviation of the fractional contents obtained from each program using two 

different reference set of proteins.  

 

Although the content of β-strand secondary structure was very similar between all 

rED3s (except for rED3-T332A with a slightly lower value compare to rED3-WT), the 

differences in the absorption bands at about 205-207 nm indicates that the local 

environments of the β-turn structures of the single mutants were different. This last 

statement is supported by the fact that the mutations at position T332 (rED3-T332A/K) 

correspond to a residue spatially located in the loop that connects strand number 2 and 3 

of the protein. Furthermore, the mutation at position K310 is located on the side of strand 

number 1 and probably do not perturb the β-turn environment as shown in the CD spectra 

(at 205 nm) and in the secondary structure fractional content.   

 

b. Hydrodynamic properties 

The hydrodynamic properties of the rED3s were monitored by sedimentation 

velocity and equilibrium. The weight-average sedimentation velocity coefficient, ( wS ,20 ), 

were 1.15, 1.09, 1.00 and 1.02 for rED3-WT, rED3-K310T, rED3-T332A and rED3-

T332K, respectively. All rED3s sedimentation velocity data were fitted to a single 

species using the program SedFit53. The apparent molecular weights, determined by 

sedimentation equilibrium, were 11.3 kDa, 10.5 kDa, 11.3 kDa and 11.1 kDa for rED3-

WT, rED3-K310T, rED3-T332A and rED3-T332K, respectively. These results indicate 
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that there are not significant differences between rED3-WT and single mutants in their 

hydrodynamic size or shape. 

 

 

2.4.6 Local protein solution structure and surface chemistry 

  

a. Protein fluorescence spectrum analysis 

The corrected emission spectrum of rED3-WT in TN200 buffer at 20 °C is shown 

in Figure 2.18 (curve A) with a maximum intensity located at 341 nm (at λex = 295 nm). 

The maximum emission intensity of rED3-WT in 4.0 M GdnHCl was significantly 

decreased and it is located at 357 nm (curve B). The red shift of 16nm between curves A 

and B indicates that the tryptophan residue in the native state of rED3-WT is largely 

located in a hydrophobic environment and that upon denaturation it is in full contact with 

the polar solvent. This statement is supported by the similarity of emission maxima 

between unfolded rED3-WT and free NATA, which is located at 358 nm (dashed curve 

C). The maximum emission intensity for the rED3 mutants rED3-K310T, rED3-T332A 

and rED3-T332K were located at 341 nm, 344 nm and 344 nm, respectively (spectra not 

shown), indicative that the tryptophan in all rED3 mutants is predominantly situated in a 

hydrophobic environment.  

In order to analyze in detail the total protein fluorescence spectrum of the rED3s, 

it is necessary to examine the contribution of tryptophan and tyrosine residues to the total 

emission intensity. The rED3-WT and single mutants have 1 tryptophan and 3 tyrosine 

residues. The contribution of the 3 tyrosine residues to the total protein fluorescence 

spectrum can be estimated by subtraction of the emission spectrum of the tryptophan 

residue (at λex = 295 nm) from the total protein emission spectrum (at λex = 280 nm). 

Before subtraction, both spectra (λex = 295 nm and λex = 280 nm) need to be normalized 

at 370 nm, where only tryptophan residues emit62. Figure 2.19 (black lines) shows the 

emission spectrum of the tryptophan residue of rED3-WT with λex = 295 nm (solid 

curve), the protein emission spectrum with λex = 280 nm (dashed curve), and the  
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Figure 2.18. Corrected fluorescence emission spectra (at λex = 295 nm) of rED3-WT in TN200 buffer 
(curve A); rED3-WT in 4.0 M GdnHCl dissolved in the same buffer (curve B) and free NATA in 
TN200 buffer (dashed curve, C). The concentration of rED3 and NATA was 1 μM. All measurements 
were performed at 20 °C. Curves A and C were normalized to their maximum. Curve B was 
normalized to the maximum of curve A.

 
 

 

difference spectrum [(λex = 280 nm) — (λex = 295 nm)], which corresponds to the 

emission spectrum of the 3 tyrosine residues (dotted curve). The tyrosine emission 

spectrum has a maximum located around 307 nm, characteristic of tyrosine residues in 

proteins72. Analogously, the emission spectrum of rED3-WT in 4.0 M GdnHCl (at λex = 

295 nm, λex = 280 nm and the difference spectrum) is shown in Figure 2.19 (grey lines). 

It is clear that the emission intensity for the 3 tyrosine residues was greater in the 

unfolded state than in the folded state (dotted line, grey color vs. black color) with a 

maximum located at 303 nm, indicating that the tyrosine residues are in contact with the 

solvent62. Therefore, this result indicates that the protein is unfolded. Moreover, the 

increase in tyrosine emission intensity indicates that there is a fluorescence quenching 

process for the tyrosine residues in the native structure of rED3-WT that is disrupted 

upon denaturation of the protein.  
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Figure 2.19. Corrected emission spectra of rED3-WT in TN200 buffer (black lines) and in 4.0 M 
GdnHCl (grey lines) dissolved in the same buffer. The spectra were recorded at different excitation 
wavelengths: λex = 295 nm (solid curve) and λex = 280 nm (dashed curve). The spectra were 
normalized at 370 nm. The difference spectra [(λex = (280 nm) — (λex = 295 nm)] correspond to the 
fluorescence emission spectrum of the 3 tyrosine residues (dotted curve). 

 
 

 

Figure 2.20 shows the tyrosine fluorescence emission spectra of rED3-WT and 

the mutants rED3-K310T, rED3-T332A and rED3-T332K in the native and fully 

unfolded states (in 4.0 M GdnHCl). It is clear that for all the mutants there is also a 

dominant quenching process in the fluorescence emission intensity of the 3 tyrosine 

residues that were disrupted upon unfolding of the protein, as revealed by the significant 

increase in the fluorescence emission intensity. The effect of the mutations on the 

tyrosine fluorescence emission was negligible in the native state with a maximum 

intensity located around 307 nm for all three mutants. The maximum intensity for rED3-

K310T and rED3-T332K was slightly higher than for rED3-WT and rED3-T332A in the 

unfolded state. However, the peak for all four proteins in the unfolded state is located at 

303 nm, indicating that all tyrosine residues are in full contact with the solvent6.  
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Figure 2.20 Difference spectra [(λex = 280 nm) — (λex = 295 nm)] corresponding to the fluorescence 
emission spectrum of the 3 tyrosine residues in rED3-WT, rED3-K310T, rED3-T332A and rED3-
T332K in TN200 buffer (curves 2) and in 4.0 M GdnHCl prepared in the same buffer (curves 1). The 
protein concentration was 1 μM. 

 
 

 

b. Quantum yield determination 

To quantitatively characterize the contribution of the single tryptophan and three 

tyrosine residues to the protein fluorescence emission spectrum the quantum yield (φ) in 

the native and unfolded states of the protein was determined. The excitation wavelengths 

were 280 nm (φP,280) where both tyrosine and tryptophan residues absorb, and 295 nm 

(φP,295) where tryptophan residues are selectively excited. The values for rED3-WT were 

φP,280 = 0.116 and φP,295 = 0.226 in the native state and φP,280 = 0.039 and φP,295 = 0.060 in 

the unfolded state. The quantum yield of the protein at λex = 280 nm and λex = 295 nm is 

higher in the native state of rED3-WT compare to the unfolded state, indicating that the 

tryptophan and tyrosine residues are located in an ordered/structured environment. This 

result is in agreement with the observation that the tryptophan residue in the native state 

of the protein is located in a hydrophobic environment. The summary of results for the 
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rmined the quantum yield of the single 

tryptophan residue (

mutants rED3-K310T, rED3-T332A and rED3-T332K in the native and unfolded states is 

shown in Table 2.8. Only the mutant rED3-T332A showed a significant decrease in the 

quantum yield of the protein at both excitation wavelengths (280 nm and 295 nm) 

compared to rED3-WT. The other two mutants, rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K, have 

essentially identical values of quantum yield. 

Using the spectra in Figure 2.20 we dete

φTrp) and the quantum yield of the 3 tyrosine residues (φTyr) of rED3-

WT and single mutants, based on a previously described calculation that incorporates the 

fractional absorbance of tyrosine and tryptophan residues according to the molar ratio of 

the aromatic amino acids as in the studied protein59. The calculation was done for both, 

native and unfolded states of the rED3s. The values of φTrp for rED3-WT were 0.194 and 

0.056 in the native and unfolded states, respectively; and are, within experimental error, 

the same values as determined using the protein fluorescence emission spectrum with λex 

= 295 nm (see above). This agreement is expected because at λex = 295 nm only 

tryptophan residues are selectively excited. The values for φTyr in the native and unfolded 

states of rED3-WT were 0.008 and 0.013. The higher φTyr in the unfolded state of rED3-

WT indicates that the quenching process is eliminated upon destruction of the native 

architecture around the tyrosine residues. The results for all the single mutants are shown 

in Table 2.8. Similarly, only the mutant rED3-T332A showed a significant decrease in 

quantum yield for tryptophan (φTrp) and tyrosine (φTyr) residues. There are no significant 

differences between rED3-WT and the mutants rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K neither in 

the native nor in the unfolded state.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.8. Quantum yield (φ) in native and unfolded states of  rED3s 

 Native statea Unfolded statea Native stateb Unfolded stateb

 φP,280 φP,295 φP,280 φP,295 φTrp φTyr φTrp φTyr

rED3-WT 0.116 0.226 0.039 0.060 0.194 0.008 0.056 0.013 

rED3-K310T 0.114 0.217 0.039 0.055 0.192 0.007 0.053 0.017 

rED3-T332A 0.077 0.147 0.025 0.042 0.129 0.003 0.037 0.007 

rED3-T332K 0.115 0.222 0.041 0.067 0.015 0.191 0.010 0.058 
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a Determined with the method of Parker and Rees51. b Determined as described in Bujalowski and Klonowska (1994)59.



2.5 DISCUSSION 

Single mutations in the envelope protein structural domain 3 (rED3) that generate 

virus neutralization resistance and decrease in monoclonal antibody binding affinity have 

been extensively described in flaviviruses35. However, and most intriguing, how these 

single amino acid substitutions impair the interaction with a monoclonal antibody 

remains unknown. Or in other words, what is the mechanism by which single mutations 

on the domain 3 lead to neutralization resistance? In order to address this question, we 

have studied the effects of three single mutations on the solution properties of rED3 from 

WN virus wild type (strain USA99b). These single mutations are rED3-K310T, rED3-

T332A and rED3-T332K, which are encoded by three different WN virus variant 

strains16. The mutations at position T332 had the most significant effects in monoclonal 

antibody binding and degree of neutralization, being rED3-T332A partially and rED3-

T332K fully resistant; whereas the mutation at position K310 had very small effects.  

 

 

2.5.1 Linear correlation between neutralization-resistance, stability and dynamics 

of rED3s 

The most significant conclusion of our study is the establishment of a 

quantitative, linear relation between the stability and the local conformational 

heterogeneity, represented by changes in solvent accessibility of W397, of rED3 and 

binding affinity to Mab expressed as –Log[Kdapp], shown in Figure 2.21. There is an 

inverse correlation between stability and dynamics, namely, the less stable the protein, 

the more dynamic it is; a consistent set of observations. The rank order in decreasing 

stability or increasing dynamics is rED3-WT > rED3-K310T > rED3-T332A > rED3-

T332K. A decrease in affinity for Mab means an increase in the degree of resistance. The 

Mab binding data indicate that WT rED3 has the highest affinity. The affinity decreases 

in the order of rED3-T332K, rED3-T332A and rED3-K310T. This is exactly the rank 

order of effectiveness in eliciting MAb neutralization resistance to intact viral 

particles15,16. Thus, for the first time and for any virus, we have identified a physical 
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property of a viral protein that is intimately linked to the biological phenomenon of MAb-

neutralization resistance. 

 

 

Figure 2.21. Correlation between protein stability, dynamics and binding to MAb-3A3. Protein 
stability and dynamics data was obtained from Tables 1 and 3, respectively. The values of Kdapp for 
rED3-WT (●), rED3-K310T (▼) and rED3-T332A (■) were 0.17 ± 0.03 nM, 0.39 ± 0.01 nM and 0.96 

± 0.16 nM, respectively. For rED3-T332K (◆) the Kdapp is > 10 nm because there was no detectable 
binding at [Mab]=10 nm (corresponding to ~100-fold greater [Mab] than the Kdapp for rED3-WT). 

 
 

2.5.2 Escape mutations preserve the global solution structure of rED3-WT 

By comparison of the global solution properties of rED3-WT and single mutants, 

we observed that none of the single mutations affected dramatically the global solution 

properties relative to rED3-WT. The fold of the rED3s was investigated by CD 

spectroscopy. The CD spectra for all four proteins show the absorption bands 

characteristic of β-sheet structures; and the calculated composition of secondary structure 

showed no significant difference in β-sheet content between rED3-WT and all single 

mutants (see Table 2.7). The tertiary solution structure around the tryptophan residue was 
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assessed by fluorescence spectroscopy. The maximum fluorescence emission intensity for 

all rED3s was located at about 341-344 nm (λex = 295 nm). Despite the small differences 

in the emission maxima between rED3-WT and the single mutants; the blue shift of 14-

17 nm relative to the emission maximum of free NATA (358 nm) or unfolded rED3 

indicates that the local environment of the tryptophan residue in all rED3s is highly 

structured (Figure 2.18). Furthermore, the quantum yield of the tryptophan residue in all 

rED3s are equal or higher than the quantum yield of free NATA (φNATA = 0.13)73. The 

higher quantum yield also can be attributed to a more structured environment around the 

tryptophan residue62. The hydrodynamic properties of these proteins (namely, 

sedimentation velocity coefficient and apparent molecular weight), which are related to 

the size and shape of the protein, were essentially identical. Altogether, the measurements 

of the global solution properties of these proteins suggest that the rED3 harboring the 

single mutations are not escaping from the monoclonal antibodies by generating large 

structural or conformational changes. Moreover, these observations are consistent with 

the putative role of ED3 as the primary receptor binding domain, which presumably 

places significant constraints on the range of mutations that can be tolerated in this 

domain without adversely affecting virus viability.  

 

 

2.5.3 Escape mutations affect the structural stability of rED3s 

 

a. Agreement between chemical and thermal denaturation 

The observation that there were no large conformational or structural changes due 

to single mutations can be anticipated because these mutations are spatially located in the 

surface of rED3 (see Figure 2.1), and most likely are not affecting the core of the protein. 

However, while the global solution structures between all rED3s are very similar, still 

there were differences in their structural stability, as judged by differences in the 

thermodynamic parameters between rED3-WT and mutants (summarized in Tables 1 and 

2). The changes in stability (or ) due to a single mutation correlate with the OH
UNG 2

→Δ
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degree of resistance to neutralization in such a way that the most resistant mutant (i.e. 

rED3-T332K) is the least stable compared to rED3-WT (Figure 2.21). The rank order in 

stability was consistent among chemical and thermal denaturation. For instance, rED3-

WT was the most stable protein with the highest  followed by the mutants rED3-

K310T and rED3-T332A, and the least stable was rED3-T332K. The agreement between 

chemical and thermal unfolding was observed also in the rank orders of C

OH
UNG 2

→Δ

1/2 and Tm, 

where rED3-WT has the highest C1/2 and Tm, followed by rED3-T332A and finally rED3-

K310T and rED3-T332K. Both parameters represent the midpoint of the unfolding 

process or the concentration/temperature at which the population of folded and unfolded 

states is equal. 

 

b. Monitoring intrinsic thermodynamic parameters of unfolding  

The agreement in the thermodynamic parameters between chemical and thermal 

denaturation suggests that the  obtained by GdnHCl- and temperature-induced 

unfolding is an intrinsic property of the rED3. Furthermore, the fact that the unfolding of 

the rED3s is accompanied by the disruption of the fluorescence quenching process of the 

tyrosine residues (as shown in Figures 2.15A and 2.15B), indicates that monitoring the 

chemical or thermal unfolding process by changes in the fluorescence emission intensity 

with λ

OH
UNG 2

→Δ

ex = 280 nm reflects the changes in the fluorescent properties of both tryptophan 

and tyrosine residues simultaneously. Since, the three tyrosine residues are located at 

different regions of the protein (Figure 2.1), then, the unfolding process monitored with 

λex = 280 nm represents a global unfolding process. Whereas monitoring the unfolding 

process with λex = 295 nm (where tryptophan residues are excited) represents an 

observable of the local tryptophan residue environment or local unfolding process. 

Despite the differences between monitoring the unfolding process at λex = 280 nm and λex 

= 295 nm, the thermodynamic parameters obtained by global analysis are independent of 

the excitation wavelength (295 nm or 280 nm), which further supports that the 
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OH
UNG 2

→Δ obtained by GdnHCl- and temperature-induced unfolding is indeed an intrinsic 

property of the rED3.  

 

c. Effect of single mutations on the intrinsic thermodynamic parameters 

of unfolding of rED3-WT 

Although there are differences in the stability between the rED3s, the structural 

information extracted only from changes in the Gibbs free energy of unfolding is limited 

because  is a composite of various thermodynamic parameters; namely, 

change in enthalpy (ΔH

),( DTG UN→Δ

0), entropy (ΔS0), heat capacity (ΔCp0), Tm and mD-value (the 

latter if the unfolding process is performed in the presence of denaturant). By performing 

temperature-induced unfolding experiments at increasing concentrations of GdnHCl (as 

shown in Figure 2.9), we were able to deconvolute with high precision all the 

thermodynamic parameters characterizing the unfolding process of the rED3s (Table 2.3). 

 

c.1 Enthalpy changes (ΔH0) 

There were no differences in the change of enthalpy upon unfolding (ΔH0) 

between rED3-WT, rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K. The average ΔH0 for these proteins 

was 73.7 ± 1.5 kcal⋅mol-1. However, the single mutant rED3-T332A had a lower value of 

approximately 67.1 ± 1.1 kcal⋅mol-1. Dissecting with high accuracy the source of the 6.6 

± 2.6 kcal⋅mol-1 difference in ΔH0 between rED3-T332A and the other rED3s is out of 

the scope of this investigation. However, by analyzing the different sources that lead to 

changes in ΔH0 due to a mutation, it is possible to extract qualitative differences about the 

solution structure of rED3-T332A compared to the other rED3s. Differences in ΔH0 due 

to a mutation can be dissected primarily into two components: differences in the degree 

of hydration and in the packing interactions of the protein (i.e. changes in van der Waals 

interactions or hydrogen bonding)74.  

Since the residue T332 is located on the surface of the protein having 98 % ASA 

to the solvent, the changes in the packing interactions of the core of rED3 due to a 
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mutation at this position are probably small. In fact, previous studies have shown that the 

changes in packing interactions have very significant effects on ΔH0 compare to changes 

in hydration of non-polar residues74,75. Therefore, the small difference of 6.6 ± 2.6 

kcal⋅mol-1 between rED3-T332A and the other rED3s can be attributed preferably to 

differences in the hydration of the protein due to the hydrophobic nature of the 

substitution on the surface of the protein (threonine alanine represents a 

polar hydrophobic substitution) and to a lesser extend to changes in the packing 

interaction of the core of rED3-WT.  

Because rED3-T332K and rED3-K310T are substitutions of residues that are 

solvent exposed with a conservation of the hydrophilic nature of the wild type residues, 

no significant changes in hydration and no changes in the packing interaction are 

expected for these two mutants. Thus, it is predicted that there should be no significant 

changes in ΔH0, an expectation in total agreement with the results observed in the 

experimental determination of ΔH0. 

 

c.2 Entropy changes (ΔS0) 

No difference in the change of entropy of unfolding (ΔS0) was observed for any 

protein, indicating that the single mutations are not generating large global 

conformational changes. This agrees with the experimental results, obtained by CD, 

fluorescence and ultracentrifugation, that show that the mutations do not affect the global 

solution structure of rED3-WT.  

 

c.3 Heat capacity changes (ΔCp0) 

The most significant variation among the thermodynamic parameters between 

rED3-WT and the single site mutants was observed in the heat capacity change of 

unfolding (ΔCp0). For instance, the mutants rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K had higher 

ΔCp0 values than rED3-WT and rED3-T332A (Table 2.3). More precisely understanding 

the origin of the increment in ΔCp0 for rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K can provide 

additional structural information regarding the effects of the single mutations on the 
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solution structure of these proteins. Changes in ΔCp0 are associated to: 1) changes in the 

protein surface chemistry (i.e. changes in the protein surface electrostatics due to a 

mutation)55, or 2) changes in the solvent-accessible hydrophobic surface area that is 

exposed upon unfolding or ΔASAN→U (i.e. due to larger surface area exposed during the 

unfolding process); or both76. Furthermore, changes in ΔASAN→U can be attributed to: a) 

changes in the size of the protein, for example by addition or deletion of residues or, b) 

changes in the folded state structure or conformation due to a mutation or, c) changes in 

the unfolded state configuration or conformation (i.e. residual structure caused by a 

mutation), or any combination of a, b or c77,78. 

It is conceivable that the single mutations rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K perturb 

the surface electrostatics of rED3-WT because the mutation sites are located on the 

surface of the protein, and the physicochemical nature of the substitution involves a 

removal and addition of a positively charged residue, respectively. Therefore, it is 

plausible that changes in the surface electrostatics cause an increment in ΔCp0. However, 

it is important to determine if structural changes other than surface electrostatics play a 

role in the increment of ΔCp0 for these two mutants.  

Based on the linear correlation between number of residues of a protein, 

ΔASAN→U, ΔCp0 and mD-values for globular proteins observed by Myers et al., (1996)78 

–which means, higher number of residues  higher ΔASAN→U  higher ΔCp0  higher 

mD-values and vice versa– it can be anticipated that the higher ΔCp0 for rED3-K310T and 

rED3-T332K due to an increment in protein size (that will concomitantly increase 

ΔASAN→U) is most unlikely. On one hand our experimental results show no significant 

differences in the global solution properties like fold, size and shape between all the 

rED3s. On the other hand, an increase in ΔASAN→U and/or increase in protein size can be 

easily illustrated by applying the linear correlation determined by Myers et al.78 to rED3-

WT. The predicted values based on the number of residues of rED3-WT (= 115) were the 

following: 9788 Å2 for ΔASAN→U, 1.61 kcal⋅mol-1⋅K-1 for ΔCp0 and 3.01 kcal⋅mol-1⋅M-1 

for mD-value. The predicted values are in excellent agreement with the experimental 

ΔCp0 and mD-value (Table 2.3), suggesting that the rED3-WT behaves like an ideal 
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globular protein; and, the agreement validates the application of this correlation to our 

system. Using ΔCp0 of rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K (1.99 kcal⋅mol-1⋅K-1 and 2.06 

kcal⋅mol-1⋅K-1, respectively) to calculate back the corresponding ΔASAN→U for these 

proteins we obtained 11795 Å2 and 12163 Å2, respectively. The difference in ΔASAN→U 

between both mutants and rED3-WT would be at least 2000 Å2, which is equivalent to 

have on average 20 extra residues in the primary sequence of the rED3s. By performing 

the same calculation but using, instead of ΔCp0, the mD-values of rED3-K310T and 

rED3-T332K we obtained similar differences in ΔASAN→U compared to rED3-WT. 

Therefore, these calculations and our experimental results show that for our system it is 

very improbable to have an increase in ΔCp0 of ∼0.4 kcal⋅mol-1⋅K-1 caused only by large 

changes in the protein structure or conformation.  

As mentioned above, structural/conformational differences in the folded and 

unfolded states due to a mutation are two additional potential contributors that lead to 

changes in ΔASAN→U and therefore potentially increase ΔCpo76 .These two contributors 

can potentially be responsible of the increment in ΔCp0 observed for rED3-K310T and 

rED3-T332K. Differences in the folded state of the rED3s can be indirectly related to 

differences in the slope of the pre-transition or folded state base line between rED3-

K310T/rED3-T332K and rED3-ET/rED3-T332A during the GdnHCl-induced unfolding 

process (See Figure 2.6). The slopes for rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K were positive 

while the slopes for rED3-WT and rED3-T332A were negative. Considering GdnHCl at 

low concentration (before the folded↔unfolded transition starts) as a perturbation that 

probes the different conformations of the protein in the folded state; then, the variations 

in the slope would indicate changes or differences in the folded state conformation 

between rED3-K310T/rED3-T332K and rED3-WT/rED3-T332A. The direct effect of 

having differences in the slope of the folded state base lines is that there are differences in 

the mD-values. The mutants rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K had higher mD-values 

compared to rED3-WT and rED3-T332A. These differences were consistent among the 

two excitation wavelengths (λex = 280 nm and λex = 295 nm) in both chemical and 

thermal unfolding experiments. Provided that it has been proven that the single mutations 
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rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K do not generate large changes in ΔASAN→U due to gross 

conformational changes (i.e. changes in protein size), then, higher mD-values (which 

implies higher ΔASAN→U and higher ΔCp0) indicates that these mutations in addition to 

generating changes in the surface chemistry, generate subtle changes in the folded 

conformation of the protein.  

On the other hand, alteration of the charge distribution of a protein can affect its 

conformation in the unfolded state due to repulsion or attraction of charges79. If this is the 

case for rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K, then the unfolded conformation of the protein 

could have an impact in the ΔASAN→U and ΔCp0. However, it was observed that rED3-

WT, rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K had the same unfolded state base line during the 

GdnHCl- and temperature-induced unfolding process, indicating that there are no major 

differences in the unfolded conformation between these proteins. This last observation is 

further supported by the fact that these three proteins had essentially the same quantum 

yield for the tryptophan residue alone (φTrp), the three tyrosine residues (φTyr) and both 

natural fluorophores (φP,280) in the unfolded state (in 4.0 M GdnHCl) as shown in Table 

2.8. Differences in the quantum yield can be attributed to differences in the conformation 

of the environment surrounding the fluorophores in the unfolded state (i.e. residual 

structure). Therefore, a change in the ΔASAN→U or ΔCp0 due to changes in the unfolded 

conformation of rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K is most unlikely.  

In the case of the single mutant rED3-T332A, which does not involve a direct 

alteration of the surface electrostatics on the protein, there was not a significant 

difference in ΔCp0 and mD-value compared to rED3-WT. Nevertheless, this substitution 

subtlety affects the solution structure or conformation of the protein. The first 

experimental evidence of changes in the solution structure of rED3-T332A is noted in the 

higher calculated β-turn content compare the other rED3s. Based on the quantitative 

analysis of the CD spectra (Table 2.7), the calculated β-turn content of rED3-T332A was 

30 %, while for the other rED3s is ∼18 %. It is conceivable that this mutation will affect 

the β-turn structures because the substitution is located on a surface loop of rED3 (see 
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Figure 2.1) and also involves a drastic change in the hydrophilic nature of the residue 

(polar hydrophobic).  

It was stated before that a change in ΔH0 due to a mutation can be attributed to 

changes in the degree of hydration of non-polar residues or changes in the packing 

interactions of the core of the protein74; both are related to the solution structure of the 

protein. Therefore, the observed decrease in ΔH0 (of ∼6.6 ± 2.6 kcal⋅mol-1) for rED3-

T332A correlates with the observed change in β-turn structure content. In addition, 

changes in the solution structure are observed indirectly by the large difference in 

quantum yield between rED3-T332A and the other rED3s (see Table 2.8). The quantum 

yield of rED3-T332A for the tryptophan residue alone (φTrp), the three tyrosine residues 

(φTyr) and both natural fluorophores (φP,280) in the native and unfolded state was reduced 

by ∼30 %, suggesting that the solution structure surrounding the natural fluorophores of 

rED3-T332A were being perturbed compared to rED3-WT, rED3-K310T and rED3-

T332K. For instance, direct evidence of change on the solution structure around the 

tyrosine residues comes from the fractional exposure of the three tyrosine residues 

calculated from the second derivative absorbance spectra (Figure 2.16). The fractional 

tyrosine exposure for rED3-T332A was around 30 % while for the other rED3s was on 

average ∼19 % (Table 2.6). Then, the statement that the lower quantum yield for the 

tyrosine residues is indicative of variations in the solution structure (tertiary structure) is 

supported by the differences in fractional tyrosine exposure.  

Overall, the analysis of the thermodynamic parameters indicates that, despite of 

the small differences in the stability ( ) among all rED3s, there were significant 

effects on the different thermodynamic components that include 

OH
UNG 2

→Δ

).,( DTG UN→Δ  All single 

mutations affected the folded conformation of the protein but were reflected in different 

thermodynamic parameters. For example, the single mutant rED3-T332A decreased ΔH0, 

whereas ΔCp0 and mD-value remain essentially identical to those corresponding to rED3-

WT. On the other hand, for mutants rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K, an increase was 

observed in both ΔCp0 and mD-value, while ΔH0 remained similar to the value for rED3-
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WT. Since all three mutants show subtle perturbation in the solution 

structure/conformation of the protein (not in the same manner), then it is conceivable that 

the direct change in the electrostatic surface or net charge of rED3, as in the cases of 

rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K, is the major cause for the increase in ΔCp0 and mD-value 

because rED3-T332A does not affect these thermodynamic parameters.  

 

 

2.5.4 Escape mutations affect the surface chemistry of rED3s at distant regions 

Direct evidence of changes on the surface electrostatics of rED3-WT due to a 

single mutation is observed in the tryptophan quenching experiments using charged 

molecules: iodide and thallium (see Table 2.5). The tryptophan quenching efficiency of 

rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K by iodide was decreased by ∼50 % compared to rED3-

WT. Noteworthy, these two substitutions have the same effect in quenching efficiency 

and they involved removal (rED3-K310T) or addition (rED3-T332K) of a positively 

charged residue that will affect the net charge of the protein. In the case of rED3-K310T, 

the net charge of the protein will have one less positive charge compared to rED3-WT, 

which is consistent with the increased thallium quenching efficiency, since thallium will 

be attracted to negatively charged regions of the protein or, in other words, to less 

positively charge environments. Despite that in the case of rED3-T332K the net charge 

will have one extra positive charge compared to rED3-WT, there was not a significant 

effect on thallium quenching efficiency. The mutation rED3-T332A had the opposite 

effect compared to rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K. It was observed that the iodide 

quenching was ~50 % higher for both the degree of quenching (KSV) and quenching 

efficiency compared to rED3-WT.  

It is important to note that the substitutions rED3-K310T and rED3-T332K not 

only involve a direct change in the net charge of the protein, but the differences in KSV 

and quenching efficiency of iodide and thallium show that there is also a redistribution of 

charges on the surface of rED3 because the mutation sites are 19 Å and 31 Å away from 

the tryptophan residue (see Figure 2.1). The substitution rED3-T332A does not involve a 
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direct change in the net charge of the protein, but the differences in KSV and quenching 

efficiencies of iodide compared to rED3-WT indicate that there is also charge 

redistribution on the surface of the protein. Furthermore, since the mutation sites and the 

tryptophan residues are at distant regions of rED3, the observed effects on KSV and 

quenching efficiencies due to the single mutations are a first evidence of long-range 

communication between distant sites of rED3. 

 

 

2.5.5 Long-range communication between distant sites of rED3s 

The data from the tryptophan fluorescence quenching with acrylamide can 

provide additional information about the accessibility of the tryptophan residue to the 

solvent, and thus indirectly, the dynamic nature of the environment surrounding the 

tryptophan residue. Significant differences in the degree of tryptophan quenching (KSV) 

with acrylamide between rED3-WT and the mutants were observed. In the case of rED3-

WT, the KSV for acrylamide was 5.6 ± 0.2 M-1 while for the mutants rED3-T332A and 

rED3-T332K were 6.2 ± 0.3 M-1 and 6.8 ± 0.4 M-1, respectively. No changes were 

observed for the mutant rED3-K310T (KSV  = 5.6 ± 0.2 M-1). These differences imply that 

for rED3-T332A and rED3-T332K the tryptophan residue is more accessible to the 

solvent and thus, more hydrophilic. This last conclusion is supported by the observed 

lower quenching efficiency of the rED3-T332K tryptophan residue by TCE, which is a 

hydrophobic quencher. This experimental evidence supports that the mutations are not 

only affecting the surface electrostatics around the tryptophan residue but also the 

structural dynamics of that region in the folded state, being rED3-T332K the most 

dynamic. Again, changes in tryptophan accessibility and dynamics due to distal 

mutations indicate that there is long-range communication between distant sites of rED3. 
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2.6 CONCLUSIONS 

The results and conclusions derived from these studies most probably reflect the 

intrinsic solution properties of the native viral E protein ED3, although we have 

investigated rED3 as an isolated domain and not in the context of the whole ectodomain 

of the E protein or in the context of the intact virion. However, it has been observed that 

the Ig-like fold of the rED3 from WNV19 is preserved as in the whole E protein 

ectodomain17,36. For example, the r.m.s.d. between backbone atoms of the WNV NMR 

structure and dengue virus type 236 rED3s is 1.4 Å, despite the fact that the latter structure 

was determined as part of the complete ectodomain of the E protein and by x-ray 

crystallography. Furthermore, the agreement between the degree of virus neutralization 

(using the intact viral particle harboring the mutations studied in this report)15,16 and our 

results on Mab binding using the rED3s (Figures 2.5 and 2.21) indicates that the rED3, as 

an isolated domain, has very similar antigenic properties as compared to the ED3 in the 

context of the intact virion.  

The molecular mechanism of antibody neutralization resistance of flaviviruses, 

including WNV, has been elusive in spite of the intense investigation. However, for the 

first time, as a result of this study a quantitative relation between the important biological 

phenomenon of antibody mediated neutralization and the biophysical properties of ED3 

is established: 

1. The substitution that conferred the highest degree of neutralization resistance to 

the virus possesses the least stable and most dynamic ED3 (Figure 2.21).  

2. These mutations elicit effects at distant sites that are spatially located many Å 

away i.e. long-range communications between distant sites in ED3 (Figure 2.1). 

These experimental results are strong evidence in support of our hypothesis that 

the mechanism of neutralization involves not only regions of interaction with the 

antibody (epitope) but also distant structural elements of the protein via long-range 

communication. Furthermore, this hypothesis provides an explanation for other studies of 

flaviviruses where it was observed that an escape from neutralization due to a mutation 

can happen without a loss in MAb binding16,28-30. Our hypothesis is also consistent with 
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other studies in which a positive cooperativity in antibody binding (avidity) was 

observed38-40. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

 

RESISTANCE TO ANTIBODY-MEDIATED NEUTRALIZATION IN 

WEST NILE VIRUS IS MODULATED BY THE REDISTRIBUTION 

OF CONFORMATIONAL STATES OF THE ENVELOPE PROTEIN 

DOMAIN 3  
 

 

3.1 ABSTRACT

Monoclonal antibody resistance is induced by mutations in viral proteins, which 

lead to changes in the interaction of the antibody with the virus epitope. The envelope 

protein domain 3 (ED3) of West Nile virus (WNV) harbors most of the critical mutations 

that have been shown to induce resistance against antibody neutralization. Because these 

mutations are distributed throughout the ED3 structure, including regions that are outside 

the epitope, or not accessible to antibodies, we hypothesized that there must be long-

range communication between distant sites of ED3 that affect the interaction between the 

antibody and the epitope. Using a previously validated ensemble-based description of the 

equilibrium, we investigated the network of communications among distant residues in 

ED3 and demonstrated new insight into the physical basis of resistance to antibody 

neutralization. First, the basic mechanism of communications in wild type ED3 was not 

perturbed by any mutation, implying that the fold of ED3 is thermodynamically robust. 

Second, only mutations that generate resistance to antibody neutralization were able to 

redistribute the ensemble of conformational states of ED3. Furthermore, the region 

affected by these mutations corresponds to the major neutralizing epitope on WNV ED3, 

or the BC loop, indicating that resistance to antibody neutralization is function of the 

energetic coupling among distant sites. 
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3.2 INTRODUCTION 

To understand the molecular and structural basis of antibody-mediated 

neutralization resistance in West Nile virus (WNV), the central dogma has been the study 

of the effect of mutations on antibody binding to the envelope protein domain 3 (ED3), 

the receptor-binding domain of flaviviruses17. By using a variety of cellular, molecular 

and biophysical approaches, it has been shown that ED3 of flaviviruses harbors most of 

the critical epitopes recognized by virus type-specific monoclonal antibodies14-16,19,24 

(MAbs).  

ED3 in WNV is an IgG-like protein of approximately 100 residues that consists of 

a classic beta-sandwich fold (Figure 3.1A). The N-terminus and loops connecting beta-

strands B-C, D-E and F-G conforms a solvent-exposed surface patch in the intact viral 

particle19,25 (Figure 3.1B). This surface patch has been shown to be the epitope of high 

titer neutralizing MAbs with very high degree of surface complementarity24,80 (Sc = 

0.763). The high surface complementarity and the absence of global conformational 

changes between the free19 and bound conformations of ED324 (r.m.s.d. of c-alpha atoms 

= 1.8 Å), suggests that the MAb-ED3 complex formation follows a lock-and-key 

mechanism81-83.  

If WNV antibody neutralization is due to a lock-and-key mechanism, then any 

perturbation (i.e. a mutation) on the interaction surface between the complex MAb-ED3 

should be able to impair, to a certain extent, MAb binding and decrease neutralization. 

However, mutations of most of the residues that are part of this interaction surface have 

no observable effect, and only mutations in a few sites are able to decrease MAb binding, 

especially depending on the amino acid side chain substitution14-16. For example, the 

mutation T332K decreases MAb binding affinity > 100-fold relative to wild type ED3 

and generates a fully resistant variant in in vitro neutralization assays against a panel of 

virus type-specific MAbs14-16,84. However, the mutation T332A reduces MAb binding 

affinity only by ~10-fold and generates a partially resistant virus while the mutation 

T332V shows no significant antibody neutralization resistance14. In a closely-related 

flavivirus, Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV), mutations at residues S331 and D332, 
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located in the equivalent epitope of WNV, decrease MAb binding affinity also dependent 

on the type of amino acid side chain substitution as well85. Noteworthy, for both WNV 

and JE there is no a correlation between the changes in charge, size or hydrophobicity of 

the mutated aminoacid side chain and the magnitude of the effect in MAb binding85, 

which would be expected for a lock-and-key binding mechanism. 
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B 

Figure 3.1. Naturally occurring mutation sites in ED3 from WNV. A, NMR structure of wild type 
ED319 (PDB 1S6N). Residue numbering corresponds to amino acids 296-406 of the entire E protein 
of WNV. Residues in yellow correspond to mutation sites in beta-strand structures while residues in 
green correspond to mutation sites in the N-terminus and loops B-C, D-E and F-G. The ribbon 
diagram was rendered using PyMOL v. 0.97 (Delano Scientific LLC, San Carlos, CA). B, 
Topological map of ED3 showing the two beta-sheets forming the beta-sandwich fold. The N-
terminus and loops B-C, D-E and F-G conforms a solvent-exposed surface patch in ED3 that is 
recognized by MAb E1624. 
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These observations indicate that MAb-neutralization resistance is not a 

consequence of the mutational perturbation of a lock-and-key mechanism between the 

MAb and protein-antigen complex. Therefore, the interaction of MAbs with ED3 must 

include a dynamical component as well, to accommodate distortions in the high surface 

complementary between the MAb and ED3. In fact, there are significant local 

displacements in the N-terminus and loops B-C, D-E and F-G in ED3 after binding to the 

Fab domain of a potent neutralizing MAb24 (r.m.s.d. of c-alpha atoms = 3.3 Å vs. 1.8 Å 

when all c-alpha atoms of the structure in ED3 in the free and bound forms are 

considered), indicating that neither ED3 nor MAbs bind as rigid bodies, and in agreement 

with previous observations showing that epitopes tend to localize in mobile regions of 

protein antigens86,87. More recent studies have shown; however, that too high segmental 

mobility can impair MAb binding as well88-90. Therefore, there must be a range of 

conformational states in the protein antigen that optimize MAb binding, and have to be 

accounted in the process of MAb neutralization. 

If the conformational states of the protein antigen and epitope are important for 

MAb-binding and neutralization; then, what are the MAb-resistant mutations doing in 

addition to perturbing locally the interaction surface between the MAb and the epitope? It 

is clear that most mutations in the epitope do not have any effect in binding affinity14-16 

and there are mutations in ED3 that are not in accessible regions to MAbs16. Moreover, 

antibody neutralization resistance due to mutations outside the epitope has been reported 

in other flaviviruses28-30,38-40, and our preceding studies showed that MAb-resistant 

mutations in WNV have long-range effects over residues distantly positioned more than 

20 Å away84 from where the MAb interacts with the epitope. Thus, we can hypothesize 

that MAb-resistant mutations, independent of their location, can shift the conformational 

states of ED3 towards a MAb-resistant-like conformation in addition to the expected local 

perturbation in the epitope.  

  To test this hypothesis and to gain insight into the role of conformational states of 

ED3 in antibody-mediated neutralization in WNV we investigated the coupling of 
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fluctuations (or energetic coupling) between distant residues in ED3 by using a 

previously validated ensemble-based description of the equilibrium91-95. The results 

indicate that despite of the occurrence of mutations in multiple residues throughout ED3 

that may affect many different regions, only the BC loop is poised to respond to 

perturbation of mutations located anywhere in ED3. Our findings underscore the crucial 

role of conformational dynamics in antibody-mediated neutralization by perturbations of 

sparse but connected residues via long-range communication. 

 

 

3.3 METHODS

Most biological processes facilitated by proteins involve inter- and intra-

molecular communication between distant groups of residues that allows the transmission 

of signals exerted by protein effectors such as small molecules, nucleic acids, lipids or 

proteins. In this study, a statistical mechanical approach was used to investigate the 

underlying mechanism that governs the role of mutations distantly positioned from the 

epitope in ED3 from WNV by treating the protein molecule as a fluctuating ensemble of 

conformational states. In Figure 3.2 it is shown the graphic representation of the fully 

folded state of ED3 from WNV and as an ensemble of conformational states with 

fluctuating local regions in yellow color. 

 

 

3.3.1 Generation of the ensemble of conformational states of ED3 from West Nile 

virus 

An ensemble of conformational states for the envelope protein domain 3 (ED3) 

from West Nile virus (PDB: 1S6N) was generated using the COREX algorithm91. The 

COREX algorithm models the native state of a protein by generating an ensemble of 

conformational states that involves local fluctuations, each of which is derived from the 

high resolution structure. The local fluctuations are modeled as local unfolding reactions 

or changes in solvent accessible surface area (ΔASA) of contiguous group of residues 
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defined as folding units. The scheme of the method employed by COREX for generating 

partially unfolded states in ED3 from WNV is shown in Figure 3.3. Briefly, the folding 

units are treated or as native-like or as being unfolded with the same thermodynamic 

properties as unstructured peptides; and by systematically varying the boundaries of the 

folding units, an exhaustive enumeration of different conformational states is achieved.  

 

 

Ensemble view 

Static view 

Figure 3.2. Graphic representation of the ensemble of conformational states of ED3 from WVN 
obtained from the fully folded state or high resolution structure (PDB 1S6N)19. Regions in red 
represent folded-like residues while regions in yellow represent the fluctuating residues contained in 
the native state ensemble. The ribbon diagram was rendered using PyMOL v. 0.97 (Delano Scientific 
LLC, San Carlos, CA).  

 

3.3.2 Calculation of the probability of each ED3 conformera

The probability of any given conformation in the native state ensemble of ED3 

can be obtained by recasting the Gibbs free energy change between the conformer i and 

the fully folded state ( iGΔ ) into the form of an equilibrium constant 

( ): ]

                                                

/[ RTGExpK ii Δ−=

 

 

 
a This section represents a summary from the review article Modeling the Native State Ensemble in 
Methods in Molecular Biology 168, 93-116116. 
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Figure 3.3. A, Illustration of the method used by COREX91. For ED3, a 115-residue protein, the 
folding units incorporated 8 residues, except for the first and last residues after moving the boundary 
of the folding unit by one. A minimum of 4 residues constitutes a folding unit. Each partition is 
overlaid in the high resolution structure and the folding units are unfolded in all possible combinations 
resulting in 2N-2 (=16,382 or 32,766) partially unfolded states per partition. B, Overlay of partitions I, 
V and VIII into the high resolution structure of ED3 from WNV. Figures rendered in PyMOL v. 0.97 
(Delano Scientific LLC, San Carlos, CA).
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where Q is the partition function defined as  and N is the total 

number of states accessible to the system. T and R are the temperature in Kelvin and ideal 

gas constant in cal·K

∑
=

Δ−=
N

i
i RTGQ

0
)/exp(

-1·mol-1, respectively. 
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The free energy of each conformational state can be accurately described by using 

a surface-area-based parameterization that has been validated experimentally91-95. This 

parameterization allows to calculate the heat capacity ( iCpΔ ), enthalpy ( ) and 

entropy ( ) change between the conformer i and the fully folded state (or reference 

state). The change in all these thermodynamic functions have been parameterized in 

terms of changes in of ΔASA of polar (ΔASA

iHΔ

iSΔ

pol) and apolar (ΔASAap) residues. The 

change in heat capacity is described by equations 3.2 and 3.3.  

 

 

polapi CpCpCp Δ+Δ=Δ      (3.2a) 

 

OHccpolcapci ASAbcASAbASAaCp Δ⋅−+Δ⋅+Δ⋅=Δ )(   (3.2b) 

 

where ac, bc and cc are equal to 0.45, 0.26 and 0.17 in cal·K-1·mol-1·Å-2, respectively. The 

third term accounts for the contribution of hydroxyl groups to CpΔ 91. Because most of 

the calculations performed in this research were at 20 °C, the dependence of CpΔ  by 

temperature is insignificant91.  

 The enthalpy change also scales with changes in ΔASA and can be written as: 

 

polHapHi ASAbASAaCH Δ⋅+Δ⋅=Δ )60( o     (3.3) 

 

where aH and bH are equal to -8.44 and 31.4 in cal·mol-1·Å-2, respectively. The enthalpy 

change parameterization is calculated at 60 °C. This turned out to be a very good 

approximation since ED3 wild type from WNV has a experimental Tm of 61 °C. The 

entropy change of unfolding has a contribution from changes in solvation ( ) and 

changes in conformational entropy (

isolvS ,Δ

iconfS ,Δ ) describe in equation 3.5: 
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iconfisolvi SSS ,, Δ+Δ=Δ      (3.4a) 

 

and,  

 

)/ln()/ln()( *
,

*
,, polspolapsapisolv TTCpTTCpTS ⋅Δ+⋅Δ=Δ    (3.4b) 

 

where and have been shown to be ~385 K and ~335 K, respectively*
,apsT *

, polsT 91. The 

conformational-entropy change is calculated taking into account the contributions of: 

1. The summation of entropy change for all side chains that are buried in the folded 

state and become solvent-exposed in a partially unfolded state, or ; ∑ −Δ exbuS

2. the summation of entropy change of solvent-exposed side chains upon unfolding 

of the peptide backbone, or ∑ −Δ unexS ; and, 

3. the summation of entropy change of the backbone for residues that become 

unfolded in partially unfolded states, or ∑Δ bbS . Therefore: 

 

∑∑∑ Δ+Δ+Δ=Δ −− bbunexexbuiconf SSSS ,     (3.4c) 

 

 The three terms contributing to the conformational entropy, , constitute 95 

% of the entropy of stabilization of most proteins. The entropy difference, corresponding 

to ≈ 5 % is used to define a conformational entropy-scaling factor.  

iconfS ,Δ

 

 

3.3.3 Thermodynamic descriptors to interrogate the ensemble of ED3  

 After obtaining a value for iGΔ  we can resolve it into the contributions from each 

residue in the conformational state i ( ), which allows the ∑
=

Δ−Δ=Δ
residuesN

j
jijii STHG ,,
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investigation of thermodynamic properties at the residue-specific level contained in the 

native state ensemble91. 

 

a. Residue stability constant ( jf ,κ ) 

An important thermodynamic descriptor that follows from the native state 

ensemble of ED3 is the residue-specific free energy ( or simply ), which 

provides a measure of the relative stability of the different regions in the protein and 

places the statistical mechanical foundation to investigate the long-range communications 

in ED3 (see the following section). The residue-specific free energy is defined as 

∑
=

Δ
statesN

i
jfG , jfG ,Δ
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where jf ,κ  corresponds to the residue-specific equilibrium constant and, and 

 are the summations of the probabilities of states ‘i’ where residue ‘j’ is folded 

and unfolded, respectively.  

∑
=statesN

i
jfP ,

∑
=statesN

i
juP ,

 

b.  Energetic coupling between each residue pair in ED3 ( ) kjG ,ΔΔ

The long-range communications in ED3 are described as the mutual perturbation 

between each residue pair (j, k) in the protein. The first step to obtain a quantitative 

measurement of long-range communication is to evaluate the effect of an energetic 

perturbation, of 2 kcal⋅mol-1, on residue ‘k’ ( ) over residue ‘j’, when residue ‘k’ is 

in the folded state. Mathematically this is accomplished by rewriting the expression for 

kpertg ,Δ
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jf ,κ  in order to consider the independent folding status of the second residue, ‘k’, and 

evaluate the effect of  over kpertg ,Δ jf ,κ , 
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where and  are the summations of the probabilities of states ‘i’ where 

residue ‘k’ is folded and unfolded, respectively;  corresponds 

to the effect of perturbing all states in which residue ‘k’ is folded, and corresponds 

to the residue-specific equilibrium constant of residue ‘j’ after perturbing residue ‘k’ by 

. 

∑
=statesN

i
kfP , ∑

=statesN

i
kuP ,

]/[ ,, RTgExp kpertkpert Δ−=φ

kpert
jf

,
,κ

kpertg ,Δ

In view that energetic perturbation is not a bidirectional phenomenon per se92,94,95; 

we consider here the mutual perturbation ( kjG ,ΔΔ ) as a bidirectional effect defined as the 

sum of the influence of a perturbation on residue ‘j’ over residue ‘k’ 

( ) and the reciprocal effect; namely, the influence of a 

perturbation on residue ‘k’ over residue ‘j’ ( ). In conclusion, 

we obtain a quantitative descriptor for long-range communications in ED3 defined as the 

mutual perturbation between each residue pair (j, k)

jpert
kfkf

jpert
k GGG ,

,,
, Δ−Δ=ΔΔ
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j GGG ,
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c.  Nature of the energetic coupling: Positive, Negative and Neutral95

The energetic coupling between two residue pairs in a protein can be manifested 

in positive, negative and neutral coupling. The ensemble-based description of ED3 

provides a pathway-independent basis for coupling because only the conformational 

states in the ensemble are interrogated. To illustrate the nature of the energetic coupling 

between a residue pairs, equation 3.5 is expanded to account the folding state of a second 

residue, ‘k’; the residue stability constant for residue ‘j’ becomes,  
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where  and  are the summations of the probabilities of states ‘i’ 

where residue ‘j’ is always folded and residue ‘k’ is either folded or unfolded, 

respectively. And, and are the summations of the probabilities of 

states ‘i’ where residue ‘j’ is always unfolded and residue ‘k’ is either folded or unfolded, 

respectively. These four subpopulations in the ensemble can illustrate the observed 

positive, negative and neutral coupling.  
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c.1 Positive coupling 

 Positive coupling is manifested when the states in which one residue (e.g. ‘j’) in 

the folded state are stabilized as a result from the increase in stability of the states in 

which a second residue in the folded state (e.g. ‘k’); and vice versa. Therefore, under this 

constrain, >>  and >> . Thus, the residue 

stability constant from equation 3.8 becomes, 
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 When an energetic perturbation, ( ] ) on residue ‘k’ in 

the folded state is evaluated, the stability constant of residue ‘j’ becomes, 

kpert ,φ /[ , RTgExp kpertΔ−=

 

∑
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Analogously, in the case of the introduction of an energetic perturbation on 

residue ‘j’ in the folded state, the stability constant for residue ‘k’ becomes,  
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In this studies, the energetic perturbation, , corresponds to an stabilizing energy 

equal to -2.0 kcal·mol

kpert ,φ
-1. Therefore,  = 30. By introducing equations 3.10a and 3.10b 

into equation 3.7, it is obtained an expression for the case of positive coupling between 

residues (j, k), 

kpert ,φ
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or 
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Since is a positive number, then the value of kpert ,φ kjG ,ΔΔ will be positive as well. 

Importantly, positive coupling will hold when only one constrain is considered in the 

analysis and not the other one. 

 

c.2 Negative coupling 

 Analogously, in the case of negative coupling the stability of one residue will 

result in the destabilization of the second one, and vice versa. Therefore, 

>>  and >> ; and equation 3.7 becomes: ∑
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 or  

 

[ ]jfkfkj RTG ,,, ln φφ ⋅⋅−≈ΔΔ     (3.12b) 

 

 In this case, an stabilizing energetic perturbation will result in a negative value of 

. kjG ,ΔΔ
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c.3 Neutral coupling  

Neutral coupling arises from the absence of any perturbation on residue ‘j’ due to 

the stabilization of residue ‘k’. In this case the denominator and numerator of equation 

3.7 becomes unity, which results in kjG ,ΔΔ = 0. 

 

 

d.  Mutational response on the energetic coupling of ED3 ( ) wtmut
kjMR −

,

 To investigate the potential long-range effect of naturally occurring mutation in 

ED3 from West Nile virus we can characterize the mutual perturbation between each 

residue pair in the presence of the mutation ( ) as described in the previous 

section. Then, equation 3.7 becomes:  

mut
kjG ,ΔΔ

 
mutjpert

k
mutkpert

j
mut

kj GGG ][][ ,,
, ΔΔ+ΔΔ=ΔΔ    (3.13) 

 

To dissect the effect of a naturally occurring mutation on the long-range 

communications (or energetic coupling) of ED3 wild type ( ), we defined the 

mutational response (MR) as: 

wt
kjG ,ΔΔ

 
wt

kj
mut

kj
wtmut

kj GGMR ,,, ΔΔ−ΔΔ=−     (3.14) 

 

 

3.4 RESULTS 

The computational studies on ED3 from WNV were performed with the 10th 

conformer deposited in the NMR structure (PDB 1S6N). The 10th conformer (out of 

fifteen) was chosen because it represents the structure closest to the centroid of the largest 

residue-cluster in ED3. This cluster represents more that 90 % of the total residues in 

ED3. This analysis was obtained by the application programs NMRCORE and 

NMRCLUST (http://pqs.ebi.ac.uk/pqs-nmr.html). 
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 In Figure 3.3 it is shown the schematic representation of the enumeration process 

of microstates performed by the COREX algorithm. In the case of ED3 from WNV, 

windows of 8 residues were chosen as folding units with a minimum of 4. Under this 

condition, close to 200,000 microstates were obtained in 8 partitions. 

 

 

3.4.1 Effect of the global Gibbs free energy of unfolding on the thermodynamic 

descriptor of ED3 

To characterize each conformer generated by COREX, the probability of each 

conformer was calculated by using equation 3.1 in the Methods section. For this 

calculation, it is necessary to determine the Gibbs free energy for every microstate using 

as reference the high resolution structure or fully folded state. The enthalpic and entropic 

contribution to the Gibbs free energy for each conformer is calculated using a surface-

area-based-parameterization. However, and as explained in the Methods section, 5% of 

the conformational entropy is not determined by COREX, which can be normalized by 

using a conformational entropy-scaling factor based on the experimental global free 

energy of unfolding. Because we have previously determined the global Gibbs free 

energy of unfolding (Chapter 1) for wild type ED3 and three single mutants (K310T, 

T332A and T332K), we were able to determine the conformational entropy-scaling factor 

without assuming a hypothetical global unfolding free energy. The single mutants 

K310T, T332A and T332K had a destabilizing effect of ~0.5 kcal·mol-1 relative to ED3 

wild type, which had a value of 4.5 kcal·mol-1. Therefore, for additional mutations, we 

utilized a Gibbs free energy of unfolding of 4.0 kcal·mol-1  

 

a. Dependence of the residue stability constant on the free energy of 

unfolding 

 The relevance of the accuracy of the conformational entropy-scaling factor is 

illustrated in Figure 3.4, which shows the changes in the residue stability constant, 

determined using equation 3.5, for wild type ED3 as a function of the free energy of 
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unfolding. Noteworthy, the residues with highest stability constant were the most affected 

by the changes in the global free energy of unfolding; while the residues with lowest 

stability constant remained unchanged. The changes in free energy of unfolding will also 

have a large impact in the energetic coupling between in each residue pair in ED3 as 

shown in the next section. 

 

  

Figure 3.4. Effect of increasing free energy of unfolding in the residue stability constant in wild type 
ED3 from WNV. The color coding corresponds to different global free energies of unfolding as 
follows: yellow (4.5 kcal·mol-1), red (5.5 kcal·mol-1), green (6.5 kcal·mol-1) and blue 7.8 (kcal·mol-

1). 

 

b. Dependence of the energetic coupling on the free energy of unfolding 

Changes in the global free energy of unfolding also had an impact in the energetic 

coupling calculations. The energetic coupling between pairs of residues is rendered as 

color maps (or heat maps) in which positive, negative and neutral coupling are 

represented in red, blue and green colors, respectively. When the stability of ED3 is 

increased from 4.5 kcal·mol-1 to 7.8 kcal·mol-1, the degree of cooperativity in decreased 

significantly.  Figure 3.5A shows residues in red color that share a high degree of positive 

coupling forming a cooperative core in the protein. By mapping the residues sharing high 
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positive coupling onto the NMR structure of wild type ED319, it was observed that as the 

global stability increases in ED3, the cooperative core reduces significantly not only in 

magnitude but in the number of residues comprising the cooperative core (Figure 3.5D).  

 

Figure 3.5. Effect of increasing free energy of unfolding in energetic coupling ( kjG ,ΔΔ ) in ED3 
wild type from WNV19. The letter coding corresponds to different free energy of unfolding: A (4.5 
kcal·mol-1), B (5.5 kcal·mol-1), C (6.5 kcal·mol-1) and D (7.8 kcal·mol-1). The conformational 
entropy-scaling factors were 0.955, 0.950, 0.945 and 0.938 kcal·mol-1·K-1, respectively. The ribbon 
diagram was rendered using PyMOL v. 0.97 (Delano Scientific LLC, San Carlos, CA). 
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3.4.2 Experimental validation of the ensemble-based calculation of energetic 

coupling in ED3 

 

a. Calculation of the energetic coupling in single mutants of ED3 

 Because only the high-resolution structure of wild type ED3 is available, all the 

calculations for the single mutants required modification in silico of the wild type protein. 
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To avoid any perturbation of the aminoacid backbone due to the mutation in ED3, the 

calculations with COREX were performed without any further energy minimization of 

the new mutant structure. However, to prevent atomic clashes due to the substitution, the 

COREX algorithm will determine the best rotamer for the new aminoacid side chain. 

Noteworthy, all the calculations using COREX performed on single mutants of WNV 

ED3 have been reported in naturally occurring variants of the virus (Table 3.1). Thus, it is 

not expected that this mutations will significantly impair the global fold of ED3 wild 

type, because the integrity of this domain is required for virus viability during infection, 

multiplication and viral-particle assembly processes. For example, when introduced a 

non-naturally occurring mutation into WNV ED3 (e.g. Y329F/K or D333A) the virus was 

not viable96. These observations are in agreement with out previous studies that have 

shown that the naturally occurring single mutations K310T, T332A and T332K in ED3 

do not have any significant effects in the secondary structure and global solution 

properties (Figure 3.15, Chapter 2).  

 

b. Ensemble-based description captures the long-range communications 

in ED3  

 The arguments presented in the preceding section support the modification in 

silico of wild type ED3 to calculate the energetic coupling pattern of single mutants. 

However, we have, in addition, experimentally validated the application of the COREX 

algorithm. Because the COREX algorithm retrieves the thermodynamic information of 

the target protein (i.e. ED3) by using a surface-area based parameterization or changes in 

solvent accessible surface area91; then the effect over residue ‘j’ due to an energetic 

perturbation on residue ‘k’, described by in equation 3.6, was correlated with 

experimental values of changes in solvent accessible surface area of residue ‘j’ due to a 

mutation at residue ‘k’ ( ). In this particular case, we use as experimental values 

the changes in solvent accessible surface area of the single tryptophan residue, W397, in 

the presence of the mutations K310T, T332A and T332K relative to wild type ED3. The 

distance between the mutation sites and W397 are ~20 Å and 30 Å for K310 and T332 

kpert
jG ,ΔΔ

kmut
jASA ,Δ
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(respectively). Therefore, the perturbation indicates long-range effects. These data was 

obtained from Table 4 in Chapter 1. 

There was a strong correlation (R=0.98) between the calculated and experimental 

long-range effect over W397 exerted by the mutations described above as shown in 

Figure 3.6. The excellent correlation factor demonstrates that the energetic coupling 

determined by the COREX algorithm accurately describes the long-range 

communications in wild type ED3 and the effect of single mutants at the residue level.  

 

Figure 3.6. Correlation between calculated and experimental long-range effects. The linear correlation 
(R = 0.98) between the calculated effect of a mutation on the energetic coupling of residue W397 due 
to a distant mutation ( mutation

WG 397ΔΔ ), and the experimental values of changes in solvent accessible 

surface area of the same residue ( mutation
WASA 397Δ ) validates the application of the COREX algorithm. 

The symbols corresponds to mutations K310T (●), T332A (▼) and T332K (■). The distances between 
the residues K310-W397 and T332-W397 are ~20 Å and 30 Å

K310T T332A 

T332K 

 
 

 

3.5 DISCUSSION 

3.5.1 ED3 in the viral particle is an ensemble of conformational states  

Having thus validated the ensemble-based approach, we further investigated the 

long-range communications in wild type ED3 by calculating the mutual perturbation 
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between each residue pair (j, k) in the protein defined as kjG ,ΔΔ  and shown in Figure 

3.7A.In addition to the expected local perturbation to nearby residues (delineated by the 

diagonal running from the lower left to the upper right), there is both positive and 

negative energetic coupling between groups of residues that are not close in space, which 

can be as much as 28 Å away from each other (i.e., residues 307-311 and 375-384 shown 

in Figure 3.7B). Furthermore, many other groups of distant residues share high positive 

energetic coupling indicating that there is a complex long-range communication network 

immersed in the native state ensemble of ED3 (Figure 3.7C). Therefore, ED3 in the viral 

particle does not behave as a rigid structure, rather as a conformational ensemble that is 

capable to transmit long-range effects. 

 

 

3.5.2 The energetic coupling pattern of ED3 wild type is thermodynamically 

robust 

Upon investigation of the long-range communications of ED3 harboring naturally 

occurring single mutations of WNV, which are distributed throughout its structure 

(Figure 3.1), we found very similar overall energetic coupling patterns compared to wild 

type ED3. In Figure 3.8 it is shown the energetic coupling patterns of ED3 harboring the 

mutations K310T, T332A and T332K. It is evident that the energetic coupling patterns 

between residue pairs of groups of residues are very similar in all cases, whether or not 

the mutation confers MAb-neutralization resistance to the virus, suggesting that the basic 

mechanism of interacting residue-networks is conserved as in wild type ED3. This 

observation is consistent for all mutations listed in Table 3.1. Therefore, the fold of ED3 

is thermodynamically robust despite of the presence of single mutations. This conclusion 

is in agreement with our preceding studies that showed that single mutations maintained 

the same overall fold, size and shape of wild type ED3 as judged by essentially identical 

spectral and transport properties84. 
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Figure 3.7. Residue networks in wild type ED3. A, Bidirectional energetic coupling or mutual 
perturbation between pair of residues in ED3 wild type ( kjG ,ΔΔ ). Groups of residues in boxes 
represent a few examples of distant residues that are highly energetically coupled (≥ 2 kcal·mol-1), 
conforming a residue interaction network. B and C, 3D representation of resides energetically coupled 
(≥ 2 kcal·mol-1), even when they are located more than 28 Å away from each other. The ribbon diagram 
was rendered using PyMOL v. 0.97 (Delano Scientific LLC, San Carlos, CA). 
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Table 3.1. Mutations found in ED3 from West Nile virus variant 

strains 

West Nile  virus strain Harbored mutations 

 

Lineage 1a

 

USA99b Wild type ED3 

ISR52 H398Y 

ISR53 T332A 

AUS60 K310T, V338I, A365S 

IND80 L312V, V338I, E390D 

 

Lineage 2a

 

MAD78 L312V, A369S, V371I, V375I 

MAD88 L312A, T332K, A369S 

SA89 L312A, A369S 

SA58a L312A, T332K, A369S 

 

Selected in vitro

 

385-99 MAbR-5C5b K307R 

385-99 MAbR-5H10b T330I 

rED3-K307Ec K307E 
a Li et al. (2005)16. b Beasley and Barrett (2002)15. c Oliphant  et al. 

(2006)14. Mutations in bolded and italics correspond to mutations that 

decrease MAb binding relative to wild type ED3.  
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K310T Wild type 

T332A T332K 

-4          0        +4 
(kcal/mol) 

Figure 3.8. The energetic coupling pattern ( kjG ,ΔΔ ) or mutual perturbation between pair of 
residues in ED3 wild type from WNV is thermodynamically robust. The mutation K310T does not 
generate a resistant variant of the virus, while the mutations T332A and T332K generate a partially 
and fully resistant virus. 

 

3.5.3 Single mutations in ED3 modulate the ensemble of conformational states 

To amplify potential differences in the energetic coupling patterns between a 

single mutant and wild type ED3, we calculate the difference in energetic coupling 

between each residue pair and defined it as the mutational response of the energetic 

coupling:   (described by equation 3.14 in the Methods section).  wtmut
kjMR −

,

We found that despite the thermodynamic robustness of the wild type ED3 fold 

manifested by the same overall energetic coupling pattern compared to the single mutants 

(Figure 3.8), at the residue level the MAb-resistant mutations generated very significant 
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effects localized on residues 328 to 338 (Figure 3.9). For example, the single mutant 

T332K, which has been shown to decrease MAb binding by 100-fold relative to wild type 

ED3 and generates a MAb-neutralization resistant strain in WNV15,16,84, had a high 

positive energetic coupling over residues 328 to 338 (Figure 3.9C) compared to ED3 wild 

type. The average differential energetic coupling value in this region, defined as 

, was ~0.85 kcal·mol>< −
−

wtmutMR 338328
-1. Similarly, the mutation T332A, which generates a 

partially resistant strain in WNV16, had a significant but smaller effect over the same 

group of residues (0.68 kcal·mol-1, Table 3.2). This result shows that not only the position 

of the mutation site can modulate the energetic coupling distribution in ED3 but the type 

of amino acid substitution as well.  

 

-1           0           +1 
       (kcal/mol) 

Figure 3.9. Continuum behavior in the modulation of MAb-neutralization resistance. Different 
mutations perturbed the same group of residues (328-338) by different magnitudes ranging from 
negative (A, K307R), intermediate (B, K310T) and positive (C, T332K) values of energetic coupling 
relative to the wild type ED3. The red arrow heads show the location of the mutation. Note that the 
mutations also have local effects in the protein. Each plot corresponds to the effect of the mutation on 
the long-range communication of ED3 wild type defined as < wtmut

kjMR −
, >. 

328-
338 

328-
338 

328-338 328-338 
A B 

328-338 
C 

K310TK307R T332K 
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Surprisingly, the MAb-resistant mutations at position K307 (by an R or E) also 

perturbed almost exclusively residues 328 to 338, even though the mutation site is outside 

the affected region. However, in the case of K307R, the effect is opposite compared to 

T332K; namely, it generated negative energetic coupling of –0.2 kcal·mol-1 (Figure 

3.9A). Analysis of mutations that have been shown to not affect MAb binding in WNV 

(i.e., K310T)15,16,84, revealed minimal effects over residues 328 to 338, or other regions in 

ED3 (Figure 3.9B). 

The biological importance of residues 328 to 338 is that they map to a solvent-

exposed loop in the viral particle connecting beta strands B and C in ED3 (named BC 

loop, Figure 3.1B) that has been identified as the major MAb neutralizing epitope in 

WNV by our group and others15,16,84. Thus, this ensemble-based description of the native 

state precisely captures the biologically relevant regions in ED3; the perturbation of 

which WNV uses to acquire MAb-neutralization resistance.  

 

 

3.5.4 MAb-neutralization resistance behaves as a continuum phenomenon 

Both the MAb-resistant and MAb-nonresistant mutations were energetically 

coupled to the same region, the BC loop in ED3, but with different magnitudes ranging 

from most negative (K307R/E), to most positive (T332A/K), via intermediate values 

(K310T) (Figure 3.9). Thus, it would be predicted that mutations at any position in ED3, 

which are energetically coupled to the BC loop to a higher magnitude relative to an 

intermediate value (corresponding to MAb-nonresistant mutants) will result in a MAb-

neutralization resistant phenotype. Therefore we investigated the effect of several 

mutations over the BC loop of ED3, which are located throughout the ED3 structure 

(Figure 3.1A). These mutations were selected from different strains of WNV and cover a 

broad spectrum of MAb-neutralization resistance (Table 3.1) 15,16. 

The effects of 15 naturally occurring mutations in WNV ED3 over the BC loop 

was plotted in rank order –from most negative to most positive values of – 

to avoid any bias from previous knowledge of whether the mutation comes from a MAb-

>< −wtmut
loopBCMR
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neutralization resistant variant or not (Figure 3.10). All mutants that generated high 

positive or high negative values of  corresponded to mutations that reduce 

MAb binding affinity by ~10-100-fold compared to wild type ED3

>< −wtmut
loopBCMR

16,84 (Table 3.2). These 

values deviate from the mean by ± 0.3-0.6 kcal·mol-1. The remaining mutations with 

intermediate values (  ≅ 0.34 kcal·mol>< −wtmut
loopBCMR -1) had essentially identical binding 

affinities to MAbs relative to wild type ED3 and corresponded to strains of WNV that 

were not resistant to MAb-neutralization15,16.  

 

 

Figure 3.10. Boltzmann distribution of the energetic coupling perturbation in the BC loop 
( >< −wtmut

loopBCMR ). Rank order plot of the averaged difference of energetic coupling in the BC loop 
(residues 328-338) for single mutations found in WNV variants. The solid line represents the 
Boltzmann fit (equation 3.15) and was obtained by assuming identical distances in the rank order 
between each mutant. The dotted lines correspond to the pre- and post-transition baselines. The 
midpoint value was 0.34 kcal·mol-1, and the maximum deviances correspond to ± 0.3-0.6 kcal·mol-1. 
Blue spheres represent MAb-resistant mutations, while red spheres MAb-nonresistant mutations. 

 
We observed that the data in Figure 3.10 had a sigmoidal shape and was fitted to a 

Boltzmann distribution (solid line) using the following equation, 
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)()]()([)()( xfxprexpostxprexF post⋅−+=    (3.15) 

 

where ‘x’ is the mutational response over the energetic coupling of wild type ED3 or 

; pre(x) and post(x) represent the linear baselines before and after the 

transition of the distribution, respectively; and  is defined as, 

>< −wtmut
loopBCMR

)(xf post

 

)(1
)()(
xK

xKxf post +
=      (3.16) 

 

where ]/)([)( 0 TRxxCExpxK ⋅−⋅−= , and represents an equilibrium constant in the 

distribution of conformational states between populations characterized by negative 

energetic coupling (  < 0 kcal·molwtmut
loopBCMR − -1) and high positive energetic coupling 

(  > 0.34 kcal·molwtmut
loopBCMR − -1). The value ‘x0’ is the mean average mutational response 

corresponding to the midpoint of the transition (= 0.34 kcal·mol-1). The constant ‘C’ is a 

dimensionless parameter that has been described as an equilibrium cooperative factor (C 

= 24.6) in other systems97,98. R and T are the gas constant (1,987 cal·mol-1·K-1) and 

absolute temperature (293 K).  

The Boltzmann distribution of the rank order plot of the energetic coupling 

indicates that the effect of mutations located in different regions in ED3 behaves like an 

equilibrium process between different conformational states in the ensemble that must 

include both the MAb-non neutralization resistant and MAb-resistant-like conformations. 

Thus, the function F(x) of equation 3.15 represents an phenomenological description of 

the probability of a mutation of generating MAb neutralization resistance in the WNV, in 

which the modulation resistance will depend on the ability of a mutation to shift the 

equilibrium of the ensemble towards a conformation characterized by high positive or 

negative energetic coupling; i.e., significant deviations from a mean value of 

.  >< −wtmut
loopBCMR
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Table 3.2. Correlation between Mutational Response in the BC loop 

( ) and MAb binding affinity (Kd>< −wtmut
loopBCMR app, nM) in WNV ED3 

 Mutational Response in BC loop 

( ) >< −wtmut
loopBCMR

MAb binding affinitya

(Kdapp, nM) 

Wild type 0.00 0.17 ± 0.03 

K307R -0.20 > 10.0b

K310T 0.31 0.39 ± 0.05 

T330I 0.52 > 7.50b

T332A 0.68 1.00 ± 0.16 

T332K 0.85 > 10.0b

a Binding affinity values were obtained from Refs. 15, 16 and Figure 3.21, 

Chapter 3.  b For T330I, T332K and K307R the Kdapp is > 7.5 nM because 

there was no detectable binding at [Mab] ≥ 7 nM (corresponding to ~50-

fold greater [Mab] than the Kdapp wild type ED3). 

 

 

Therefore, these results suggest that MAb neutralization resistance behaves as a 

continuum phenomenon where mutations, independent of their location, decrease MAb 

neutralization by modulating the ensemble of conformational states, in which the BC 

loop adopts a MAb-resistant-like conformation. We do not wish to imply any specific 

mechanism or model from this phenomenological observation, as other schemes will be 

able to fit the data; however, our description is the most parsimonious explanation for the 

data presented. 

We did not find any significant effects other than in the BC loop, including other 

regions of interaction with MAbs such as the DE and FG loops24. Both, MAb 

neutralization resistant and MAb-nonresistant mutations had mean values of 

 around ~0.2 kcal·mol>< −wtmut
loopsFGDEMR /

-1, even if the mutation is located in one of the 
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loops (i.e. A365S is located in the DE loop). In agreement with these observations, the 

mutations in the loops DE and FG have been shown to not decrease MAb binding 

affinity. This behavior is also observed in the energetic coupling map in Figure 3.9, 

where most of the significant effects are located only in the BC loop. Thus, there was no 

evidence for effects in other loops or in any other region in ED3 caused by the MAb-

resistant or nonresistant mutations studied here, despite the fact that the DE and FG loops 

are also part of the binding site of a previously described neutralizing MAb24. 

 

 

Figure 3.11. Plot of the averaged difference of energetic coupling in the DE and FG loops 
( >< −wtmut

loopsFGDEMR / ). The rank order was kept as in Figure 3.10. All the values for the mutants 
oscillate near the mean value of 0.2 kcal·mol-1. Squared and triangular symbols correspond to the 
DE and FG loops, respectively. 

 
 

 

3.5.5 Physical meaning of modulation of energetic coupling by MAb-resistant 

mutations 

We have observed that the modulation of the energetic coupling in the BC loop, 

, follows a Boltzmann distribution. While this behavior introduces the >< −wtmut
loopBCMR
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concept of an equilibrium process between multiple conformations in ED3 involved in 

MAb neutralization resistance, it does not provide any information about the effect of 

mutations at the molecular or structural level. However, analysis of the effect of the 

MAb-resistant mutations on the residue stability constant defined as jf ,κ  (see Methods 

section), provides insight into the effect on the stability of each residue in ED3 due to a 

mutation (Figure 3.12). The mutants shown are K310T, a non-resistant mutation; and, 

T332K and K307R, which are MAb-resistant. The mutant K310T has a very similar 

value of , while T332K and K307R have high positive and negative values 

in the same region, respectively.  

>< −wtmut
loopBCMR

The main effect over jf ,κ is again located in the region comprising residues 328 

to 338 or the BC loop, in which each mutant had a different behavior. In the case of 

K310T, which does not have any differential effect compared to ED3-WT, the residues 

corresponding to the BC loop had higher values of jf ,κ compared to the calculated global 

stability (defined as the average residue stability or ∑
=

>=<
residues

totalN

j
jfjf N ,,

1 κκ ). However, 

relative to the maximum residue stability, residues in the BC loop were less stable (Table 

3.3). In Figure 3.12B, it is shown the stability corresponding to the residues in the BC 

loop. The ratio of stability between the BC loop and the maximum stability for K310T is 

0.94. In the case of the mutant T332K, this ratio was 0.98, and for K307 it was 0.75. The 

latter indicates that for this mutant there was a 20% decrease in stability in the BC loop 

relative to the maximum stability of wild type ED3 (or K310T). For T332K there was an 

increase of stability by 11%, and K310T had comparable values with wild type ED3. 

While Figure 3.12B shows differences in local regions of the protein (BC loop), the 

global stability for K310T, T332K and K307R were essentially identical. 

The importance of the analysis of the magnitude of this ratio, which represent the 

probability of local unfolding to the probability of global unfolding or 
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1 κκ , is that it reflects the cooperative response of a given residue, or 

group of residues, relative to the rest of the protein26,31.  

A

B
BC loop 

Figure 3.12. Physical interpretation of modulation of energetic coupling or mutation response. A, 
Residue stability plot for the mutants K307R (blue), K310T (green) and T332K (red). Box encloses the 
residues mostly affected by the presence of the mutations and corresponds to residues 328-338. B, 
Relative stability of residues 328-338 of BC loop in ED3. Labels ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’ correspond to the 
stability of residues 328-338 for K307R, T332K and K310T, respectively. At the same time, label ‘c’ 
matches the maximum residue stability of T332K. Label ‘d’ corresponds to the maximum stability of 
K307R and K310T. 
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Therefore, residues with the lowest ratios will have a low cooperative response as 

in the case of the mutant K307R that shows negative coupling relative to wild type. This 

can be interpreted as if the BC loop in the presence of the mutations K307R/E is out-of-

phase by being unfolded with very high probability without jeopardizing the integrity of 

the fold of ED3. The opposite was observed for the mutant T332K with a high ratio and 

high cooperative response. Thus, the BC loop in the presence of the T332K mutation is 

in-phase with the most stable residues in ED3, which are frequently located in the core of 

the protein. Reported partially MAb-resistant mutations such as K307E, T332A and 

T330I15,16 had intermediate values of these ratios and, accordingly, have intermediate 

cooperative responses, either in-phase or out-of-phase, which supports the continuum-

like behavior in the mechanism of MAb neutralization resistance. The mutation A374S, a 

reported MAb-nonresistant mutation16, behaves as wild type ED3 or K310T. 

The calculations of the cooperativity responses of the BC loop suggest that in the 

case of the mutations K307R/E, this region might be in a highly dynamic or an unfolded-

like conformation without risking the fold integrity of ED3 required for proper assembly 

of the virus. Whereas the mutation T332K generates a very stable and rigid BC loop that 

probably does not have the flexibility required to be engaged by MAbs. Interestingly, the 

BC loop in the presence of the mutations K310T, and other MAb-nonresistant mutations, 

is as stable as the wild type ED3; probably within the range of conformational dynamics 

where MAbs are able to interact efficiently with protein. This interpretation will require a 

direct experimental validation; however, it is in agreement with previous studies showing 

that epitopes that have too high dynamic behavior are not recognized by MAbs88-90 and 

correlates very well with our binding data. 

 



Table 3.3. Effect of mutations in the Stability of the BC loop in WNV ED3a

 

Global 

Stabilityb

BC loop 

(Local) 

Stabilityc

Ratio 

Local/Global 

Stability 

Maximum 

Residue 

Stabilityd

Ratio 

Local/Max 

Stability 

Effect of mutations on 

BC loop stability relative 

to wild type ED3 

Wild type  6.66 8.36 1.26 9.29 0.90  

K307R 6.13 6.20 1.01 8.44 0.73 <<  stability 

K307E 6.10 6.27 1.03 8.27 0.76 <<  stability 

A365S 6.27 7.72 1.23 8.45 0.91 Behaves like wild type 

K310T 6.47 8.22 1.27 8.74 0.93 Behaves like wild type 

T330I 6.23 8.01 1.29 8.34 0.96 > stability 

T332A 6.33 8.48 1.34 8.65 0.98 >> stability 

T332K 6.11 8.05 1.32 8.18 0.98 >> stability 
a All stability units are in kcal·mol-1. b The Global Stability was calculated by averaging the Residue Stability Constants 

of each residue in ED3. c BC loop stability was calculated by averaging the Residue Stability Constants of residues 328-

338. d The Maximum Residue Stability found in the ED3 for wild type and single mutants. 
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3.6 CONCLUSIONS

MAb mediated-neutralization is a central component of the immune response 

against WNV and other flaviviruses as MAbs restrict and clear dissemination of 

infection12. Passive transfer of neutralizing MAb before and after WNV infection has 

been proven to increase survival in challenged animals14. Currently humanized MAbs 

represent possible therapeutic measures for humans. In the present study we have 

investigated the role of conformational dynamics in the mechanism of MAb 

neutralization resistance. For that purpose we have investigated the ensemble of 

conformational states of the ED3 from WNV by using the COREX algorithm. In 

examining the effect of naturally occurring mutations on the conformational fluctuations 

or energetic coupling between distant residues in ED3 we were able to determine a 

residue interaction network between the mutation sites (found in WNV variant strains) 

and functional regions of the protein. The determined network of residues showed strong 

correlation with experimental data and the mapping of the location of the major 

neutralizing epitope in WNV ED3 ; namely, the BC loop. 

The energetic coupling describe here is founded on the thermodynamic basis of 

fluctuations of proteins in solution. Therefore, the physical interaction between distantly 

positioned residues suggests that there is not a direct mechanical pathway that allows 

propagation of perturbations. Instead, it shows that the propagation of an effect 

throughout the structure is originated by the redistribution of conformational states within 

the native state ensemble of the protein. We found that the redistribution of 

conformational states generated by naturally occurring mutations in WNV ED3 follows a 

Boltzmann distribution, indicating that there exists equilibrium between multiples 

conformations that is shifted not only depending on the position of the mutation site, but 

the nature of the amino acid substitution plays an important role as well. The Boltzmann 

distribution suggests that both MAb-resistant and MAb-nonresistant mutations are part of 

the same phenomenon that behaves as a continuum. However, only mutations that are 

able to generate MAb neutralization resistance were also able to perturb best this 

equilibrium towards a MAb-resistant like conformation, characterized either by very low 
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or very high stability of the BC loop relative to the global stability and maximum residue 

stability. The quantitative description of this continuum behavior suggests that there is an 

optimal range of conformational states required for MAb binding and neutralization.  

A central result from this study is that multiple mutation sites are part of a residue 

network that affects principally one region of the protein via long-range interactions, the 

BC loop in WNV ED3. This result questions the mapping of multiple natural mutations 

as indicators of multiple epitopes in a protein antigen, unless direct structural evidence is 

presented. But what will the advantage of having one dominant epitope connected to a 

network of distantly positioned residues be? We can hypothesize that long-range 

interactions can expand the “mutational-space” of the virus, serving as an additional viral 

strategy to increase antigenic variation to evade the host immune system.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

 

IDENTIFICATION OF ANTIGENIC DETERMINANTS OF 

NEUTRALIZATION IN FLAVIVRUSES BY MUTATIONAL 

RESPONSE OF THE ENSEMBLE OF THE ENVELOPE PROTEIN 

DOMAIN 3 
 

 

4.1 ABSTRACT 

We have previously described quantitatively the phenomenon of MAb-

neutralization resistance in West Nile virus (WNV) by using a continuous function of the 

energetic coupling among mutation sites in ED3 that followed a Boltzmann distribution, 

in which the BC loop was the region most susceptible to perturbations due to mutations 

in ED3.  To test the generality of this results, we analyzed the mutational response on the 

energetic coupling of ED3 from Dengue virus type 2 (DENV2), a related flavivirus, that 

has a highly conserved fold compared to WNV ED3, but its antigenic properties are very 

different. By evaluating the ability of a panel of single mutations to modulate the 

ensemble of conformational states in DENV2 ED3, we determined that mutations in 

DENV2 ED3 perturbed residues located in the loop connecting beta-strand F-G, a 

solvent-exposed loop in the virus that corresponds to an immunodominant epitope in 

DENV2 ED3. Remarkably, we found that the perturbation of the energetic coupling of 

both the antibody-neutralization resistant and non-resistant mutations was consistent with 

a Boltzmann distribution, wherein the antibody-resistant mutants were best able to 

perturb this region (FG loop). These results are analogous to those found in WNV ED3, 

supporting the generality of the continuous-like behavior in antibody-neutralization 

resistance. However, the residues perturbed by mutations in WNV and DENV2 

corresponded to virus-specific regions in ED3. 
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4.2 INTRODUCTION 

Mosquito-borne flaviviruses include important emerging and resurging diseases 

of global significance. Two main examples are the resurgence of dengue in tropical and 

subtropical areas of the world, and WNV in new habitats and environments (i.e. the 

Americas)1,99. To date, there is no effective human vaccine for DEV2 or WNV1,34. 

Because of their high neutralizing activity in vitro and in vivo of DENV2 and WNV, 

monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) represent an attractive avenue for the development of an 

effective human vaccine15,100,101. The primary target of potent neutralizing MAbs in 

DENV2 and WNV is the envelope protein domain 3 (ED3)14-16, which assumes an Ig-G-

like fold conserved among all flaviviruses (Figure 4.1). 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Structural comparison of the ED3 from Dengue virus type 2 (left; PDB 1TG8)18 and West 
Nile virus (right; PDB 1S6N)19. Both ED3s have ~100 residues and are IgG-like proteins conforming 
two beta-sheets (yellow color in the cartoon). The r.m.s.d. between DENV2 and WNV ED3s is 2.5 Å 
(between all atoms). The loops that are solvent-exposed in the viral particle are the DE (cyan), BC 
(red), N-terminus (blue) and FG (magenta). The ribbon diagram was rendered using PyMOL v. 0.97 
(Delano Scientific LLC, San Carlos, CA). 

DE

BC
BC

DE
N-ter N-ter

FG FG

Dengue virus type 2
(DENV2) 

West Nile virus
(WNV) 
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Despite that the structures of the ED3 in DENV2 and WNV are highly conserved, 

their antigenic properties are very dissimilar (e.g. a mutation in the same structurally 

homologous site can have two completely different outcomes in their effect on MAb 

binding)33. These differences in antigenic properties are not obviously derived either from 

their structure or from their amino acid sequence. In particular, the ED3 from DENV2 

(strain NGC)18 and WNV (strain USA99b)19 have high structural similarly (r.m.s.d. = 2.5 

Å between all atoms), and very high sequence identity and similarity (44 % and 60 %, 

respectively, Figure 4.2). Thus, the differences in antigenic properties, described as the 

phenomenon of virus-specific antigenic determinants, can not be explained solely by 

sequence or structural analyses. Because the identification of virus-specific residues that 

are important for binding of neutralizing MAbs is critical for the development of human 

vaccines3, we investigated the underlying principles by which closely related flaviviruses 

have different but specific MAb-neutralization antigenic determinants. 

 
 
 
DENV2 -LKGMSYSMCTGKFKVVKEIAETQHGTIVIRVQYEGDGSPCKIPF- 
   ... +. +.+  .. +   .+. ...+.+ +.. .   ...+.   
WNV  -LKGTTYGVCSKAFKFLGTPADTGHGTVVLELQYTGTDGPCKVPIS 
 
 
 
 
DENG2 EIMDLEKRHVLGRLITVNPIVT--EKDSPVNIEAEPPFGDSYIIIG  
   +  .     +...+.... .+    ++ . .. .........++. 
WNV  SVASLNDLTPVGRLVTVNPFVSVATANAKVLIELEPPFGDSYIVVG 

N-ter  β-C’ BC loop  β-B 

 β-C  β-D  β-E 

 β-G 

 β-F 

FG loop C-ter 

DE loop 

 β-A 

(294) 

(297) 

 
 
 
 
DENV2 VEPGQLKLDWFKKG (395) 
      .+   . . . 
WNV  RGEQQINHHWHKSG (401) 
 
Figure 4.2. Sequence alignment of ED3 from Dengue virus type 2 (DENV2) and West Nile virus (WNV). 
Cartoon displaying the secondary structures were mapped using the tertiary structure from DEV2 ED3 in 
Figure 4.1. Dots and crosses indicate residue identity and similarity, respectively. 
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By using an ensemble-based description of the equilibrium91, we have shown in 

the previous chapter (Chapter 3) that mutations in ED3 from WNV perturbed a residue 

interaction network of energetically coupled residues that followed a Boltzmann 

distribution; and the mutations that were best able to perturb the energetic coupling of the 

BC loop (Figure 4.1) corresponded to MAb-neutralization resistance mutations. 

Remarkably, the BC loop has been shown to be the immunodominant epitope in WNV 

ED3 by our group and others14-16. Based on this study, we investigated the effect of single 

site mutations on the residue interaction networks in ED3 from DENV2, and identified 

that the MAb-neutralization resistant mutations perturbed the energetic coupling of a 

region different compared to WNV ED3; namely, the FG loop (Figure 4.1). The FG loop 

has been proposed as the immunodominant epitope in DENV2 ED3102-104. These results 

for DENV2 ED3 are in parallel to the findings in WNV ED3, but not identical. Therefore, 

the virus-specific antigenic determinants depend on the localization of the response of 

MAb-neutralization resistant mutations on the energetic coupling of the viral protein; in 

this particular case, the FG and BC loops in ED3 for DENV2 and WNV, respectively. 

 

 

4.3 METHODS 

 The methods used in this chapter correspond to the application of the COREX 

algorithm91 to the envelope protein domain 3 (ED3) from Dengue virus type 2 (DENV2). 

Please refer to the method section in Chapter 3, where the applications of the COREX 

algorithm were described and explained. 

 

 

4.4 RESULTS 

4.4.1 Mutations located at structurally homologous sites have different effects in 

ED3 from DENV2 and WNV 

 Despite the high structural and sequence similarity (r.m.s.d. = 2.5 Å and 44 % 

sequence identity) between the ED3 from DENV2 and WNV (Figures 4.1 and 4.2), the 
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effect of single mutations at structurally homologous sites have significantly different 

effects in MAb binding affinity. For example, mutations at residue T332 generate a 

resistant phenotype in WNV, whereas mutations at the homologous position in DENV2 

ED3 (S331) have no effect. The opposite is observed by mutations in position K310 for 

WNV ED3, and position K307 for DENV2 ED3. This observation was quantified by 

determining the MAb binding affinity for single mutations, at the sites described above, 

relative to the wild type ED3. In Figure 4.3A is shown the location of the mutations in the 

structures of DENV and WNV ED3s, which correspond to structurally homologous sites. 

In Figure 4.3B is plotted the dissociation constant, Kdapp, of the binding to type-specific 

MAbs for each mutant and wild type ED3. The single mutation S331A in DENV2 ED3 

did not have any effect compared to its wild type protein. However, a mutation T332A in 

WNV ED3 decreased the Kdapp ~5-fold. In the case of a mutation a position K307G in 

DENV2, the Kdapp decreased by ~4-fold and in the case of WNV, the mutation K310T 

had no evident effect. The phenomenon described above reflects the virus-specific 

antigenic determinant for each virus. However, the underlying principles by which 

closely related flaviviruses have different but specific antigenic determinants remain 

elusive. We therefore investigated the effect of mutations on the residue networks in ED3 

from DENV2 by determining the mutational response on the energetic coupling defined 

as  (equation 3.14, Chapter 3).  wtmut
kjMR −

,

 

 

4.4.2 Generation of the conformational ensemble of ED3 from Dengue virus type 2 

The computational studies on ED3 from DENV2 were analogously performed as 

in the case of ED3 from WNV (Chapter 3). In the case of DENV2, the structure of ED3 

was obtained by modifying the x-ray structure of the entire ectodomain of the envelope 

protein (PDB 1TG8)18. Namely, heteroatoms and water molecules, and domains 1 and 2 

were removed from the original structure, leaving only residues 294 to 395 corresponding 

to ED3 (Figure 4.1). As in the calculations for the ED3 from WNV, in the case of 
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DENV2 ED3 we used windows of 8 residues as folding units with a minimum of 4. 

Under this condition, the ensemble comprised ~50,000 microstates from 8 partitions. 

 

 

S331A 

K307G 

Dengue virus type 2 
(DENV2) 

T332A

K310T

West Nile virus 
(WNV) 

*
*

*
* 

A 

B 

Figure 4.3. Mutations at structurally homologous sites have different effect in MAb binding affinity. A, 
The structurally homologous mutations in ED3 are S331A (blue spheres) and T332A (cyan spheres), 
and K307G (red spheres) and K310T (pink spheres) from DENV2 (left) and WNV (right), respectively. 
The ribbon diagram was rendered using PyMOL v. 0.97 (Delano Scientific LLC, San Carlos, CA). B 
(left panel), Effect of mutations in the dissociation constant for mutations S331A (DENV2) and T332A 
(WNV). B (right panel), same effect for mutations K307G (DENV2) and K310T (WNV). The MAbs 
used for binding isotherms were 9F16 and 3H3 for DENV2 and WNV, respectively. ‘*’ represents a 
statistically significant decrease in MAb binding affinity relative to the wild type protein. 
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4.4.2 Gibbs free energy of global unfolding affects the thermodynamic descriptors 

of ED3 from DENV2 

 

a. Dependence of the residue stability constant on the free energy of 

unfolding 

 In Figure 4.4 is shown the changes in the residue stability constant of wild type 

ED3 as a function of the free energy of unfolding from 4.5 kcal·mol-1 to 7.8 kcal·mol-1. 

Previous studies have shown that the unfolding energy of wild type ED3 from DEN2 is 

qualitatively higher than that for wild type ED3 from WNV42. Therefore we used a value 

of 5.5 kcal·mol-1 for wild type ED3 and 5.0 kcal·mol-1 for single site mutations. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Effect of increasing free energy of unfolding in the residue stability constant in wild type 
ED3 from DENV2. The colors correspond to different free energies of unfolding as follows: yellow 
(4.5 kcal·mol-1), red (5.5 kcal·mol-1), green (6.5 kcal·mol-1) and blue 7.8 (kcal·mol-1). 

 

b. Dependence of the energetic coupling on the free energy of unfolding 

Figure 4.5 shows the dependence of energetic coupling between pairs of residues 

(or ) on the stability of unfolding of wild type ED3, in which residues in red color kjG ,ΔΔ
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share a high degree of positive energetic coupling and formed a cooperative core in the 

protein. When the stability of wild type ED3 is increased from 4.5 kcal·mol-1 to 7.8 

kcal·mol-1, the degree of cooperativity between residues decreased significantly. We 

observed that as the global stability increases, the cooperative core reduces significantly 

not only in magnitude but in the number of residues comprising the cooperative core as 

well (Figure 4.5D). 

 

-4          0        +4 
      (kcal/mol) 

Figure 4.5. Effect of increasing free energy of unfolding in energetic coupling ( kjG ,ΔΔ ) in wild type 
ED3 from DENV2. The letter coding corresponds to different global free energies of unfolding: A (4.5 
kcal·mol-1), B (5.5 kcal·mol-1), C (6.5 kcal·mol-1) and D (7.8 kcal·mol-1). The conformational entropy-
scaling factors were 0.892, 0.886, 0.880 and 0.872 kcal·mol-1·K-1, respectively. The ribbon diagram 
was rendered using PyMOL v. 0.97 (Delano Scientific LLC, San Carlos, CA). 

A 

C 

B

D
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4.4.3 Wild type and mutants of ED3 in DENV2 share similar energetic coupling 

patterns 

 We investigated the effect of a panel of mutations on the energetic coupling of 

wild type ED3. These mutations are located throughout the ED3 structure (Figure 4.11) 

and correspond to both naturally and non-naturally occurring mutations (Table 4.1). The 

former corresponded to amino acid sequence differences between Asian genotype viruses 

of DENV2 (involved in human epidemics) and the sylvatic genotypes (found in primate-

mosquito-primate cycles in the jungles of Africa and Asia)105-107. The non-naturally 

occurring substitutions were made based on the amino acid sequence diversity of ED3 

derived from 50 DENV2 strains relative to DENV2 prototype strain NGC104. 

 

Table 4.1. Mutations in ED3 from Dengue virus type 2 

Naturally occurring mutations Non natural mutations 

R345K K305G 

I379V E393G 

K393R D329G 

S331A K388G 

K334Q K307G 

P384D/N E327G 

 

 

In wild type ED3 as well as in the single mutants, residues sharing high positive 

coupling were conserved. As shown in Figure 4.6, the energetic coupling map of ED3 

from DENV2 for wild type and mutants K388G, I379V and P384D is rendered as color 

maps (or heat maps), wherein positive, negative and neutral coupling are represented in 

red, blue and green colors, respectively. The single mutations K388G and P384D have 

been described as MAb-neutralization resistant mutations, while the mutation I379V 

behaves like wild type ED3104. It is important to note that many of these energetically 

coupled residues are not contiguous in the primary sequence, suggesting that, as in the 
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case of ED3 from WNV, there is also a network of interacting residues that is conserved 

among wild type ED3 and single mutants. Therefore, the fold of ED3 from DENV2 is 

thermodynamically robust despite of the presence of single mutations. 

 

 

Wild type I379V 

K388G P384D 

-4          0        +4 
      (kcal/mol) 

Figure 4.6. The energetic coupling pattern ( kjG ,ΔΔ ) or mutual perturbation response between pair 
of residues in ED3 wild type from DEN2 is thermodynamically robust. Relative to wild type ED3, 
the mutation I379V does not decrease antibody binding, while the mutations K388G and P384D 
significantly decrease antibody binding affinity by ~4-fold and 25-fold (Table 4.1). 
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4.5 DISCUSSION 

4.5.1 ED3 from Dengue virus type 2 and West Nile virus have unique virus-specific 

thermodynamic signatures 

 The ED3 in all flaviviruses have a conserved IgG-like fold, with sequence 

identities between 40 to 80 %21,108. In particular, the ED3 from WNV and DENV2 share 

very high structural similarity (Figure 4.1) and sequence identity (40 %, Figure 4.2); yet, 

its antigenic determinants are significantly different, as judged by the differential effect 

of mutations in MAb binding (Figure 4.3). We found that a given substitution in DENV2 

ED3 can impair MAb binding affinity, while a similar substitution in the structurally 

homologous site in WNV ED3 has no effects (Figure 4.3). In agreement with the 

functional differences between the ED3 from DENV2 and WNV, we have observed a 

differential effect in the response of the effect of mutations on the residue stability 

constant ( jf ,κ ) and energetic coupling ( ). These differences, as it will be seen in 

the next sections, are localized in residues that have been shown to be functionally 

relevant for the virus. 

wtmut
kjMR −

,

 

 

 a. Differential effect of mutations on the residue stability constant 

In the analysis of the calculated thermodynamic properties of DEN2 ED3 relative 

to WNV ED3, we found that there were similarities in the residue stability constant in 

ED3, an expected result since both proteins are homologous. The residue stability 

constants of wild type ED3 from DENV2 and WNV are shown in Figure 4.7. The black 

bars represent the residue stability constant for DENV2 ED3, and the grey bars represent 

the negative of the residue stability constant of WNV ED3. It is evident that the overall 

profile resembles a “mirror image” between the two ED3s. Namely, almost the same 

groups of residues share either low or high stability within the protein. The correlation 

factor between the two stability constant profiles was 0.6. However and not so expected, 

the effect of structurally homologous mutations showed very distinct patterns, suggesting 

that the response of the ensemble to perturbations is unique to each flaviviral ED3. This 
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last statement will be further supported by the response of the energetic perturbations to 

single mutations. 

 In Figure 4.8 (upper panel) it is shown the residue stability constants of the MAb-

neutralization resistant mutation K305G from DENV2 ED3. Together in the same panel 

is shown the residue stability constants of the MAb-nonresistant mutation I379V. 

Remarkably, the only differential effect between the mutations K305G and I379V was 

the destabilization of residues located in the FG loop (residues 378-388) generated by the 

K305G mutation (Figures 8, red triangles). Analogously, in the lower panel of Figure 4.8 

it is shown the residue stability constants of the MAb-neutralization resistant mutation 

K307R and the MAb-nonresistant mutation K310T in WNV ED3. The mutation site 

K307 is structurally homologous to the K305 site in DENV2 ED3. However, the 

mutation K307R in WNV destabilized the BC loop, corresponding to residues 328-338. 

No other difference was observed between K307R and K310T (Figure 4.8, lower panel). 

 

 

Figure 4.7. Residue stability constants of ED3 form DENV2 (black bars) and WNV (grey bars). The 
values corresponding to WNV are rendered as the negative of the residue stability constants. The free 
energy of unfolding and conformational entropy-scaling factor for the calculations for DEN2 were 
5.5 kcal·mol-1 0.986 kcal·mol-1·K-1, and for WNV, 4.5 kcal·mol-1 0.955 kcal·mol-1·K-1. 
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Figure 4.8. Differential effect of MAb-resistant mutations in the residue stability constant between 
the ED3 form DENV2 (upper panel) and WNV (lower panel). The mutation for DENV2 was K305G 
and for WNV, K307R (blue arrows). The residue stability constant for K305G and K307R (open 
triangles) overlap almost perfectly with the residue stability constant of the MAb nonresistant 
mutation, except in the regions corresponding to the FG loop for DENV2; and for WNV, residues in 
the BC loop (red triangles). Black circles represent the residue stability constant of the MAb 
nonresistant mutations I379V and K310T, for DENV2 and WNV, respectively 

FG loop 

BC loop K307R 

K305G 

 
 

 b. Differential effect of mutations on the energetic coupling 

 It was shown that the residue stability constant plot of the wild type ED3s from 

DENV2 and WNV were very similar (Figure 4.7). However, inspection of the energetic 

coupling patterns for these two proteins showed noticeable differences. The difference 

resided principally in the ‘amount’ of residues sharing high positive energetic coupling, 

being for DENV2 ED3 significantly lower (Figure 4.9A). Nevertheless, the positively 

coupled residues in DEV2 ED3 also mapped to residues in the core of the protein, as in 

the case of WNV ED3 (Figure 4.9B). 

 The difference in energetic coupling between DENV2 ED3 and WNV ED3 

suggest that the response of mutations on the energetic coupling will be different too. 

And in fact, that was the case. Single mutations in ED3 from DENV2 perturbed 

principally the energetic coupling over residues 378 to 388, or the FG loop (Figure 4.10), 
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while in the case of WNV ED3, single mutations perturbed residues 328-338 or the BC 

loop (Figure 3.9, Chapter 3).  

 

DENV2 wild type 

WNV wild type

-4          0        +4 
      (kcal/mol) 

Figure 4.9. A, Energetic coupling ( kjG ,ΔΔ ) in ED3 wild type from DENV2 and B, for WNV. 
Residues in ED3 that shared high positive energetic coupling, forming a cooperativity core, were 
rendered in red, while residues having neutral coupling in green. The values of global free energy and 
conformational entropy-scaling factor for the calculation of the residue stability constant for DEN2 
were 5.5 kcal·mol-1 0.986 kcal·mol-1·K-1 and for WNV were 4.5 kcal·mol-1 0.955 kcal·mol-1·K-1, 
respectively. The ribbon diagrams were rendered using PyMOL v. 0.97 (Delano Scientific LLC, San 
Carlos, CA). 

A 

B 
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In Figure 4.10 it is shown the energetic coupling difference, defined as mutational 

response or  (equation 3.14, Chapter 3), between wild type ED3 from DENV2 

and three single mutants: K388G, I379V and P384D. Remarkably, the effect of these 

mutations was conserved; namely, it perturbed the same group of residues that mapped to 

the FG loop, a solvent-exposed loop in the viral particle. While the perturbation by the 

mutation was conserved position-wise, the magnitude of the effect was very different 

between the single mutants. In the case of the mutation K388G (Figure 4.10A), the 

average mutational response in the FG loop was  = –0.42 kcal·mol

wtmut
kjMR −

,

>< − wtmut
loopFGMR -1. In the 

case of P384D (Figure 4.10C), the average mutational response in the same region was 

0.65 kcal·mol-1. Interestingly, both the K388G and P384D substitutions decrease MAb 

binding affinity relative to wild type ED3 (Table 4.2). For MAb-nonresistant mutations, 

there was not a significant effect over residues in the FG loop, as in the case of I379V 

(Figure 4.10B), with an average mutational response of 0.19 kcal·mol-1. 

I379V P384D K388G 

-1            0          +1 
       (kcal/mol) 

378-
388 

378-
388 

378-388 378-388 
A B C 

378-388 

Figure 4.10. Residues perturbed by single mutations are conserved position-wise. Mutations K388G, 
I379V and P384D perturbed the same group of residues (378-388) by different magnitudes of energetic 
coupling relative to the wild type ED3 protein, ranging from negative (A, K388G), intermediate (B, 
I379V) and positive (C, P384D) values. The heat maps were obtained by subtracting the wild type ED3 
energetic coupling from the mutant one and it is defined as the mutational response or < wtmut

kjMR −
, >. 
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The biological relevance of the solvent-exposed FG loop in DENV2 ED3 is that 

this loop has been proposed as the dominant epitope in this domain by independent 

groups of investigators102-104. Thus, as in the case of WNV ED3, the ensemble-based 

description of the COREX algorithm captures the biologically relevant regions in ED3 

for DENV2. 

 

S331

D329 

E327

K305 

K307

K334 

I379

E383 
P384 

K388 
R345

K305 

K307

R345

K393 

E383

P384

K388

E327 
D329S331 

45 ° 

Side view Top view 

Figure 4.11. Top and side view of mutation sites in DENV2 ED3 (PDB 1TG8). Red spheres show 
mutation sites that decrease MAb binding affinity by > 30~fold relative to wild type ED3. Mutation 
sites in green and yellow do not decrease MAb binding affinity as strongly as mutation sites in red 
spheres. Yellow and green colors represent residues in beta-strand or loops, respectively. The ribbon 
diagram was rendered using PyMOL v. 0.97 (Delano Scientific LLC, San Carlos, CA).  

 

 

4.5.2 Continuum-like behavior in the mechanism of MAb-neutralization resistance 

is a common feature in both the DENV2 and WNV 

In the analysis of WNV ED3, we observed that both the MAb-resistant and MAb-

nonresistant mutations were energetically coupled to the same region, the BC loop in 

ED3, but with different magnitudes ranging from negative to positive energetic coupling 

(Figure 3.9, Chapter 3). However, only those mutations that generated large deviations on 

the energetic coupling (negative or positive) corresponded to MAb-neutralization 
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resistant mutants. In the case of DENV2 ED3 we found an analogous behavior between 

K388G (negative energetic coupling), I379V (intermediate energetic coupling) and 

P384D (positive energetic coupling) but localized in the FG loop (Figure 4.10). Thus, we 

can hypothesize that the single mutations best able to perturb the energetic coupling of 

the FG in ED3 from DENV2 will result in the reduction of MAb binding affinity. 

Therefore we investigated the effect 13 single mutations (listed in Table 4.1) over the 

energetic coupling of the FG loop. The substitutions include both naturally and non-

naturally occurring mutations (Table 4.1) and are located throughout the ED3 structure 

(Figure 4.11). 

The values of the mutational response of the 13 mutations over the FG loop 

(defined as ) was plotted in rank order, from most negative to most positive 

(Figure 4.12A). By doing the rank-order plot of  for all 13 mutations, we 

observed a sigmoidal curve, wherein the values at both extremes (high negative and high 

positive coupling) correspond to mutations that decrease MAb binding affinity by ~30-

fold or more (Table 4.2). These values deviate from the mean by + 0.3 kcal·mol

>< − wtmut
loopFGMR

>< − wtmut
loopFGMR

-1 to –0.8 

kcal·mol-1. The remaining mutations had a mean value of 0.42 kcal·mol-1 and 

corresponded to mutations that had very similar binding affinities to MAbs relative to 

wild type ED3 (Table 4.2). 

The sigmoidal shape in Figure 4.12A was also observed in the rank-order plot of 

the mutational response in WNV ED3 in the BC loop or  (Figure 3.10, 

Chapter 3), which conformed a Boltzmann distribution. Similarly, the data is Figure 

4.12A was fitted to a Boltzmann distribution (solid line) using equation 3.15 in Chapter 

3. The Boltzmann distribution of the data suggests that the ensemble of ED3 from 

DENV2 includes conformational states in which the ED3 adopts a MAb-non 

neutralization resistant conformation, characterized by intermediate values of energetic 

coupling in the FG loop; and a MAb-neutralization resistant conformation characterized 

by either high negative or high positive energetic coupling in the same region. These 

results are consistent with the observed continuum-like behavior in MAb-neutralization 

resistance for WNV ED3. Thus, in DEV2, MAb neutralization resistance also behaves as 

>< −wtmut
loopBCMR
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a continuum phenomenon and the decrease in MAb binding depends on the relative 

ability of a mutation to modulate the energetic coupling in the FG loop (Table 4.2). 

 

A

B

Figure 4.12. A, Boltzmann distribution of the rank-order plot of the energetic coupling perturbation by 
single mutations in the FG loop of ED3 from DENV2. The solid line represents the Boltzmann fit 
(equation 3.15, Chapter 3) and was obtained by assuming identical distances in the y-axis between each 
mutant. The midpoint value of the transition was 0.42 kcal·mol-1, and the maximum deviances 
correspond to + 0.3 kcal·mol-1 and –0.8 kcal·mol-1. Blue spheres represent MAb-resistant mutations, 
while black spheres represent MAb-nonresistant mutations. B, Plot of the energetic coupling 
perturbations in the DE (spheres) and BC (triangles) loops of ED3 from DENV2. The rank order was 
kept as in Figure 12A. All the values for the mutants oscillate near the mean value of 0.3 kcal·mol-1. 
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Table 4.2. Correlation between Mutational Response in the FG loop 

( ) and MAb binding affinity (Kd>< − wtmut
loopFGMR app, nM) in DENV2 ED3 

 Mutational Response in BC loop 

( )>< − wtmut
loopFGMR a

MAb binding affinityb

(Kdapp, nM) 

Wild type 0.00 3.81 ± 0.5 

K388G -0.42 11.7 ± 0.8 

K305G -0.23 108.0 ± 24 

E383G -0.22 80.0 ± 1.7 

I379V 0.19 4.67 ± 0.7 

K393R 0.26 5.42 ± 0.9 

K334Q 0.36 3.68 ± 0.2  

R345K 0.38 4.34 ± 0.3 

S331A 0.42 4.38 ± 0.2  

D329G 0.43 14.2 ± 0.8 

E327G 0.44 13.3 ± 1.2 

K307G 0.49 13.8 ± 1.7 

P384N 0.56 > 80c

P384D 0.65 > 100c

a Values in kcal·mol-1. b Binding affinity values for MAb 9F16 were kindly 

provided by Gregory Gromowski and Dr. Alan Barrett104. c For P384N/D 

the data was obtained from Hiramatsu et al., 1996102.  

 

 

While the qualitative behavior between the mutational response of the energetic 

coupling in ED3 from DENV2 and WNV is very similar, the values of the average 

mutational response on the energetic coupling are different (Table 4.3). This observation 

is consistent with the fact that the ED3 in DENV2 and WNV are homologous proteins, 

but they maintain virus-specific properties. For example, we observed differences in the 
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fitted parameters in the Boltzmann distribution function, which included the mean 

average mutational response (= 0.42 kcal·mol-1 for DENV2 ED3 in the FG loop, vs. 0.34 

kcal·mol-1 for WNV ED3 in the BC loop) and the constant ‘C’, which is a dimensionless 

parameter that describes the equilibrium cooperative factor97,98 (= to 20 for DENV2 ED3 

in the FG loop, vs. 24.6 for WNV ED3 in the BC loop). The mean mutational response 

corresponds to the midpoint in the transition between high negative and high positive 

values of energetic coupling. Table 4.3 summarizes the differences between the ED3 

from DENV2 and WNV in the mutational response of the energetic coupling of loops 

BC, DE and FG, which delineate a solvent-exposed patch in ED3 accessible to MAbs 

(Figure 4.1). 

 

 

Table 4.3. Differences between the ED3 from DENV2 and WNV in the mutational 

response on the energetic coupling in the BC, DE and FG loops 

 Dengue virus type 2  West Nile virus 

Mutational 

Responsea

 

BC loop

 

DE loop

 

FG loopb

  

BC loopb

 

DE loop

 

FG loop

        

Mean 

>< −wtmut
kjMR ,  

0.24 ± 

0.09 

0.28 ± 

0.06 

0.42 ± 

0.02 

 0.34 ± 

0.04 

0.19 ± 

0.06 

0.23 ± 

0.05 

        

Maximum 

 >< −wtmut
kjMR ,

0.33 

(E383G) 

0.39 

(K307G) 

0.65 

(P384D) 

 0.85 

(T332K) 

0.26 

(V338I) 

0.31 

(T332K) 

        

Minimum 

>< −wtmut
kjMR ,  

0.05 

(E327G) 

0.17 

(D329G) 

-0.42 

(K388G) 

 -0.20 

(K307R) 

0.10 

(T332A) 

0.12 

(K307R) 

a Values in kcal·mol-1. b Transition midpoint in Figure 4.12A and Figure 3.10 (Chapter 3). 

Mutation in parenthesis that generated the min/max observed .  >< −wtmut
kjMR ,
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 It is evident from Table 4.3 that in the case of DENV2 ED3, the loop that was the 

most susceptible to perturbations by mutations is the FG loop compared to the DE and 

BC loops. This mutational susceptibility was reflected not only by the largest deviations 

of energetic coupling from a mean value (= 0.42 ± 0.02 kcal·mol-1), but also the mean 

value itself is ~1.5-fold higher that the mean value of for the DE and BC loops. This 

behavior is illustrated in the Figure 4.12B, in which the mutational response on the DE 

and BC loops (for MAb-resistant and non-resistant mutations) is plotted in the same order 

as in Figure 4.12A. However, no significant deviations were observed for any mutant. 

The mean mutational response for the DE and FG loops were 0.24 kcal·mol-1 and 0.28 

kcal·mol-1, respectively. In the case of WNV ED3, the BC loop had the highest 

mutational response (or mutational susceptibility) compared to the DE and FG loops. 

And similarly, the BC loop showed the largest deviations from the mean value (0.34 

kcal·mol-1) upon mutation; and its mean energetic coupling is ~1.5-fold higher than those 

for the DE and FG loops. It is interesting to note that almost all the mutations (except 

one, V338I in WNV ED3) that had the most significant perturbations on the energetic 

coupling in any loop in ED3 for both DENV and WNV corresponded to mutations that 

reduce MAb binding affinity by ~4-100-fold. This result suggests that the effect of the 

MAb-neutralization resistant mutations on the energetic coupling of ED3 is more 

pronounced, but not limited, to one particular region of the domain. 

 

 

4.5.3 Modulation of energetic coupling depends on the stability of virus-specific 

residues 

Analysis of the effect of MAb-neutralization resistant and non-resistant mutations 

on the residue stability constant of the ED3 provides a physical understanding at the 

molecular level of the modulation of the energetic coupling from high negative to high 

positive values. In Figure 4.8 we observed that the MAb-neutralization resistant mutation 

K305G in DENV2 ED3 destabilized residues only in the FG loop compared to a non-

resistant mutation, while the rest of the residues in ED3 remained essentially unaffected. 
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Subsequent calculations showed that the mutation K305G generated high negative 

coupling in the same group of residues (Table 4.2). In Figure 4.13A, a similar pattern is 

observed in the residue stability constants of wild type ED3 from DENV2 (green spheres) 

and two MAb-neutralization resistant mutants: K388G and P384D (blue and red spheres, 

respectively). Both mutations had almost the same destabilizing effect, relative to wild 

type ED3, except in the residue stability constants of residues 378 to 388, or the FG loop.  

In the case of the mutation K388G the residue stability constant in the FG loop 

was significantly lower compared to wild type ED3, and also showed high negative 

energetic coupling. The correlation low stability ↔ negative-energetic-coupling in the 

FG loop was also observed for the mutants K305G and E383G (Table 4.4). The same 

correlation but with different magnitudes was observed for single mutations that 

generated high positive coupling (e.g. P384D/N); namely, a correlation of high-stability 

↔ positive-energetic-coupling. Though, this correlation was not observed when the 

residue stability constant of the FG loop of the mutant was directly compared the values 

of wild type ED3. Instead, the higher stability was observed in the ratio FG-loop-stability 

to maximum-residue-stability, which was higher for mutants that generated high positive 

energetic coupling compared to wild type ED3. These results indicate that the correlation 

high-stability ↔ positive-energetic-coupling is not the consequence of more stable 

residues in the FG loop, but by a decrease in the residue stability constant in the rest of 

the protein (Figure 4.13B). The value of the ratio FG-loop-stability to maximum-residue-

stability of MAb-non resistant mutations (e.g. I379V or K393R) was very similar to the 

value for wild type ED3 (Table 4.4), in agreement with the minimal mutational response 

of the energetic coupling in the FG loop (Table 4.3).  

This correlation (low/ high-stability ↔ negative/ positive-energetic-coupling) is 

analogous to the findings in WNV ED3, where mutations that showed high negative 

coupling in the BC loop, also showed the lowest stabilities in the same groups of 

residues; whereas mutations that generated high positive coupling showed the highest 

residue stability (normalized to the maximum residue stability). Therefore, the 

modulation of the energetic coupling, which correlates with the degree of resistance 
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conveyed by the mutation, depends on the effect of the mutation over the relative stability 

of virus-specific residues in ED3; namely, the FG loop in DENV2 the BC loop in WNV.  

 

A 

B FG loop 

Figure 4.13. A, Residue stability plot for the mutants K388G (blue) and P384D (red) together with 
wild type ED3 from DENV2 (green). Box encloses the residues mostly affected by the presence of the 
mutations, relative to wild type ED3, and corresponds to residues 378-388 or FG loop. B, Relative 
residue stability of the FG loop in ED3 from DENV2. Labels ‘a’ and ‘b’ correspond to the maximum 
stability in the protein for the mutants (K388G and P384D) and wild type ED3, respectively. Labels ‘c’ 
(blue), ‘d’ (red) and ‘e’ (green) correspond to the stability of the residues in the FG loop for K388G, 
P384D and wild type ED3, respectively. 

FG loop 
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Table 4.4. Effect of mutations in the Stability of the FG loop in DENV2 ED3a

 

Global 

Stabilityb

FG loop 

(Local) 

Stabilityc

Ratio 

Local/Globa

l Stability 

Maximum 

Residue 

Stabilityd

Ratio 

Local/Max 

Stability 

Mutational 

Response

 >< − wtmut
loopBCMR

Effect on FG loop 

stability relative to 

wild type ED3 

Wild type 7.39 9.64 1.31 10.02 0.96 --- --- 

K388G 6.84 7.41 1.08 9.08 0.81 

a All stability units are in kcal·mol-1. b The Global Stability was calculated by averaging the Residue Stability Constants of 

each residue in ED3. c FG loop stability was calculated by averaging the Residue Stability Constants of residues 378-388. 
d The Maximum Residue Stability found in the ED3 for wild type and single mutants. 

-0.42 <<< stability 

K305G 6.95 8.35 1.20 9.07 0.92 -0.23 << stability 

E383G 6.86 8.14 1.19 8.82 0.92 -0.22 << stability 

I379V 6.98 8.84 1.27 9.08 0.97 0.19 Behaves like wild type 

K393R 6.89 8.95 1.30 9.16 0.98 0.26 Behaves like wild type 

K334Q 6.82 8.87 1.30 9.03 0.98 0.36 > stability 

R345K 6.90 8.71 1.26 8.86 0.98 0.38 > stability 

S331A 6.85 8.69 1.27 8.84 0.98 0.42 > stability 

D329G 6.85 8.75 1.28 8.93 0.98 0.43 > stability 

E327G 6.82 8.72 1.28 8.85 0.98 0.44 > stability 

K307G 6.82 8.76 1.29 8.88 0.99 0.49 >> stability 

P384N/D 6.84 8.80 1.29 8.87 0.99 0.61 >> stability 
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4.6 CONCLUSIONS 

Monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) against the envelope (E) protein are capable of 

neutralizing flaviviruses in vitro, including DENV2 and WNV14-16,100,101. In particular, 

MAbs recognizing the domain 3 (ED3) of the envelope have been proven to be of high 

neutralizing potency14-16,104. Thus, the definition of dominant neutralizing epitopes 

against ED3 is of great interest for the development of an effective vaccine response or 

for the development of MAbs with therapeutic potential3. In the effort of dissecting 

dominant neutralizing epitopes in ED3 in flaviviruses, the dogmatic approach has been 

the study of the effect of single site mutations in MAb binding. Mutations that 

significantly decrease MAb binding affinity, relative to the wild type ED3, are defined as 

MAb-neutralization resistance mutations. 

In the previous chapter we quantitatively described the mechanism of MAb-

neutralization resistance exerted by different single mutations WNV in a single function 

of the mutational response of the energetic coupling that followed a Boltzmann 

distribution. The Boltzmann distribution suggested that there was an equilibrium process 

between different conformational states in the ensemble that included both the MAb-

neutralization and non-neutralization resistant conformations. Within this ensemble of 

conformations, the MAb-neutralization resistant mutations were best able to shift this 

equilibrium towards conformations characterized with either high negative or high 

positive energetic coupling values in residues of the BC loop, the dominant neutralizing 

epitope in WNV ED3. 

In order to test the generality of the results and conclusions derived from WNV 

ED3, we analyzed the mutational response on the energetic coupling of ED3 from 

DENV2. We found parallel results between DENV2 and WNV. Namely, a single 

Boltzmann distribution function was able to describe the mutational response of both the 

MAb-neutralization and non-neutralization resistant mutants. However, two main 

differences between DENV2 and WNV were observed: 

1. The magnitude of perturbations of the energetic coupling by the single 

mutations was higher in DENV2 ED3 compared to WNV ED3. 
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2. The mutational response in DENV2 ED3 was observed in the FG loop and 

not in the BC loop as in the case of WNV. Remarkably, the FG loop in 

DENV2 has been suggested as the dominant neutralizing epitope in ED3. 

The parallel results between DEVN2 ED3 and WNV ED3 support the generality 

of the continuum-like mechanism in MAb-neutralization resistance. And while there are 

differences in the relative magnitudes of effects of mutations and the locations of these 

perturbations between DENV2 and WNV; these differences correlate with the virus-

specific antigenic determinants for each virus. Therefore, we can hypothesize that the 

uniqueness in the antigenic determinants in viral proteins are encoded in the 

thermodynamic signatures of each protein (e.g. depend on the localization of the response 

of MAb-neutralization resistant mutations on the energetic coupling of the viral protein) 

despite of the high structural and high sequence similarities that they may share, as in the 

case of the ED3 from DENV2 and WNV, and in general in Flaviviruses. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

 

DISCUSSION: 

 

AN EXPANDED MUTATIONAL SPACE OF FLAVIVIRUSES TO 

EVADE ANTIBODY-MEDIATED NEUTRALIZATION  
 

 

A viral strategy to allow survival and establish infection, in response to the 

selection pressure of the cellular and humoral immune system of the host, is the induction 

of mutations in viral epitopes of antigenic proteins (facilitated, in particular, by the low-

fidelity RNA-dependent RNA polymerases of flaviviruses)3,12. This phenomenon, known 

as antigenic variation, has been reported in the envelope protein domain 3 (ED3) in 

flaviviruses as relevant to monoclonal antibody (MAb) evasion12. ED3 in flaviviruses is 

believed to be the putative-receptor binding domain17 and is the major target of 

neutralizing MAbs. In West Nile virus (WNV), mutations that enable escape from 

recognition from neutralizing MAbs map to residues in ED314-16. Similarly, other 

flaviviruses (dengue, Japanese encephalitis, and tick-borne encephalitis) efficiently 

escape antibody neutralization with mutations that map to ED3 as well20,23,29,30,104,108,109. 

During the antigenic variation process in vivo, the generation of random mutations 

throughout the flaviviral genome will result into MAb-neutralization resistant variants3,12, 

which will become dominant if the mutations do not compromise some stage of the virus 

lifecycle. For example, the presence of mutations in ED3 that enables MAb evasion 

without the destruction of structural motifs involved in receptor-binding function or viral 

particle assembly (Zhang et al., submitted)96. These observations are in agreement with 

our solution biophysical studies that showed that single site mutations in ED3 from WNV 
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preserved the integrity of the fold and global solution structure as in the wild type protein 

(Figure 2.17, Chapter 2). 

It is commonly understood that mutations that impair MAb-neutralization or 

decrease MAb binding affinity are located at sites that are part of the viral epitope. 

However, this interpretation is mostly based on MAb-antigen reactions; that is, there is 

no direct supporting structural evidence such as structural information of the antigen-

antibody complex110. In WNV, as well as in other flaviviruses16,28-30,38-40,111 and non-

related viruses112,113, the presence of naturally occurring mutations in regions that are not 

accessible to the solvent or to other macromolecules (e.g. MAbs) suggest that structural 

elements other than the epitope can play a role in MAb-neutralization resistance via long-

range communication. We tested this hypothesis by investigating the effect of single site 

mutations in ED3 from WNV on the physicochemical properties of distantly positioned 

structural elements (e.g. the single tryptophan residue is > 20 away Å from the mutation 

sites). We observed that while the global solution structure was preserved between all 

single mutations, the dynamical properties and charge distribution of the single 

tryptophan residue in ED3 were being perturbed (Figures 2.12 and 2.14, Chapter 2). 

These results provided first evidence of long-range communication in ED3 from WNV. 

We further investigated other long-range communication pathways between 

distant regions by determining the correlated fluctuations of distant residues in ED3 from 

WNV. To do so, we employed a previously validated ensemble-based description of the 

equilibrium, the COREX algorithm91, which models protein fluctuations as local 

simultaneous unfolding reactions. Therefore, this approach is pathway-independent; 

namely, there is not a direct mechanical pathway that allows propagation of 

perturbations95,96. To investigate the long-range effects of naturally occurring mutations 

in ED3 from WNV, we determined networks of energetically coupled residues, and 

defined the perturbation of mutations over this network as the mutational response of the 

energetic coupling or  (equation 3.14, Chapter 3). The above mentioned 

experimental results validated the calculated long-range effects over the single tryptophan 

wtmut
kjMR −

,
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residue due to the presence of single site mutations, positioned > 20 Å away or more 

(Figure 3.6, Chapter 3). 

Upon investigation of the mutational response of the energetic coupling in WNV 

ED3, we found that the solvent-exposed BC loop was the region in ED3 most susceptible 

to perturbations caused by mutations of sites located throughout the protein (Figure 3.1, 

Chapter 3). However, MAb-neutralization resistant mutants were the most efficient ones 

in perturbing this region, by generating either high negative or high positive negative 

coupling (Figure 3.9, Chapter 3). Moreover, the rank-order plot of the mutational 

response followed a Boltzmann distribution function, which suggests that the ability to 

elicit MAb-neutralization resistance is a continuum. It is simply a manifestation of an 

equilibrium process between different populations of conformational states in ED3 that 

include both the MAb-neutralization resistant and non-neutralization conformations. 

To provide an understanding of the physical nature of the mutations that 

generated either high negative or positive energetic coupling, we determined the effect of 

mutations on the residue stability constants of ED3 (equation 3.5, Chapter 3), which 

provides a metric of stability at the residue level. We observed that the MAb-

neutralization resistant mutations affected mainly the residue stability of the BC loop 

relative to wild type ED3, and established a quantitative correlation of low and high 

stability to low and high energetic coupling, respectively, in that region. This correlation 

for WNV ED3 is shown in Figure 5.1, in which the rank-order plot of the mutational 

response of the energetic coupling in the BC loop is plotted together with the 

corresponding values of the residue stability in the same region for each mutant. It is 

obvious from Figure 5.1A that mutants with low stability (blue spheres) correlate with 

negative energetic coupling (blue squares), mutants with intermediate stability (green 

spheres) correlated with low positive coupling (green squares), and the mutants with the 

highest stabilities (red spheres) correlated with values of high positive energetic coupling 

(red squares). The differences in the local stability of the BC loop in ED3 indicates that 

this region in MAb-neutralization resistant mutants is found principally in two 

populations: 1) A less structured (or ‘unfolded-like’) conformation for mutants with low 
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stability ↔ low energetic coupling without jeopardizing the integrity of the fold of ED3 

required for the viability of the virus; and 2), A ‘rigid-like’ conformation for mutants 

with high  stability ↔ high energetic coupling because their local stability in the BC loop 

is as high as the stability of residues found in the core of the protein. 

An analogous correlation of low/ high stability ↔ low/ high energetic coupling in 

the analysis of single mutants in dengue virus type 2 (DENV2) ED3 was obtained (Figure 

5.2). Despite of that the ED3 in DENV2 and WNV are homologous proteins, as judged 

by the high structural similarity and high sequence similarity, the correlation low/ high 

stability ↔ low/ high energetic coupling in DENV2 ED3 was localized to the FG loop, 

another solvent-exposed loop in the viral particle (Figure 4.1, Chapter 4). 

 

 

Figure 5.1. The Boltzmann distribution function of the rank-order plot of the mutational response in 
the BC loop (squares, solid d line) correlates with the rank order of the residue stability in the same 
region (spheres, dashed line) in ED3 from WNV. The residue stability of the BC loop was 
normalized to the maximum residue stability found in the protein. Symbols in blue, green and red 
indicate low, intermediate and high residue stability (or energetic coupling), respectively.  

 

 

Thus, the equilibrium process between populations of different conformational 

states in ED3, represented by the Boltzmann distribution function of the energetic 
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coupling, was able to capture (implicitly) the physical nature (changes in stability) of the 

difference between MAb-neutralization resistant and MAb non-resistant conformations in 

two parallel, but different, viral protein antigens. 

 

 

Figure 5.2. The Boltzmann distribution function of the rank-order plot of the mutational response in 
the FG loop (squares, solid d line) correlates with the rank order of the residue stability in the same 
region (spheres, dashed line) in ED3 from DENV2. The residue stability of the FG loop was 
normalized to the maximum residue stability found in the protein. Symbols in blue, green and red 
indicate low, intermediate and high residue stability (or energetic coupling), respectively. 

 
 

 

The sharp equilibrium in the transition of the Boltzmann distribution between 

mutations with high negative and high positive energetic coupling values (Figures 5.1 

and 5.2) indicates that ED3 is thermodynamically robust, but capable to respond to 

perturbations in the environment. For example, in the context of the virus lifecycle, a 

perturbation in the environment is equivalent to the selective pressure of neutralizing 

MAbs, and the ability of response of the virus by mutations allows the evasion of MAbs. 

For the virus to be able to respond against neutralizing MAbs, the equilibrium of ED3 

must be located in the transition region of the Boltzmann distribution (with intermediate 
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energetic coupling). If the equilibrium of ED3 is located too far below or above the 

transition region (e.g. high positive or high negative energetic coupling), the response of 

the system upon a perturbation (by a mutation) will result in no significant changes of the 

populations towards conformations that are MAb-resistant like. Similarly, if the 

equilibrium transition were too broad, then the redistribution of the population of 

conformations towards a MAb-neutralization resistant conformation by mutations would 

be insignificant, and as a result the virus would be efficiently neutralized by MAbs. This 

behavior is illustrated in Figure 5.3A for WNV ED3 in which the equilibrium description 

of the rank-order plot of the energetic coupling represents as a phenomenological 

observable (<obs>), and the response of the equilibrium between high negative and high 

positive coupling, defined as 
><∂

><∂
−wtmut
loopBCMR

obs , conforms to a sharp peak in the transition 

region (dashed line).  

The sharpness of the peak indicates that in the transition region, the ED3 is able to 

respond very efficiently to changes in the environment. In terms of the biology of the 

virus, by having the wild type ED3 (or non-resistant mutants) positioned in the transition 

region, the virus will respond efficiently to neutralizing MAbs by decreasing MAb 

binding affinity by mutations energetically coupled to BC loop. Indeed, we observed a 

qualitative correlation between the response of the equilibrium of the energetic coupling 

and MAb binding affinity (or ][ appwtmut
loopBC

KdLog
MR

obs
∝

><∂
><∂
− ) of resistant and non-

resistant mutants  (Figure 5.3B). 

In the case of DENV ED3, we observed that the response of the equilibrium in the 

FG loop (
><∂

><∂
−wtmut
loopFGMR

obs ) between high negative and high positive coupling also 

conformed to a sharp peak in the transition region (Figure 5.4, dashed line), but in 

comparison to WNV ED3, the curve was shifted towards higher values of positive 

energetic coupling (Figure 5.3). 
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A 

B 

K310T

K307R

T332A

T330I

T332K 

Figure 5.3. A, Response of the equilibrium (dashed line) on changes in energetic coupling of the BC 
loop due to mutations in ED3 from WNV. B, Correlation between the response of the equilibrium 
(dashed line) and decrease in MAb binding affinity. Error bars corresponds to deviation in the 
estimation Kdapp (vertical bars) and deviations in the mean of >< −wtmut

loopBCMR  for that particular mutant 

(horizontal bars). The dissociation constants were obtained from Figure 21, Chapter 2. 
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Figure 5.4. Response of the equilibrium (dashed line) on changes in energetic coupling of the FG loop 
due to mutations in ED3 from DENV2.  

 
 

When the response of the equilibrium was correlated with the Kdapp of the single 

mutants in DENV2 ED3 (Figure 5.5), we observed, as in the case of WNV ED3, that the 

values of Kdapp delineated the bell-shape curve of the equilibrium response. However, 

outliers from the equilibrium response plot were observed for the MAb non-resistant 

mutants I379V and K393R (green arrows), and the MAb-resistant mutant K388G (blue 

sphere). By displacing the midpoint of equilibrium response to lower energetic coupling 

values (Figure 5.4, grey dashed curve), the outlier mutations I379V and K393R fall close 

to the peak of equilibrium response plot. This could suggest that the definition of the 

midpoint of the equilibrium transition in the rank-order plot of the mutational response of 

the energetic coupling was not accurate and probably the analyses of more mutants are 

required. In the case of WNV ED3, the mutant T332A also was an outlier in the 

equilibrium response plot (Figure 5.3B, red sphere). 
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Figure 5.5. Correlation between the response of the equilibrium (black dashed line) and decrease in 
MAb binding affinity in DENV2 ED3. Vertical and horizontal error bars corresponds to deviations in 
Kdapp and deviations in the mean of >< −wtmut

loopFGMR  for that particular mutant, respectively. For 
comparison, the response of the equilibrium in WNV ED3 was also included (grey dashed line). 
Dissociation constant were provided by Greg Gromowski104.  

 

 

Despite the small difference in the magnitude of the peak position (= midpoint of 

the equilibrium transition) and the localization of the energetic coupling perturbation 

between the ED3 from DENV2 and WNV, the parallel qualitative behavior of the 

mutational response suggests a common basic mechanism in MAb-neutralization 

resistance for both systems. Namely, the positioning of wild type ED3 or Mab non-

resistant mutants near the transition region of the Boltzmann distribution of the energetic 

coupling allows the virus to counteract efficiently the neutralizing activity of MAbs by 

decreasing or increasing the local stability of the BC and FG loops (for WNV and 

DENV2, respectively). This decrease/ increase in stability in the loops BC or FG results 

in the same outcome: reduction of MAb binding affinity to the viral epitope. Thus, a 

quantitative correlation between the mutational response of the energetic coupling 

( ) and the MAb-binding affinity (Kdwtmut
kjMR −

, app) was established for the ED3 of WNV 
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and DENV2 (Figure 5.6). Specifically, mutations that decrease MAb binding affinity 

(with Kdapp ~4-100-fold > than for wild type ED3), either in DENV2 or WNV, fell into a 

negative or positive range of energetic coupling (Figure 5.6, blue and red shades, 

respectively). In the case of mutations with Kdapp similar to those for wild type ED3 fell 

into intermediate values of energetic coupling (Figure 5.6, green shade). 

 

 

Figure 5.6. Correlation between energetic coupling perturbation and MAb binding affinity in ED3 from 
WNV (squares) and DENV2 (triangles). Blue, red and green shades indicate negative, positive and 
intermediate coupling. 

 
 

 

The distribution of correlations in Figure 5.6 illustrates an ‘energy-landscape 

map’ allows us to establish a simple fundamental strategy for the mechanism of MAb-

neutralization resistance based on where the calculated energetic coupling of the mutation 

falls: mutations that generate high negative or high positive energetic coupling will result, 

with higher probability, in reduction of MAb binding affinity; and mutations that do not 

shift the energetic coupling from an equilibrium point (= transition midpoint) will not 

result in decrease in MAb binding affinity. Thus, the regions in Figure 5.6 with white 
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background can be considered as not energetically allowed. Noteworthy, the energy-

landscape map in Figure 5.6 is obtained by using energetic coupling values of specific 

regions in ED3: the BC loop in WNV and the FG loop in DENV2. These regions in ED3 

were the most susceptible to perturbation due to mutations in ED3 and are virus-specific. 

That is, the distribution of mutations in Figure 5.6 is lost when the values of Kdapp are 

correlated with the energetic coupling in the BC loop for DENV2 and the FG loop for 

WNV as shown in Figure 5.7, where mutations that decrease MAb binding affinity fell 

into intermediate values of energetic coupling as in the case of Mab non-resistant 

mutations. 

 

 

Figure 5.7. Lost correlation between energetic coupling perturbation and MAb binding affinity in ED3 
from WNV (squares) and DENV2 (triangles) when the energetic coupling values corresponded to the 
FG loop for WNV and BC loop for DENV2. Blue, red and green shades indicate negative, positive and 
intermediate coupling.   

 
 

 

Because the energy-landscape map in Figure 5.6 is pathway independent, then 

mutations anywhere in the ED3 can generate MAb-neutralization resistance, provided 
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that the substitution is energetically couple to the dominant epitopes in ED3 (BC loop or 

FG loop in ED3 from WNV or DENV2, respectively). This observation underscores the 

role of long-range interactions in MAb-neutralization resistance and provides, for the first 

time, a fundamental rationale for the presence of mutations outside the binding site (viral 

epitope) as it has been described in flaviviruses16,28-30,38-40,111. 

 

 

5.1 BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF LONG-RANGE COMMUNICATION IN 

VIRAL PROTEINS 

ED3 in flaviviruses encodes critical epitopes recognized by potent virus type-

specific neutralizing MAbs12, and accordingly, it harbors most of the critical mutations 

that enable the virus to escape from neutralizing MAbs. However, ED3 also plays crucial 

roles during the multiplication cycle of flaviviruses: it is the putative cell-receptor-

binding domain that triggers receptor-mediated endocytosis17; and during the fusion 

process between the viral and endosome membranes, that allows release of the genetic 

material into the cytoplasm, the envelope protein requires a dramatic domain 

reorganization in which ED3 plays a major role114,115. Thus the mutations selected in ED3 

to generate MAb-escape mutants have to pass a ‘quality control’ in which the ED3 is able 

to preserve its functions. Results of this study provide insights on the strategy employed 

by the virus to achieve the goal of evading MAb binding without affecting its ability to 

carry out the essential viral functions. The strategy seems to reside at least in part in the 

property of energetic coupling among distant sites in the protein. 

In addition to performing different functions, ED3 is also the major target of 

neutralizing MAbs. ED3, being a small protein (~100 residues) with a small solvent-

expose surface of residues (Figure 4.1, Chapter 4) is, therefore, under high selection 

pressure because there are limited number of residues available for mutations to generate 

a viable MAb-escape variant yet maintaining its normal functions. However, in this study 

it has clearly been demonstrated that decrease in MAb binding affinity correlates with the 

degree of energetic coupling on virus-specific regions of ED3, namely, high negative/ 
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positive energetic coupling is correlated with low MAb binding affinity. Since the 

energetic coupling between residues is pathway-independent and long-range, then the 

mutation site can potentially be located anywhere in the protein (or even in a different 

domain of the envelope protein). Thus, the mutational space to generate MAb-

neutralization resistance in ED3 is significantly expanded without compromising 

residues directly involved in other functions that are important for virus viability. 

Finally, we have observed a correlation between low MAb binding affinity and 

high negative/ positive energetic coupling. This correlation was established only in virus-

specific structural element in the protein that corresponded to the dominant viral epitopes 

for DENV2 and WNV; namely, the FG and BC loops in ED3, respectively. Thus, what 

would be the advantage of having one (or a very limited number) immunodominant 

epitope and not several? Let us consider two scenarios: 

1.      The viral protein antigen has numerous dominant epitopes. This situation will 

generate a large diversity in the mutational space of the virus and the host will 

have to elicit a greater number of MAbs against the numerous epitopes. 

However, by having a large panel of MAbs with strong neutralizing 

capability, the chances of having MAbs binding to regions that are 

functionally important for the virus (e.g. residues involved in cell-receptor 

binding) increases significantly. In the case of ED3, which has a small surface 

of residues exposed to the solvent, this is a critical disadvantage because it is 

most likely these epitopes would most likely overlap with viral surfaces 

involved in cell-receptor binding. 

2.      The viral protein antigen has one dominant epitope. The diversity in the 

mutational space will be limited and the panel of MAbs produced by the host 

will react against this dominant epitope. However, the virus gains an 

advantage in that other regions functionally important for the virus most likely 

will not be compromised either by the MAbs (because they will react against 

the dominant epitope) nor by mutations because those residues will not be 

under high selection pressure. 
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The virus adopted the strategy of having one dominant epitope energetically 

coupled to other regions of the protein, the mutational space is expanded significantly 

(potentially to other domains as well) generating a large conformational diversity in the 

viral epitope but the mutations do not compromise residues that are solvent-exposed 

important for other functions such as cell-receptor binding and endosomal membrane 

fusion process. Therefore, the virus-specific antigenic determinants of neutralization 

emerge from the localization of the mutational response of the energetic coupling in ED3. 
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